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1 Introduction 

 

The ever-increasing demands on the performance of pharmaceutical formulations with respect 
to, e.g., greater dosage levels, greater bioavailability, storage stability, fewer side effects and 
controlled release constitute the main motivation for drug delivery research. Surfactants play a 
key role in many of the novel drug delivery systems developed, and wide range of surfactant-
containing systems, including emulsions, liposomes, liquid crystalline phases and 
microemulsions (MEs), are being extensively investigated in relation to drug delivery. 1,2 In the 
last few decades advances in physics and pharmacy have gone hand in hand in this research. 
The most fundamental discoveries in physics have rapidly been exploited by the medical 
community to devise new techniques for characterizing and enhancing the quality of drug 
delivery systems. And physicists are increasingly listening to the demands of the medical 
profession when defining the direction of new research. The best known example of the link 
between physics and medicine is the use of scattering techniques to diagnose, treat disease and 
characterize the physico-chemical properties of drug and drug delivery systems. This thesis 
and associated publications3,4,5,6,7,8 are attempt to study the drug delivery systems (MEs) with 
two basic objectives: (I) to determine the effect of each constituent solubilize in ME on 
droplet size and stability, (II) to examine the physical basis of the interactions between the 
ME droplets.  

MEs are systems consisting of water, oil and amphiphile(s) that constitute a single optically 
isotropic and thermodynamically stable liquid solution. Since the day when scattering 
properties of MEs were first investigated by Hoar and Schulman, 9 scientists have been 
fascinated with the physical and chemical properties of these systems. Usually, these systems 
are studied with scattering techniques (Light, Neutron, X-ray), nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) and electrokinetic chromatography, 10,11 for the understanding their physico-chemical 
properties. In this thesis, we have explored in some depth the use of scattering techniques, 
static light scattering (SLS), dynamic light scattering (DLS) and small-angle neutron 
scattering (SANS) for the investigation of MEs. These scattering techniques are briefly 
introduced in Chapter 2. Although all these techniques are well- founded, some fundamental 
difficulties principally arise because in many MEs both the droplet size and the extent of 
interaction between the droplets vary simultaneously as a function of volume fraction and 
consequently the usual technique of extrapolating to zero concentration, and hence assuming 
ideality, can not be used. The combination of SLS, DLS and SANS is used for this type of 
problem, in that SLS and SANS can provide time-average structural information and DLS 
dynamic information about the motion of the droplets in interacting systems. The theory 
necessary for the evaluation of the obtained results are provided in Chapter 3. The description 
of apparatus used for data acquisition are presented in Chapter 4.  

An efficient use of MEs in many scientific and industrial applications is directly related to the 
understanding of their microstructure. This thesis extends the knowledge of the microstructure 
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of model anionic surfactant system, water/sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT)/n-
alkane  (AOT-ME) as well as ME systems of pharmaceutical interests. In the first part of the 
Chapter 5, diffusion dynamics and interdroplet interaction of AOT-MEs in the large 
concentration range are studied for the first time, along with the droplet size growth, shape 
and size fluctuation of ME droplets using contrast variation experiments. Chain length of the 
n-alkane has been varied in order to show the dependence of above mentioned features of 
systems on the chain length. Several authors12,13 have reported the use of water/AOT/n-alkane 
system in combination with nonionic surfactant sorbitan monooleate (Span® 20, Arlacel 20) 
as topical drug delivery vehicles, free of the irritancy effects normally associated with 
medium chain length alcohols. Although water/AOT/n-alkane systems have been widely 
studied as model systems, these systems consist normal aklanes as oils, which are not edible, 
making them of less practical use in delivery systems. In the second part of the Chapter 5, 
W/O and O/W - MEs comprising pharmaceutical acceptable substances are characterized. 
These pharmaceutical MEs are formulated without using cosurfactant (medium chain 
alcohols). The inclusion of short or medium chain alcohols as cosurfactants limits the 
potential use of the ME due to their high toxic and irritant properties. 14,15 Since it is known 
that a single surfactant alone is generally not optimum, mixtures of pharmaceutical acceptable 
surfactants such as Tween (polyoxyethyelene sorbitol) and Span (Sorbitol ester) or Tween 
(polyoxyethyelene sorbitol) and Block co-polymers (Poloxamers) are used to get an 
improvement in ME properties similar to those obtained by the addition of a cosurfactant. The 
larger head group of Tween pushes it out into the aqueous phase more, allowing the surfactant 
molecules to pack more tightly and tail to interact strongly. With block copolymers of 
ethylene oxide-propylene oxide type, such as the Poloxamers, the hydrated polyoxyethylene 
chains extend into the continuous phase to provide steric stabilization and the hydrophobic 
propylene oxide portion is anchored onto the droplet surface to form a strong protecting layer 
against coalescence. MEs consisting the pharmaceutical acceptable oils such as isopropyl 
palmitate (IPP), isopropyl myristate (IPM), eutanol, oleic acid and triglycerides (Miglyol) are 
characterized. Microemulsions using DMSO instead of water as hydrophilic dispersed phase 
in W/O MEs are also characterized because DMSO can penetrate the skin quickly and deeply 
without damaging it. This property would enable DMSO to act as a new drug delivery system 
that would lower the risk of infection occurring whenever skin is penetrated. In the third part 
of the Chapter 5, colloidal vehicle systems (MEs) comprising biologically active substances 
such as local anaesthetics as dispersed, colloidal phase are investigated. In this thesis, first 
attempt is made to compile all the factors contributing to the stability of above mentioned 
MEs of pharmaceutical interest. The treatment for stability accounts for the calculation of 
droplet size and estimation of interdroplet interaction. A droplet size distribution in 
pharmaceutical ME is important from both stability and biopharmaceutical consideration. The 
larger droplet size, the greater the tendency to coalesce and further increase the droplet size. 
Thus, fine particles generally promote better stability. From the biological point of view, fine 
emulsification enhances gastrointestinal absorption and this is also desirable with oral 
formulations of nutrient oils or with drugs dissolved in them. The Chapter 6 deals with our 
findings and consclusions. Further we briefly discuss about an outlook on the future work. In 
this introduction, we review a few basic concepts regarding these systems. 
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1.1 What is a ME? 

 

Amphiphilic molecules are composed of two different parts: hydrophobic tail and hydrophilic 
head. An example of an amphiphilic molecule is shown in Figure 1.1C. The tail is composed 
of one or more hydrocarbon chains, usually with 6 to 20 carbon atoms, the head is composed 
of chemical groups of high affinity to water.16 Such a composition of amphiphilic molecules 
results in many amazing properties of systems containing these molecules. Adding an 
appropriate amount of amphiphile to a mixture of oil and water, two liquids which are 
immiscible under normal conditions, cause complete mixing of these liquids. The amount of 
amphiphile necessary to cause mixing depends on the strength of amphiphile. The longer the 
hydrocarbon chain the stronger the amphiphile is. The strength of amphiphile depends in 
similar way on the number of hydrophilic groups in the amphiphilic molecule. Complete 
mixing is enabled by lowering the oil-water surface tension by amphiphile. That is why the 
amphiphilic molecules are also called surfactants: surface active agents. The surfactant 
assembles at the interface, forming a monolayer, in such a way that the hydrophilic part of the 
amphiphile is located in water and hydrophobic part in oil.  

 

Co-Co-

OilOil CoreCore

Oil

A B

C

 

Figure 1.1 Diagrammatic representation of (A) O/W - ME droplet (B) W/O - ME droplet (C) 
surfactant and co-surfactant. 

The surfactant monolayer separates coherent regions of oil and water and reduces interfacial 
tension between two regions. Usually the monolayer width is small compared to the size of oil 
and water regions, unless the concentration of surfactant is very high. In such a situation the 
formation of water and oil droplets dispersed in the surfactant solution is possible. Surfactants 
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dissolved in water can form micelles of different shape: spherical or cylindrical. They can also 
assemble into spherical bilayers (vesicles) grouping the hydrophobic part of the surfactant 
inside the bilayer. The aggregate of surfactants containing a small amount of bound water 
usually called reverse micelle. The micellar or reverse micellar core constitutes nonpolar or 
polar micro-environment which can accommodate oil or water. The solubilize oil or water 
molecules can either be located among (the hydrocarbon tails-oil solubilize or the hydrophilic 
head group-water solubilize) the surfactant molecules or form, in addition, a core inside the 
aggregate. The first case is usually referred to as solubilization and the second as 
microemulsification. Term “Swollen micelles” corresponds to first case (containing only 
solubilized oil or water associated with the surfactant molecules) where as term “MEs” 
correspond to second case (containing solubilized oil or water bound to surfactant molecules 
as well as containing "free" oil or water in the interior of the droplet). Many investigators have 
perceived a difference between “MEs” and “swollen micelles”. In this study the term “ME” 
will be used to describe both systems. This is in agreement with the definition proposed by 
Danielson and Lindman, 17 who considered a ME to be “a system of water with or without 
electrolyte, oil and surfactants which are single isotropic and thermodynamically stable 
solutions.”  

 

1.2 What does a ME droplet look like? 

 

The solubilization of one phase into another in a ME system is affected by a balance of 
attractive and repulsive forces. As MEs are thermodynamically stable, the droplets will not 
coalesce and precipitate over time. A condensed film with very strong lateral forces and good 
elasticity will provide an excellent barrier to collision coalescence. With the exception of 
double alkyl chain surfactants and a few nonionic surfactants, it is generally not possible to 
form condensed films with the use of a single surfactant. Thus most MEs are made from the 
mixture of a surfactant and a cosurfactant. This cosurfactant is usually a short chain alcohol, 
ranging from two carbons (ethanol) to four carbon atoms (butanol), though alcohols up to 
decanol have been studied by some investigators. The simplest representation of the structure 
of MEs in the droplet form in which ME droplets are surrounded by the interfacial film 
consisting of both surfactant and cosurfactant molecules, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The 
orientation of the amphiphiles at the interface, differs in O/W and W/O - MEs. As shown in 
Figure 1.1, the hydrophobic portions of these molecules will reside in the dispersed oil 
droplets of O/W systems, with the hydrophilic groups protruding in the continuous phase, 
while the opposite situation will be true of W/O - MEs.  
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1.3 What is dynamic behavior of ME droplet? 
 

Droplets of ME are affected by thermal motion of the solution and will collide with each 
other. Collisions between droplets occur, while most will repel, some will coalesce and then 
spontaneously break apart again. Such encounters result in short lived clusters that may 
exchange solubilized material before dissociating into separate droplet causing collective and 
self diffusion of droplets. Since some fractions of ME droplet collisions result in coalescence, 
yet the mean droplet size in the ME remains constant over time, there must be a driving force 
to break up these aggregates again. Positive interfacial tension is the driving force for 
decreasing interfacial area of a given droplet, so there must be some "negative" interfacial 
tension present to force an increase in interfacial area and the resulting break up of ME 
droplets that are too large. At the optimum droplet size, the forces are balanced and the 
interfacial tension must approach zero. Therefore, ME droplet can be considered as a dynamic 
entity, a tiny droplet surrounded by a monolayer or an aggregate of surfactant or mixture of 
two surfactants, sometimes combining with its neighbors, and subsequently breaking apart, 
sometimes exposing the water phase to the oil phase. 

 

1.4 Design of MEs  
 

There have been several studies of the effect of surfactant molecular structure on ME 
formation. Israelachvili18 described a surfactant packing parameter (vs/asL, where vs is the 
surfactant molecular volume, L is the length of the hydrophobic part of surfactant, and as is 
the cross-sectional area occupied by the hydrophilic group at the interface), which predicts the  
shape of the aggregates formed spontaneously. O/W MEs will be formed when vs/asL < 1, 
W/O MEs will be formed when vs/asL > 1 and lamellar phases when vs/asL ~ 1. 
 

1.5 Applications of MEs 
 

The ability of MEs to confer macroscopic homogeneity on immiscible substances, high 
thermodynamic stability, and solubilize materials of differing polarity has led to their wide 
use in industry: pharmaceutical, textile cleaning, food, cosmetic, and oil.19,20,21 In addition to 
their traditional roles in aforesaid industries, MEs offer several potential advantages as drug 
delivery systems.22 Poorly water soluble drugs in pharmaceutical dosage form a challenge, 
due to the severe restriction on the choice of solvents suitable for oral, topical or parental use. 
Finely dispersed oil droplets of O/W - MEs offer a potential solvent for such drugs. W/O - 
MEs are suitable to facilitate the transport of hydrophilic compounds through the penetration 
barrier, stratum corneum. MEs also seem to be reasonable means to remove soil containing 
high amounts of mineral oil from surfaces because of their extremely low interfacial tension 
and their high solubilization power.23 MEs also used for microreactor in biotechnology. 24
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2 Small Angle Scattering (SAS) Techniques 

 

Small angle scattering (SAS) is the collective name given to the techniques of small angle 
neutron (SANS), X-ray (SAXS) and light (LS, includes both Static SLS and Dynamic DLS) 
scattering. In each of these techniques radiation is elastically scattered by a sample and the 
resulting scattering pattern is analyzed to provide information about the size, shape and 
orientation of some components of the sample (see Figure 2.1).  

The type of sample that can be studied by SAS, the sample environment that can be applied, 
the actual length scales that can be probed and the information that can ultimately be obtained, 
all depend on the nature of the radiation employed. For example, LS can not be used to study 
optically opaque samples and SAXS can not (easily) be employed to study thick samples or 
samples requiring complex containers, while SANS (and SAXS) probe different length scales 
to LS. Thus to a large extent these techniques are complementary. However, they also share 
several similarities. Perhaps the most important of these is the fact that, with minor 
adjustments to account for the different types of radiation, the same basic equations and 
"laws" (for example, those due to Guinier, Zimm, Kratky and Porod) can be used to analyze 
data from any of the three techniques. Colloidal systems include materials of very different 
nature- generally speaking, colloidal systems consist of two or more components, and one can 
identify individual particles dispersed in a homogeneous medium, called “solven
the particle and the solvent can be complex or formed of different components, like for 
example in the case of MEs where three to five different molecules can be present. The 
physics of these systems is very diverse but, in all cases, a detailed description of the structure 
is necessary. SAS technique has been proven to be a unique and powerful tool for elucidating 
the structure, interaction, and phase transitions in micellar and ME systems.25, 26 

 

2.1 Comparison of Scattering Techniques and the Length Scales 
which they Probe 

 

Schematic representation of a scattering experiment is shown in Figure 2.1. A basic quantity 

in a scattering experiment (see Figure 2.1) is the scattering vector 0qqq s

rrr −= , which 

represents the difference between the wave vectors of the scattered and incident radiations. In 
the scattering experiment from an isotropic medium containing heavy particles, one measures 

predominantly the elastic and quasielastic scattering for which 
00

2
λ

πnqqs ==
rr

. 

Consequently, the modulus of q
r

, related to the scattering angle θ, index of the refraction n  
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and the vacuum wavelength λο of the incident light is given by 
2

sin
4 θ
λ
π







=

o

n
q
r

. For light, 

n=1.33 in water, but for X-rays and neutrons n is very close to unity. 

LS using the photon correlation spectroscopy technique has been used to study the 
hydrodynamic properties of association colloids. This technique relies on the measurement of 
the diffusion (apparent, collective and self diffusion) coefficients. One can extract the 
information about aggregate size, inter-particle interaction27. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of a scattering experiment. The incident beam propagates along 
the wave vector q0 and scattered beam along the wave vector qs. The scattering angle θ is the angle 
between q0 and qs. The distance RP is taken to be much larger than the linear size of the scattering 
volume. 
 

Neutron and X-ray scattering are a valuable research tools as it allows to study the 
microscopic structure of colloidal, polymer and surfactant systems to be studied. It provides 
information on the shape and size of the small-scale structures often found within such 
systems.26 Neutron beam can be produced to cover a range of wavelengths; 0.01 - 3 nm. This 

range is comparable to that which may be obtained with X-rays (for example, the Cu-Kα line 
at 0.15 nm) but is orders of magnitude smaller than that of visible light (400 - 700 nm). The 
most fundamental difference between neutron and electromagnetic radiation is the mechanism 
by which the incident radiation interacts with the matter. Light and X-rays are both scattered 
by the electrons surrounding atomic nuclei, but neutrons are scattered by the nucleus itself. 
This single fact has several important consequences. In the case of electromagnetic radiation, 

energy E, and wavelength λ, are related through Planck’s equation, λ
hcE = , but because the 

neutron has a finite mass ( )kg 101.674  m -27×= , it is necessary to consider its kinetic energy 

given by 22
2

2

2 mv
m

hE == λ . Thus, a neutron with a wavelength of 0.15 nm has energy of 
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J105.83  -21×  or, in more practical units, 36.4 meV. By contrast, the energy of a 0.15 nm X-
ray photon is ~ 8.2 keV, more than 200,000 times greater than the energy of the neutron. Thus 
neutrons have particular advantage over X-rays in the study of sensitive samples, such as 
biological material, since X-ray causes serious molecular degradation due to radiative heating. 

The usefulness of SAS to colloid and polymer science becomes clear when one considers the 
length scales involved; bond lengths are typically around 0.1 nm, the radius of gyration of a 
polymer in solution is usually 1 - 10 nm, a microemulsion droplets may be 10 - 100 nm in 
diameter, while latex particles and emulsion droplets are often 100 - 1000 nm in diameter. In 
order to get information about the structure and size distribution, the wavelength of the 
radiation λ, used in the scattering experiment should match the size range of the interest. A 
fundamental theorem in the theory of the scattering wave by an extended object relates the r-
space density distribution of the scattering object to the q-space scattered intensity distribution 
in terms of a Fourier transform. It follows from this theorem that the characteristic size in the 
r-space, R is reciprocally related to the characteristic width of the intensity distribution in q-
space. Therefore, to characterize aggregates of the size R, one needs to do a scattering 
experiment in which q

r
 spans a range about an order of magnitude on each side of the value 

R
q

π2
0 = . The Figure 2.2 below shows a comparison of scattering techniques and the length 

scales 
q

R
π2

~  which they probe. DLS has a greater range than other scattering techniques 

because it is concerned with the distance (2π/q) that a particle diffuses in a correlation time.  
 

 

Figure 2.2 Length scales measured by different scattering techniques. 

 

 

Detailed review of LS and SANS methods has been presented in the following sections. 
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2.2 Light Scattering 

 

The interaction of the light with matter can be used to obtain important information about 
structure and dynamics of matter. Study of this interaction is possible by light scattering 
experiments.  

 

Figure 2.3 Typical light scattering experiment. 
 

 

There are two ways to glean information from a light scattering experiment. The first method, 
called Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), is to monitor fluctuations in scattered light I(t) as a 
function of time. The second method, called Static Light Scattering (SLS), is to observe 
interparticle interference patterns of scattered light by measuring the intensity I(θ) as a 
function of angle. A typical Light Scattering experiment is shown in the above picture (Figure 
2.3). When light is shined on matter it will scatter and the scattered light gives us information 
about molecular structure and motion in the material. In general, interaction of 
electromagnetic radiation with a molecule leads either to absorption, forms the basis of the 
spectroscopy or scattering the radiation. Visible light is extensively used as a nonperturbative 
direct probe of the state and the dynamics of small particles in solution. The light traversing a 
medium is scattered into directions other than that of the reflected and refracted beam due to 
spatial inhomogeneity of the dielectric constant ε. For microemulsions the most relevant 
inhomogeneities are those produced by the ME droplets with respect to solvent. The weaker 

scattering due to spontaneous thermal fluctuations of ε in the solvent can usually be neglected 
or properly subtracted. In this section, I will review briefly the physical aspects of light 
scattering experiments. 

The physical origin of light scattering can be simply understood by considering the particle as 
an elementary dipole which is forced to oscillate at the frequency of the incident field and, in 
turn, radiates. The scattering process is taken to be linear, that is the scattered field Es is 
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proportional to the incident field E0, and only single-scattering events are considered (no 
multiple scattering). Almost all of the scattered light has the same wavelength as the incident 
radiation and comes from elastic (or Rayleigh) scattering. The electric field of the wave 
scattered by a particle much smaller than the wavelength of the light, referring to the 
geometry of Figure 2.1, is28 

(2.1)   ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] [ ] rqiexp iexp 
  4

, 0
0 rrrr

r

rrrrr
⋅⋅−

××
= Ps

P

ss
Ps Rqt

R

Eqq
tRE ωα

επ
 

In above expressions, ε is the dielectric constant of the medium in which the particle is 
suspended and α is the polarizability of the particle. In general, if there is more than one 
particle in the scattering volume, the scattered field at the detector will be given by the sum of 
all the contributions from the N particles  

(2.2)    ( ) ( )[ ] [ ] rqiexpf iexp , j

N

1j
j0

rrrrr
⋅⋅−= ∑

=
PsPs RqttRE ω  

where jr
r

 specifies the position of the centre of mass of the jth particle and fj is the scattering 

amplitude of the jth particle. 

The radiated or scattered field of Eq. (2.2) at a given time is the sum (superposition) of the 
electric fields radiated from all of the charges in the illuminated scattering volume and 
consequently depends on the exact positions of the charges. The molecules in the illuminated 
region are perpetually translating, rotating and vibrating by the virtue of thermal motion 
(Brownian motion). Because of this motion the position of the charges are constantly 
changing so that the total scattered electric field at the detector will fluctuate in time. This 
fluctuation gives rise to a Doppler effect and so the scattered light possesses a range of 
frequencies shifted very slightly from the frequency of the incident light. This phenomenon is 
called DLS. We usually deal with very small broadenings ω∆  with respect to the frequency 
of the incident light 0ω , so in literature, these experiments often referred as quasi-elastic 

scattering (QELS) instead of DLS too. Such small widths are generally inaccessible to optical 
spectrometers because of their limited resolution. They are measured by means of optical 
beating on the light detector, the so-called intensity correlation technique. The intrinsic 
differential nature of this technique allows measurements of spectral width even smaller than 
the laser source itself.27 These frequency shifts (field time correlation function) yield 
information relating to the movement (i.e. the dynamics) of the scatterers. The time average of 
scattered field bears information on the static properties of the scattering medium: size, shape 
of the scatterers and thermodynamic quantities.  
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2.3 Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) 

 

SANS has been developed rapidly as a useful probe of structure and dynamics of colloidal 
systems. The particular utility of SANS in structural research arises from the opposite signs 
and large difference between the scattering lengths of 1H and 2H, whereas electrons and X-
rays are scattered from 1H and 2H with similar intensities. The contrast of a molecule (with 
respect to the scattering length of its environment) observed by neutrons can be varied by 
altering the 2H2O:1H2O ratio of the sample background. This means that at certain measurable 
deuterium: hydrogen ratios, components of a complex system can be made invisible.  

 

Figure 2.4 Typical Small Angle neutron scattering experiment. 

 

 

A typical SANS experiment and a basic quantity in a scattering experiment q
r

 is shown in the 

above picture (Figure 2.4). In any SANS experiment, a collimated beam of neutrons of 
intensity I0, is incident at a sample, illuminating a small volume, V (= A ts , where A is the 
cross-sectional area of the beam and ts is the pathlength of the sample) containing N particles 
in solution. Some of the incident radiation is transmitted by the sample, some is absorbed and 
some is scattered. A detector, or detector element, of dimensions dydx×  positioned at some 

distance, Lsd, and scattering angle, θ, from the sample then records the intensity of neutrons 

scattered into a solid angle element, d Ω (= dx dy / L2
sd). This scattered intensity I(λ ,θ ), can 

be expressed in general terms in the following way 

(2.3)     ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Ω

Ω=
d

qd
TdII S

rσληλθλ       0,  

where η is the detector efficiency (sometimes called the response), TS is the sample 
transmission and dσ / dΩ  is a function known as the (microscopic) differential cross-section. 
Although this function is specific to SANS, analogous functions exist for light [Eq. (3.3)] and 
X-rays. The first three terms of Eq. (2.3) are clearly instrument-specific while the last two 
terms are sample-dependent. The objective of a SANS experiment is to determine the 
differential cross-section, since it contains all the information on the shape, size and 
interactions of the scattering bodies (assemblies of scattering centers) in the sample. 
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3 Theoretical Background 
 

In this chapter, the theoretical background of static and dynamic light scattering as well as 
small angle neutron scattering is presented. The discussion of light scattering begins with the 
scattering theory of colloidal particles in solution. On the basis of this basic theory, the 
equations for static and dynamic light scattering, necessary for the evaluation of the results of 
the measurements are deduced.  

The knowledge necessary for the evaluation and classification of the results over pair 
distribution function and to the structure factor and the form factor are made available. During 
the evaluation of the experimental neutron scattering curves different particle form factors and 
structure factors were tested29. It was shown that the spherical form factor and Percus and 
Yevick30 structure factor describe the scattering curves best. A special emphasis is put on the 
discussion of the used form and structure factors.  

 

3.1 SLS from Interacting ME Droplets 

 

In SLS experiments the time-average (or 'total') intensity of the scattered light is measured, 
and for MEs, it arises from concentration fluctuation of the droplets in ME. The excess 
scattering intensity Iexcess of the droplets at the scattering angle θ, at distance RP, over that of 
the continuous phase can be written as28,31  

(3.1)       ( )
excess

P

solventsolutionexcess

tq
R

I

III

2

24
0

22

0 ,
sin rδε

λ
γπ=

−=

   
 

where I0 is the incident intensity, ( )
excess

tq 2,
rδε  is the mean square dielectric fluctuation 

 and γ is the angle between the scattering direction and the incident electric field. The term 
“excess” is used to describe the scattering resulting from the droplets in a ME alone. The 
inverse fourth power dependence on λ0 [see Eq. (3.1)] was firstly predicted by Lord Rayleigh 
on the basis of simple dimensional arguments.32 It accounts for the blue color of the sky, red 
sunset, green flash and twilight wedge. 

The mean square dielectric fluctuation ( )
excess

tq 2,
rδε  is related to the mean square 

fluctuation in the concentration as33 
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(3.2)     ( ) ( ) 2
2

2
,2, tq

n
ntq

excess

rr δφ
φ

δε 





∂
∂=  

where φ  is volume fraction of the droplets in a ME.  

By means of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), the excess scattered intensity of the droplets over that of the 
continuous phase (solvent) becomes 

(3.3)     ( ) 2
2

24
0

222

0 ,
sin4

tq
n

R
n

II
P

excess

rδφ
φλ

γπ






∂
∂=  

Notice that the scattered intensity depends strongly on the refractive-index increment φ∂
∂n . 

MEs with the same refractive index as the solvent become invisible by light scattering. 

The mean square concentration fluctuation ( )
excess

tq 2,
rδφ  is usefully expressed as33 

(3.4)       ( ) ( ) )(0,0,
22

qStq δφδφ =
r

 

where ( ) 2
0,0δφ  is a purely thermodynamic quantity, and S( q

r
) is the structure factor. ME 

droplets are always much smaller than λ (~532 nm) so that their scattering intensities are 

independent scattering vector. For such case S( q
r

) = 1 and ( ) 2
0,0δφ  can be written as34 

(3.5)       ( )




∂

Π∂
=

φ

φ
δφ

d

B

v

Tk2
0,0  

where vd =4πR3/3 is the volume of a scatterer (droplet in case of ME) having a radius R and 
Π is the osmotic pressure. 

Substitution of Eqs.(3.4), (3.5) into the Eq. (3.3) then excess scattered intensity becomes 

(3.6)     






Π∂
∂







∂
∂= φφ
φλ

γπ

d

B

P
excess v

Tkn
R

n
II

2

24
0

222

0

sin4
 

Average scattered intensity I measurements are done at a fixed angles, and are relative. We 
obtain in this way a quantity I proportional to the product of Iexcess by the solid angle of the 

detection dΩ.  dΩ varies with the refractive index of the sample as 
2

1
n

d ∝Ω .35 Therefore, 

(3.7)       

24
0

22

0

2

sin4

P

d

Bexcess

R
IG

with

v
Tkn

G
d

I
I

λ
γπ

φ
φ

φ

=









Π∂
∂









∂
∂

=
Ω

=
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where G is a constant, independent of the sample. 

In 1976 Vrij and co-workers applied liquid state theories to droplet-phase MEs.36 For the 

osmotic pressure Π they used semiempirical expression 

(3.8)      





++=Π ....22 φφ

dd

B

v
B

v
Tk

 

where B2 is the second virial coefficient.  

Using Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8), one can write 

(3.9)      ( )....1
4

3
2

3
++





∂
∂≈

−

φ
φπ

φ
IK

n
GRI

 

where KI = 2B2/vd is the perturbation due to thermodynamic effect. This KI is related to the 
interaction potential U(r) as, 37, 38,33 

(3.10)      

( )[ ]

8

1)1(24
0

2

=

−++= ∫
∞

HS
I

HS
II

K

with

xgxdxKK

 

where R
Rrx 2

2−= , and g(x) pair distribution function. 

Assuming that the droplet size does not vary significantly over the concentration range and 

systems under study are ideal mixture (∂n/∂φ  is constant), one can obtain simplified 

expression by normalizing φ/I = 1 as limit φ → 0 

(3.11)        ( )......1 ++≈ φφ
IK

I
 

Eq. (3.11) is used to analyze the relative intensity of samples at different concentrations, 
provided R remains constant. 

The relationship between the mean square dielectric fluctuation and the mean square optical 
excess polarizability per scatterer (droplet) per unit volume αexcess is  

(3.12)    ( )
d

excess

excess v
NwithNtq

φ
ε

α
δε == 2

0

2
2

,  

where ε0 is the dielectric constant for free space.33 
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From Eqs. (3.1), (3.7) and (3.10), average scattered intensity I can be written as the product of 

the average differential scattering cross-section 












∝

4

2

λ

α
 of the ME droplets and the number 

density 
dv
φ   

(3.13)        
dv

I 4

2

λ

φα
∝  
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/ φφ

R
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Figure 3.1 Normalized scattered 
Intensity <Is> divided by φ  for different 
value of σs, as the function of the radius 
of inner core Rcore. 

 

A ME droplet has inner core surrounded by a shell of surfactant (see Figure 1.1). Because of 

different dielectric constant (or refractive indices) for inner core (εcore) and surfactant (εs), the 
optical contrast of the droplets changes with the water to AOT ratio. The continuous phase 

used may have dielectric constants εsolvent that lies between those of inner core and surfactant. 
It is therefore possible to combine inner core and surfactant in such a proportion that the 
average dielectric constant of core plus surfactant is the same as that of the continuous phase 
used. For this particular composition of inner core and surfactant the droplets become 
“invisible” in a light scattering experiment. At this point, which is normally referred as the 
optical matching point, resulting excess polarizability αexcess goes through zero. The layered 
sphere model in a simple linear mixing approximation, excess polarizability αexcess can be 
obtained as8 

(3.14)     







×××+×= 23 34 core

s

s
scorecoresolventexcess R

a
v

EREπεα  

with, reduced dielectric constant
solventi

solventi

εε
εε
2+

−
=Ε i   
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where vs = specific volume of surfactant molecule and as = average area occupied by a 
surfactant molecule on the interface. 

At the optical matching point, resulting excess polarizability αexcess goes through zero. 
Therefore zero scattering intensity will be obtained at the matching point. However, if the 
droplets are polydisperse, scattering intensity exhibits a sharp dip but there remains a 
substantial residual scattering. This is because only the part of the ME droplets is completely 
matched and thus invisible. The depth and position of the characteristic dip of the scattering 
intensity at the optical matching are extremely sensitive to  polydispersity. Optical contrast 
variation experiments thus permit a precise determination of the polydispersity of the droplet 
like ME particles.8 This is illustrated in Figure 3.1, where normalized intensity <Is>/φ from 

Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) 12

2

−=
core

core

s
R

R
σ  are shown as the function of Rcore for the 

polydisperse ME droplets stabilized by AOT surfactant in nonane. For our calculation we 
used Schulz size distribution. 39 We can see in Figure 3.1 that for monodisperse system, the 
scattering intensity is zero at optical matching point and for polydisperse system, depth and 
position of the characteristic dip of the scattering intensity in the vicinity of optical matching 
point are extremely sensitive to σs.  

 In order to be able to compare directly the intensity of light scattered by various liquids and 
macromolecular solutions, it is convenient to define the Rayleigh ratio Rθ as follows28 

(3.15)       
γθ 2

2

0 sin
Pexcess R

I

I
R =  

Eqs. (3.3) and (3.15) can be combined to obtain40,34 

(3.16)      ....2
1

2 ++= cB
MR

Kc

appθ

  

with       ( )qPMM app ′
= 11

    

where M is the molecular weight of a scatterer, P`(q) is the molecular form factor and c is the 
concentration of the droplets in a ME and K, the optical constant, is defined by 

(3.17)       
2

4
0

224







∂
∂=
c
n

N
n

K
Aλ

π
 

Eq. (3.16) is the fundamental equation for SLS, which is used for data analysis. 
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3.2 DLS from ME Droplets 

 

DLS, also known as Photon Correlation Spectroscopy or quasi-elastic light scattering, is a 
useful means of determining a droplet's size. While static light measurements provide a wealth 
of information (e.g. weight-average molar mass Mw, second osmotic virial coefficient B2), still 
more can be obtained by considering the real-time random (i. e. Brownian) motion of the 
solute molecules. This motion gives rise to a Doppler effect and so the scattered light 
possesses a range of frequencies shifted very slightly from the frequency of the incident light. 
These frequencies shift yield information relating to the movement (i. e. the dynamics) of the 
solute molecules. A very popular means of monitoring the motion of solute molecules is to 

record the real-time fluctuations in terms of the intensity time-correlation function g2(τ) of the 
scattered light  (see Figure 3.2). Measurement of above mentioned intensity time-correlation 
function, yield hydrodynamic properties of the solute e.g. the diffusion coefficient of the 
droplet, which is related to the hydrodynamic radius by the Stokes-Einstein equation and size 
distribution as well as a description of the droplet's motion in the medium. 

 

Figure 3.2 Typical dynamic light scattering. 

 

As described above, scattered intensity autocorrelation function ( ) ( ) ( )
t

ôtItIôg +=2  is 

usually detected with a photomultiplier tube (PMT) and fluctuations in the photo count rate 
(see Figure 3.2). But, the normalized field autocorrelation function g1(τ), carries the 
information about the motions of droplets in a system and is a quantity of basic interest in 
DLS. The normalized field autocorrelation function g1(τ) has been derived from the measured 
scattered intensity autocorrelation function g2(τ) via Siegert relation 27,33. 

(3.18)      ( )ττ 21 1)( gCg −=  

where the constant C is in the order of unity and dependent on instrumental conditions and the 
amount of back ground scattering from solvent etc. 
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In interpreting DLS data obtained from MEs, it will be assumed that: (i) over the range of 
intensity-fluctuation times of interest, the scattering is due entirely to the droplets and their 
associated interfacial layers, (ii) multiple scattering is negligible so that the first Born 
approximation is valid, (iii) the ME droplets are always much smaller than λ (~532 nm) so 
that their scattering amplitudes are independent of the scattering vector. 

Under these conditions, g1(τ) can also be expressed in terms of the “measured” dynamic 
structure factor F(τ) and the “measured” static structure factor S( q

r
), namely,27 

(3.19)       ( ) ( )
( )qS
qF

qg r

r
r ττ ,
,1 =  

With, 

(3.20)    
[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]{ }

( ) ( ) ,0qF  qS

f  ,qF(

M

2

rr

rrrr

≡

− =  ) ∑∑
= =

−
ττ jij

N

i

N

j
i rrqiffN 0exp

1 1

1

 

N is the number of droplets in the scattering volume. )(ôr j

r
 is the space position of the droplet 

j at time τ.  fi is the field amplitude of the light scattered by the droplet i, which for simplicity, 
will be assumed to be the independent of time as well as the scattering wave vector. The bar 
indicates a number average over the distribution of scattering amplitudes (powers), while 
angular brackets represent the ensemble average or time average. Accordingly, the average 
and the mean-square scattering amplitude is given by 

(3.21)        ∑∑
==

==
N

i
i

N

i
i f

N
fandf

N
f

1

22

1

11
    

 

3.2.1 Monodisperse, Non-Interacting ME Droplets 

 

In a non- interacting or very dilute monodisperse solutions the value of fi and fj are identical in 

Eq.(3.20), so interdroplet correlations disappear and S( q
r

) reduces to unity, F( q
r

,τ) becomes27 

(3.22)      
( ) ( )[ ]{ }

( ) ( )τ

ττ

,0,
1

0exp

*

1 1

qnqn
N

rrqi
N

i

N

j
ji

rr
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=

− =  ) ∑∑
= =N

1
 ,qF(

 

In Eq. (3.22) ( )τ,qn
r

 is the qth spatial Fourier component of the number density ( )τ,rn
r

.  

According to the Onsager regression hypothesis,41 the time dependence of n( q
r

,τ) can be 

obtained as33 
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(3.23)      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0exp0,, 2

0
>−= τττ Dqqnqn

rr
 

where 
0

...  signifies a conditional average with n(q,0) as initial value. Substituting this 

time dependence in Eq. (3.22) one obtains 

(3.24)       
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )τ

ττ

Γ−=

−=

exp0,

exp0,
1

, 22

qF

Dqqn
N

qF
r

rr

                
  

where the relaxation rate Γ is related with the translational diffusion coefficient D according 
to 

(3.25)          2Dq=Γ . 

Using the results expressed by Eqs. (3.24) in Eq. (3.19) one finally finds that 

(3.26)         ( ) ( )ττ 2
1 exp Dqg −=  

In practice, the τ = 0 delay intercept is ‘A’ where A ≤ 1. Thus g1(τ) has the form 

(3.27)         ( ) ( )ττ 2
1 exp DqAg −=  

 

3.2.2 Polydisperse, Interacting ME Droplets  

 

In general, ME systems contain a distribution of droplet sizes (polydispersity) and 

consequently a distribution of scattering amplitude so that g1(τ) becomes a summation, with 
weightings, over all the sizes present, 

(3.28)     
( ) ( )

∑
=

−

−−

=

++=
m

i

qD
i
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iewA
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2
2

2
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where wi corresponds to a weighting factor related to the relative abundance of droplets of a 
size indexed by i, and m stands for the number of sizes. Having a continuous distribution of 
sizes Eq. (3.27) can be replaced by,  

(3.29)     ( ) ( ) ( ) ,exp
0

1 ΓΓ−Γ= ∫
∞

dGAg ττ  

with 
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(3.30)       ( ) 1
0

=ΓΓ∫
∞

dG  

The distribution function of the decay rates, G(Γ), can be broad continuous distribution, a 
series of discrete delta functions or some combination of two. G(Γ)dΓ is the function of the 

total intensity scattered, on average, by molecules for which Dq2 = Γ, within dΓ. Various 
approaches to the characterization of G(Γ) have been developed. These approaches are 
discussed in detail in the Section 4.3. 

For the situation when the droplet size distribution is fairly narrow, an approximate 
simplification has been proposed by Weissman. 42 This involves the assumption that the droplet 
correlation and dynamics are completely unaffected by the droplet size distribution and that the 
only important effect of the latter is to provide a distribution of scattering amplitudes. Using 
these assumptions the thermal average and the average over the droplet size distribution can be 
separated43 in Eq. (3.20) to give  

(3.31)      ),(  + ),(  )−(1 = ) τττ qFxqFx sc

rrr
,q(F  

where, 

(3.32)        
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 ,q(Fc  

(3.34)        ( ) ( )[ ]{ }ττ ji rrqi − =  ) 0exp
rr

 ,q(Fs  

with Fc and Fs is the full dynamic structure and the self-dynamic structure factors respectively, 
which would be approximate in the absence of polydispersity.  

Following an analysis of Kirkwood and Goldberg44 for thermodynamic fluctuations of 
multicomponent systems, Pusey et al43 argued that total number density fluctuation mode 

)τ,q(Fc

r
, is the equivalent description of the collective diffusion mode, and the concentration 

fluctuation mode )τ,q(Fs

r
, is equivalent to long time self diffusion mode. In the small q- limit 

and τ >>τΙ , the “measured” dynamic structure factor is thus predicted to be43,45 

(3.35)      ( ) ( ) ( )τττ 22 expexp0 qDxqDSx sc
I −  + − )−(1 = ),qF(

r
 

where τΙ is the collision time, between the droplets, which in a concentrated dispersion, are 
less than the time taken by the droplet to diffuse freely a distance equal to its diameter. Dc is 
the collective diffusion coefficient, SI(0) is the static structure factor of the ideal monodisperse 
system and Ds is the self diffusion coefficient. 
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Macroscopic collective diffusion coefficient Dc (for detail see Appendix A) is given by 

(3.36)        
cf
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(0)fS
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I
B

c  

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and fc is the frictional 

coefficient associated with collective diffusion, Π is the osmotic pressure of suspension and 
ρ−1(∂ρ/∂Π) called as an "osmotic compressibility", ρ is the density of droplets. 

The macroscopic self diffusion coefficient Ds (for detail see Appendix A) is given by 

(3.37)          
s

B
s f

Tk
    D =  

where fs is the frictional coefficient for self diffusion of the ME droplets. 

For τ =0, Eq. (3.35) yield the "measured" static structure factor S(0) which is in some cases 
theoretically obtainable, i.e., 

(3.38)        21
I A    A  x  (0)x)S-(1  S(0) +=+=  

The Amplitude of the “self-mode” is A2 and A1 the amplitude of the “collective mode”  
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∂=−=  

where µο is the chemical potential of the solvent.  

For a mixture of hard spheres, the thermodynamic quantity kBT(∂ρ/∂∏)Τ,µο  can be obtained 
via the PY approximation. A1 is then given by43 
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where φ is the droplet volume fraction, mν  are the normalized moments of droplet radius R, 
defined by 

(3.41)         ν

ν

ν R
R

m =   

and thus can be related to the relative standard deviation of droplet radius.   

Combining Eqs. (3.19), (3.35) and (3.38), one can get 
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(3.42)   ( ) ( ) ( )τττ 2
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The use of Eq. (3.42) under various limiting conditions can be discussed as follow: 

I. For monodisperse systems x = 0, and therefore g1(τ) measures only the collective 
diffusion process through the first term. 

II. For very dilute systems at the zero concentration limit, SI(0) = 1 and fc = fs = f0, where 
fo is given by the stokes expression, i.e., 

(3.43)        hR = πη6  f 0  

(3.44)       
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where  η is the viscosity of the continuous phase and Rh is the hydrodynamic radius of the 
droplet and Do is the free droplet diffusion coefficient.  
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2

AA
A
+

 can be used as a measure of the 

polydispersites in size and refractive index. 46,47 Theoretical predictions (see Appendix B) for 
the relative amplitude of the slow mode as a function of the volume fraction φ in the cases of: 

Figure 3.3 Comparison of theoretical 
predictions for the relative amplitude of the 
slow mode as a function of the volume 
fraction φ  of the hard spheres in the cases 
of: (a) pure optical polydispersity σo (b) pure 
size polydispersity σs. (c) combine size and 
optical polydispersity for σs = 0.25 various 
values of the standard deviations σo. Two 
particle size (schulz and log normal) 
distribution are used for calculations. 
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(a) pure optical polydispersity 1
2

−=
f

f
oσ [ ( )onnf −∝  n and no refer to 

refractive indices of the droplets and the solvent respectively] (b) pure size polydispersity 

12

2

−=
R

R
sσ  are shown in Figure 3.3A & 3.3B. The optical i.e., refractive index and the 

size variation are completely coupled because variation in the droplet size gives rise to a 
distribution in the droplet refractive indices too. Coupled combination of σs and σ0 approach 
was used to estimate the values for the polydispersity in size and refractive index (shown in 

Figure 3.3C). It can be shown that 2
0

2
0

1 σ
σ
+

 equals the ratio of the scattered intensity at the 

matching point (n ~ no) to the measured scattered intensity; provided these measurements 
were taken with the same dilute samples.46 This is used as the rule of thumb to estimate the 
influence of optical polydispersity alone.  

 

3.3 Volume Fraction Dependence of Diffusion Coefficient 

 

Particles in the liquid dispersion, be they solid colloidal particles, micelles or ME droplets, are 
in continual erratic Brownian motion whose average properties are usually described in terms 
of diffusion coefficients. The detailed nature of these diffusion processes is of interest for 
several reasons: 

I. They are determined by the fundamental composition of the dispersion, in particular 
by the interactions between the particles, and thereby constitute a challenging 
theoretical problem. 

II. Diffusion coefficients can be measured quite accurately by DLS, neutron scattering 
and nuclear magnetic resonance, etc. 

III. Many properties of the dispersion, e.g. reactions, can be controlled by diffusion. 

Consider a non interacting system of suspended particles with a number density n. Local 
difference in this density will smooth out by the process of diffusion. This tendency can be 
described by the diffusion equation48 
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where D0 is the free diffusion coefficient given by Einstein relation [seeEq. (3.44)]. 
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In general however, system will interact via both static and hydrodynamic interactions. On the 
time scale measured in light scattering experiments the system of interacting Brownian 
particles is described by the generalized Smouluchowski equation27 

(3.46)     
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Interparticle interactions are represented by potential U. The generalized Smouluchowski 
equation provides a description of the particle motion, which is adequate for the discussion of 
DLS.  

For highly concentrated polydisperse suspensions where hydrodynamic interactions become 
more important, there will be two fluctuation modes [see Eq. (3.31)]. The Fast mode is due to 
collective diffusion Dc, where as the other slow is due to self diffusion Ds. Dc describes the 
diffusive motion of an object among other similar objects when concentration is not uniform. 
In DLS experiment, Dc is associated to concentration fluctuations and goes to zero at a critical 
point. Ds describes the diffusive motion of a tracer object in an uniform medium. Ds is 
associated to size or connectivity fluctuations and goes to zero at a percolation point 
(formation of an infinite aggregates of droplets). These measured collective and self diffusion 

coefficients can be represented as an expansion in powers of the volume fraction φ as49 

(3.47)      ( )...1 2,
2

,
10, φαφα scsc

sc DD ++=  

where D0 is the free diffusion coefficient and sc,
1α and sc,

1α  (s refers to self and c refers to 

collective) are the virial coefficients of diffusion (For detail see Appendix A). For hard 

spheres,49 ( ) 56.11 =HScα , ( ) 01.21 −=HSsα . 

In the diluted region the difference between Dc and Ds is expected to be small as can be seen 
from Eq. (3.47). Therefore in the diluted region, resolution of the measured autocorrelation 
function by a sum of two exponents will be difficult. Analyzing the obtained functions by a 
single exponent (or cumulants) gives an apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp, which can be 
related to the first Dc and Ds using an expansion for both exponents of Eq. (3.31). One can 
obtain47 
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where 
2

2

1
f

f
x −= . 

Far from the matching point, x = 0, where as in the matching point itself (1-x) = 0. 
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3.4 SANS from Interacting ME Droplets 

 

ME usually consists of droplets of relatively stable structure that can be distinguished from 
the solvent. Thus it is more convenient to consider each droplet as a scattering centre. 
Suppose the sample contains Np droplets immersed in a homogeneous solvent. Then one can 
imagine the sample volume V to be partitioned into Np cells, each containing exactly one 
droplet. The differential cross-section per unit volume, which contains all the information on 
the shape, size and interactions of the droplets (assemblies of scattering centers) in the sample, 
is given by the following ensemble average26 
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where bij and ijr
r

 are the scattering length and position of the jth nucleus in the ith cell. Ni  is the 

number of nuclei in the ith cell. 
( )
Ω

Σ
d

d q
r

 has dimensions of (length)-1 and is normally expressed 

in units of cm-1. 

Eq. (3.50) can be understood as the result of the interference between the neutrons scattered 
from each nucleus in the sample. In general, the scattering length bij depends on the situation 
of the scattering nucleus as well as on the spin states. Therefore, it would be more convenient 
to separate the scattering cross-section into a coherent and an incoherent part. The numerical 
values of the scattering lengths for nearly all isotopes are tabulated in ref,50 which vary 

randomly within the range of m 1025  to 106- -15-15 ×+× . The spin dependence of the 
nuclear scattering is responsible for the high incoherent scattering cross-sections of hydrogen. 
Therefore, in practice the incoherent scattering is appreciable only from hydrogen atoms. 
Since the contribution from the incoherent part is simply a flat background that can be 
calculated by knowing the number density of hydrogen atoms.26 In the subsequent discussion 
the differential scattering cross-sections refer to the coherent part only. 

Denoting the centre of droplet i by iR
r

 and the position of a nucleus at ijr
r

 relative to this point 

by jx
r

, one can make the decomposition jiij xRr
rrr

+= . Then,  
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Now define the form factor ( )qFi

r
 of ith droplet as 
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The form factor ( )F qi

r
 is expressed in terms of the individual scattering lengths of the nuclei 

in the cell containing the ith droplet. Generally one can not divide the sample volume into Np 
scattering segments separated from each. So that one turns into to a continuous formulation 
for the form factor. In this case, it is more convenient to express the form factor in terms of 
scattering length densities, thus rewriting Eq. (3.52) as One defines the microscopic, and it 
follows 

with, 
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where 
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is the scattering length density (SLD) at position r
r

 of the ith cell. It is preferable to transform 
the form factor to an integral over the droplet volume only. Then Eq. (3.54) can be expressed 
as 
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where ρs(r) is the SLD of solvent. Since the second integral is simply a δ function centered at 
,0=q

r
 we obtain 
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Up to this point, the derivation of the scattering cross-section has been completely general for 
identical droplet. When considering droplets are polydisperse, the form factor varies from 
droplet to droplet. In that case, one can write51 
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where the small angular bracket represents an average weighted by the distribution of droplet 
sizes. This average can be decomposed into 
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If the scattering unit is itself a collection of objects e.g., ME droplets, the summations of Eq. 
(3.58) are to be taken for all the pairs i and i’, both in the droplets and between the droplets. It 
is therefore convenient to group these contributions into two parts. One obtains Eq. (3.58) 
combining with Eq. (3.59) as 51,52,33 
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We see that differential cross-section per unit volume is proportional to the droplet density 

VNn pp =  and a product of the droplet form factor )qP(
r

 and the apparent interdroplet 

structure factor S’( q
r

). β is a q
r

-dependent factor between zero and one, which suppresses the 

oscillations of the average structure factor )qS(
r

 in the observed scattering spectrum from a 

polydisperse system. 

 

3.5 The Form Factor 

 

The form factor )qF(
r

 is a function that describes how the scattered intensity is modulated by 

interference effects between radiations scattered by different parts of the same scattering 
body. It depends only on the shape of the colloidal droplet when the scattering density is 
uniform. Since the form factor depends on the relative SLD between the droplet and solvent 
[see Eq. (3.54)], it implies that one may change the contrast by varying ρs to look at different 
parts of the droplet, if the droplet has portions with different scattering densities. 
Theoretically, the form factor can be computed from a structural model of the colloidal 
droplet.29 For a homogeneous spherical droplet of radius R, the integration in Eq. (3.57) can 
be carried out to give 
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where ∆ρ is the difference between the SLD of the droplet and the solvent and 

( ) ( )
21

cossin
x

xxxj −=  is the first order spherical Bessel function. 

The extension of )qF(
r

 to spherical core shell droplets (Figure 3.4) is straightforward and is 

useful for the calculation of )qP(
r

 of MEs having internal core of a radius Rcore (SLD, ρcore) 

surrounded by a surfactant shell with an outer radius Rshell (SLD, ρshell).26 
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Figure 3.4 Core Shell Sphere droplet model and SLD 
profile of droplet. 

 

 

 

The behavior of )qP(
r

 at different regions of q
r

 is shown in Figure 3.5. At small q
r

 (more 

exactly, at values of q
r

 smaller than the inverse of the characteristic dimension of the droplet, 

so called Guinier region qR ≤  1), the spatial resolution is not sufficient to determine the 
shape, and only information about the size can be obtained. 

Under these conditions (For small x, ( ) .....,101
2

1 +−= xxj  and hence the small q), )qP(
r

 

follows the well known Guinier law29  
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Rg is the so called radius of gyration and R is radius of a hard sphere.  

For values of q
r

 much larger than the inverse of the smallest dimensions of the droplet, )qP(
r

 

follows the equation of Porod: 
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where S/V is the total area of the interface per unit of the volume of the droplet. 

It is at the intermediate range that )qP(
r

 contains the maximum of information about the size 

and shape of the droplets. When there is some information about the shape of colloidal 
droplet, the fitting of the data consists to compare the theoretical )qP(

r
 to the real data. 

 

Figure 3.5 Different regions of the form factor. 

 

 

3.6 The Structure Factor S(q
r ) and Pair Distribution Function 

g(r) 

 

The Structure factor S( q
r

) is a function that describes how the scattered intensity is modulated 

by interference effects between radiations scattered by different scattering bodies. 
Consequently it depends on the degree of local order in the sample, such as might arise in 
interacting system for example. Real-space solution structure factor S( q

r
) can be determined 

by Fourier transformation of S( q
r

) to the interdroplet pair distribution function g(r), which 

measures the probability of finding a droplet at a distance r from a given reference.53,33 
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Calculation of g(r) from a given interdroplet potential is the central problem of liquid-state 
theory. 54 While no exact calculation is available, a number of approximate methods have been 
developed55 The simplest approximation consists of the dilute-gas result 
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where, U(r) is interdroplet potential between a pair of droplets. 
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This is the approximation which has been used to analyze the light scattering data. In fact, 
dilute gas approximation is simply the first term in a convergent density expansion of g(r)56 
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where yi(r) are cluster integrals33 which may be evaluated numerically for any given potential 

and Σ means sum over all allowed conducting diagrams of f bonds on two white circles and 
one or more black circles, with no direct bond between the white. Where, white circle 
represent the interacting droplets. Each black circle describes a field droplet whose coordinate 
is integrated. Each connecting line is a Mayer f Function (f bond). In practice, evaluation of 
the yi becomes prohibitive beyond about y2, but the calculation of increasingly high-order 
terms is an excellent method to determine the extent to which convergence has occurred. A 
rather different approach is involved in approximation such as Percus - Yevick (PY) 
approximation,30 Hypernetted – Chain (HNC) approximation, the mean spherical 
approximation, 57 perturbation approaches and computer simulation in which certain terms are 
summed to all orders in the density and others are ignored altogether.58 All possible 
diagrams33 for y1, y2 and y3 using HNC and PY approximations are shown in Figure 3.6. PY 
approximation is most satisfactory for hard sphere, short range potential even repulsive soft 
spheres, PY approximation is not satisfactory for attractive force. The HNC approximation 
complement of the PY approximation. It is unsatisfactory for hard sphere but appears to 
account satisfactory for the effect of the attractive force and non hard core forces.  

 

 

Figure 3.6 All graphs representing the Eq.(3.68). are 
arranged according to the powers on np and along with 
the comparison of other approximations. Each graph 
consists of two white circles, which mark the interacting 
droplets. Each black circle describes a field droplet 
whose coordinate is integrated. Each connecting line is 
Mayer f Function (f bond). 

 

The PY can be solved for hard sphere potential analytically54. The structure factor resulting 
from it is used in this work. Structure factor for hard sphere potential using PY 
approximation33,30 is 
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where d = 2*R and np are the droplet diameter and droplet number density, respectively. 

 

3.7 Interdroplet Interaction 

 

In a two component system composed of particles and liquid, mainly two types of interaction 
potential act on a droplet as shown in the Figure 3.7 

 

Direct:  

via the intermolecular interaction 
potential, and 

Indirect: 

 Due to the presence of the other 
droplets. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Interaction between two droplets, 
dispersed into the medium. 

 

Assume that interdroplet interaction has pair wise form so the pair interaction potential can be 
written as 

(3.70)      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )rUrUrUrU IndirectDirecteffective +== . 

The first potential is due to the direct interaction between the droplets, e.g., a shielded 
coulombic potential between charged droplets or simply an “excluded-volume” or “hard-
sphere” or dispersion forces. The hard sphere potentia l (UHS) represents short range strong 
repulsive force that ensures the identity of ME and prevents the overlap of different ME. 
Dispersion forces arise from the fact that in any material thermal motion and quantum effects 
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produces local charge fluctuations. This force is responsible for Brownian motion of isolated 

droplets and at 6
1~,
r

Ur dis −∞→ .  

The second indirect interaction Uind is the coupling between droplet motions transmitted 
indirectly by the flow they induce in the liquid.  
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Figure 3.8 The total interaction potential Ueff as 
a function of the distance of the surface 
separation (r) for two similar ME droplets. 

 

 

 

 

The total interaction potential Ueff as a function of the distance of the surface separation (r) for 
two similar ME droplets is shown in Figure 3.8. The adsorbed emulsifier stabilizes the system 
by the introduction of additional repulsive force (e.g., electrostatic or steric) that counteract 
the dispersive force and prevents the close approach of droplets. Electrostatic effects are 
particularly important with ionic emulsifier whereas steric effects dominate with nonionic 
emulsifier. DLVO theory, which was developed independently by Derjaguin and Landau and 
by Verwey and Overbeek to analyze the influence of electrostatic forces on the stability of 
lyophobic colloidal droplets, has been adapted to describe the influence of similar forces on 
the flocculation and stability of simple model emulsions.33 

The DLVO theory does not explain either the stability of water in oil MEs or the stability of 
oil- in-water MEs stabilized by adsorbed nonionic surfactants where the electrical 
considerations are often of secondary importance. In these, steric and hydrational forces, 
which arise from the loss of entropy when adsorbed hydrated chains of nonionic polyether 
surfactants intermingle on close approach of two similar droplets, are more important. 
Therefore for our oil- in-water MEs systems, which are stabilized by nonionic surfactants, we 
used interdroplet potential which account for the hard sphere, Van der Waals interaction 
potential among the droplets as well as local free energy associated with a given configuration 
of the droplets. Detailed review of such potential has been given in results and discussion 
chapter. 
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4 Data Acquisition and Treatment 
 

4.1 Data Acquisition: Static and Dynamic Light Scattering 

 

All light scattering measurements were carried out in a commercially available apparatus for 
simultaneous static and dynamic experiments made by ALV-Laser Vertriebsgesellschaft 
m.b.H. Langen, Germany shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1 Light Scattering Apparatus. Sh1 and Sh2 (Shutter), M1 – M3 (Mirrors), A1 – A5 
(Apertures), P (Beam splitter plate), Att (Beam attenuator), RefDio (Reflection quadrant photodiodes), 
L1 – L3 (Bispherical lense), C1 (Probe holder), C2 (Therostated measurement cell), g (Goniometer), 
PMT (Photomultiplier tube), ALV (ALV- 5000/Fast correlator board). 
 

 

To reduce effects from structure borne vibrations this apparatus is mounted on a vibration-
damped optical table. As the light source vertically polarized green Nd: YAG DPSS-200 laser 
(532 nm) from Coherent, Auburn, CA, USA with an output of 200 mW was used. In case of 
high scattered light intensity, the incident beam intensity can be reduced by a liquid crystal 
attenuator. After passing the attenuator (Att) the incident intensity and beam position were 
analyzed using a quadrant-photodiode (RefDio) coupled with a beam splitter plate (P).27,59 
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Afterwards the laser light is focused using a bispherical lens (L1) into the sample. The sample 
cell was positioned in the center of the scattering cell (C2), which is filled with toluene in 
order to minimize reflections from the interface. The cylindrical sample cells C1 were made 
of Suprasil® quartz glass by Hellma, Muellheim, Germany and had a diameter of 10 mm. The 
temperature of the quartz glass-made sample cell was controlled (±0.01K) by a single Lauda-
type RC6 thermostat with circulating water as the medium. The scattering cell was provided 
with special planer apertures that allowed diffraction of the incident and unscattered light 
passing through the device to be reduced effectively. Transmitted parts of light were analyzed 
by quadrant-photodiode (0° Diode) at the end of optical path. For analyzing the scattered light 
the thermostated scattering cell is placed on a motor-driven precision goniometer (±0.01°) 
which enables the photomultiplier detector to move from 20° to 150° scattering angle. A fast 
photon count digital correlator ALV-5000/Fast in combination with a laboratory computer 
was connected directly to the photomultiplier, which enable to obtain the intensity time-
correlation functions (ITCF) g2(τ) for a dynamic analysis of scattered light. The minimal 
sampling time of this correlator is 12.5 ns. The correlator, originally developed by 
Schätzel, 60,61,62 is provided with 288 channels which are set in a logarithmic scale. The 
complete optical construction is adjusted with respect to the position of the cuvette and it is 
controlled and checked with calibration scattering measurements. To determine the quality of 
optical adjustment, test measurements were carried out with pure toluene as a scattering 
medium showing no angle dependence of the scattering intensity. During the whole 
measurement period the angle dependence of scattered light intensity was less than 3%. The 
photo detector is, of course, unable to follow the rapid changes of the optical field. Because of 
its quadratic characteristics curve, it produces a photocurrent i(ω) which according to the 
integral 

(4.1) ( ) ( ) ωωωω dSii E∫
∞
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−′= ˆ  

is given by the amplitude spectrum SE(ω) of the scattered light. Where î  denotes an 
amplitude and πνω 2=  is the angular frequency of the optical signal.  
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Figure 4.2 The relaxation rate Γ of the 
photon autocorrelation function 
displayed versus sin 2(θ/2). 
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The Rayleigh line is a Lorentzian. If its half power width is deno ted by 
2
Γ

, the photocurrent is 

given by 
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and relaxation rate Γ is related with the translational diffusion coefficient D according to the 
Eq. (3.25), which yield relation63 
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This relation has been used to test whether the experimental setup was adjusted adequately, 
and whether effects from multiple reflections and from any isotropy in the arrangement could 
be neglected. An example for a Γ versus sin2(θ/2) relation reflecting the favorable 
measurement conditions is shown in Figure 4.2.  

 

4.2 Data Treatment: SLS 

 

Light scattering probes value of q
r

, such that 
q
r
1

 (~1000 Å) is much greater than the size of 

ME droplets so that it is possible to ignore the q
r

 dependence in excess scattering intensity. 

Therefore, the excess scattering intensity of the ME droplets over that of the continuous phase 
were analyzed according to Eq.(3.11) and (3.13) at given q

r
.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Zimm plot for AOT-
Water-Heptane/Xylene ME. 
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Further more SLS data obtained from macromolecular solutions (size of droplets in the 
solution is at least 1/20th of the wavelength of incident light) at different angle as well as 
different concentration can also be analyzed by graphical technique firstly reported in a 
classical article by Zimm64. This technique involves simultaneously extrapolating light 
scattering data to both zero angle and zero concentrations. This can be achieved by plotting 
Kc/Rθ vs. q2 + (constant k)c as shown in Figure 4.3. Where arbitrary mathematical constant 
(lower case k) with no physical significance is chosen to give a convenient spacing of the data 
points on the graph. It is seen that the data points fall on a grid, producing two families of 
curves, one corresponding to constant concentration and the other to constant angle. Data 
analysis is based on the formula given in Eq. (3.16).  

Flow chart shown below (Figure 4.4) describes the method for analyzing SLS data by 
graphical technique 
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Figure 4.4 Classification of methods to analyze the SLS data 

 

4.3 Data Treatment: DLS 

 

An attempt to sort and regroup the DLS data analysis methods according to main features is 
presented in the flow chart given in Figure 4.5 and in the following discussion. 

The treatment of the DLS relies on the assumptions that Siegert relation [Eq. (3.18)] is 
appropriate for conditions studied. This requirement is fulfilled in vast majority of cases. 
Cases in which the Siegert relation is violated include mainly three types of situation: 

1. Experiments with a small number of particles in the scattering volume so that this 
number fluctuates substantantially during one coherence time;65 

2. Experiments with strongly interacting particles, where the non-Gaussian behavior is 
again due to number fluctuations, in this case caused by repulsive interactions;66 

3. Scattering from non-ergodic systems, such as gels or glasses, where the time-averaged 
intensity correlation function of scattered light is different from the ensemble averaged 
function. 67 
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Figure 4.5 Classification of methods to analyze the DLS data. 

 

Various approaches to the reliable estimation of G(Γ)  needed to compute g1(τ) [see Eq. 
(3.30)] have been developed. One can estimate G(Γ) directly, by inverting the integral Eq. 
(3.30) with inverse Laplace transform (ILT).68 Unfortunately, this is a mathematically ill-
conditioned problem which is not subjected to the usual criteria of goodness-of-fit: there exists 
an infinite set of distributions G(Γ), which upon transformation, yield correlation functions 
which agree, within the inevitable experimental errors, with the measured data. Therefore, 
while this method is theoretically feasible, extremely precise data over extended ranges are 
required and even state-of-the art correlators have difficulty in satisfying the very demanding 
conditions for such successful inversions. Thus this technique has not been widely used.  

Other approaches to the “inversion” of Eq. (3.30) are least-squares fitting procedure in which, 
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is minimized with respect to the variables wm and Γm or maximizing the entropy of the solution 
with a constraint on χ2 (where σm is standard error at point m). In these approaches, either a 
specific size or molecular weight distribution function is preassumed, the corresponding 
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method thus called “parameter fit”69,70, or the specific distribution form is unknown, but some 
type of constraint on G(Γ) is imposed in order to achieve a unique solution.  

Non-Regularization Methods: data analysis using non-regularization methods involve 
exponential analysis (1 Exp, 2 Exp and 3 Exp)71, histogram analysis72 and combined 
exponential sampling with non negative least square (NNLS) procedures73,74. In this method 
w’s are restricted to be positive. The set of w’s obtained corresponds to the amplitudes or 
relative weights tied to each of the Γ in the exponentials of Eq. (4.4). The amplitudes can be 

displayed in histogram form because each Γ has a corresponding particle size.75.  

Regularization Methods (CONTIN & Maximum-Entropy Methods): all constrained 
regularization methods76 aim at inverting the Laplace transformation of Eq. (3.30), in general 
way not assuming any particular form of w(Γ). In this method a solution of the Eq. (3.30) is 
obtained by minimizing the function 
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with respect to the function w(Γ). This objective function differs from the usual χ2 parameter by 
the last term in Eq. (4.5); α is called the regularization parameter and ℘  is an operator which is 

usually taken to be the second derivative. The value of α controls the strength of the 

regularization; α = 0 or very small value will be equivalent to be a bare non-negative least 
squares method, where as the larger α is the more penalized are solutions with many peaks.  
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Figure 4.6 Results of DLS data of -
H2O - AOT-n-heptane ME (µ =45, 
φ  =  0.05) using CONTIN fit. 
"Probability to Reject" = 0.5, used 
for Fisher F-test. Results obtained 
from fitting are discussed in the 
Chapter 5. 

 

A very important issue is to select the value of α properly. Provencher76 used the Fisher F test, 
suitable when little is known about the solution or the errors. The Fisher F-test can be 
visualized for given a data set 1 and a data set 2 as follows: if the hypothesis is that both data 
sets are drawn from the same sample set, this hypothesis can be checked on the basis of the 
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variances V1 and V2 of these data sets. Fisher F-test uses these variances, the number of data 
points and the degrees of freedom in the data set to test this hypothesis and returns the 
probability to accept the hypothesis. Obviously, 1 - this probability will give you the 
"Probability to Reject" the hypothesis. For a probability of 0.5, one accepts/rejects on the same 
level and this probability ensures the least residual information in the data is left. This method 
has been encoded in a very popular and widely used FORTRAN program package, CONTIN by 
Provencher.76 Figure 4.6 shows one example of the data analysis using CONTIN method. 
Maximum-entropy method also aims at selecting a smooth solution to Eq. (4.5) but instead of 
using regularization parameter α, it used –S, the entropy of the solution. 77 Detailed review of 
such special inversion methods has been given by Stock and Ray. 78  

Cumulant Analysis: another approach devised by Koppel79, is a very simple and widely used 
method for characterization of a reasonably narrow distribution without requiring a priori 
assumption on the form of the line width distribution function. This method, known as 
“cumulant expansion”, is based on the formalism of the statistical cumulant generating 
function. g1(q,τ)  is expanded as follows 
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where Γm is the mth cumulant. The coefficients in this series describe some of the properties of 
the G(Γ). 

The apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp can be obtained from first cumulant  

(4.7)        2
1

q
Dapp

Γ
=  

Another quantity, which is often used to specify the poydispersity, γa is the normalized 
variance defined as80 

(4.8)        2
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Γ

Γ
=aγ   

whereas for other size distribution through algebra it can easily be shown that this simple 
relation will hold only when the distributions are very narrow. 

In the case of log-normal size distribution, width of radius distribution σs can be related to 
experimentally determined γa as80 
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Figure 4.7 Examples of DLS 
autocorrelation data obtained for 
ME in the Water/AOT/n-Nonane at µ 
= 40 and T = 22.5°C. The 
autocorrelation data and single 
exponential fit are plotted in upper 
graph. The only 5th point of the 
autocorrelation data is plotted. Data 
and cumulant fit of order 3 are 
plotted in middle graph. The 
residuals (deviations of the 
experimental points from fitting line) 
are plotted on the lower graph. This 
shows no systematic error. The data 
were taken at scattering angle 50°. 

 

 

Similarly, Γ3 and Γ4 are the measures of the skewness or asymmetry, and kurtosis or flatness 
of the distribution. In order to specify completely the distribution the cumulants of all orders 
are necessary. However, with the available precision of DLS data statistical significance can 
usually be given only to the first two or three order cumulants. High order cumulants beyond 
the third moment can not be determined precisely even using modern instrumentation in DLS. 
Nevertheless, the cumulant method is still a powerful technique for defining the gross 
characteristics of G(Γ). The fitting procedure was the first to use model function 

(4.10)       ( ) ττ
2

101
DqeAAg −+=  

to fit for a base line (base line A0 is due background scattering). Then base line estimate was 
subtracted from the data, logarithms of these data are then plotted as a function of the delay 
time τ and it was refit by a polynomial Α1-Γ1τ+1/2Γ2τ2 −1/6Γ3τ3 [Eq. (4.6)] from which first 

cumulant Γ1 second cumulant Γ2 and third cumulant was extracted Γ3. Last correlation 
channel included in the fit for cumulant model if g1(τ) >= baseline is valid. Residuals are 

calculated using equation ( )( ) ∑
=

−−=∆
j

n

n
intaAg

0
01ln ττ , where i the index of correlation 

channels, j the order of the polynomial fit and an the polynomial coefficients. Figure 4.7 shows 
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one example of how satisfactory the data analysis at low concentration is using this method. 
Some difficulties may exist in the interpretation of G(Γ) using this method. Firstly, the 
method is insensitive to a small degree of polydispersity. On the other hand, as polydispersity 
increases, the series expansion becomes valid only for small values of correlation delay times. 
Then, information on the correlation profile at larger delay times is not utilized. Secondly, 
when G(Γ) is bimodal (e.g., when two decay modes are present), difficulties can arise because 
of the slow convergence or even divergence of the cumulant expansion. Of the foregoing data 
analysis techniques, the method cumulant has been the simplest and most widely used so far.  

Two-Exponential Analysis: for highly concentrated polydisperse, or strongly interacting 
system of colloidal particles, there will be two decay modes [see Eq. (3.42). The data for 
samples at high concentration could be fitted well by the sum of two exponentials (solid lines 
in Figure 4.8) whose decay constants were assumed to give the collective and self-diffusion 
coefficients Dc and Ds. For small, homogeneous hard spheres, size polydispersity σs and 

optical polydispersity σo can be deducted from relative amplitude of slower decay mode. In 
Figure 4.8 shows one example of how satisfactory the data analysis at high concentration is 
using two exponential. Inadequate cumulant best fit is also shown as broken line for higher 
concentration in Figure 4.8.  
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Figure 4.8 DLS autocorrelation 
g1(τ)  for the ME systems 
AOT/Water/n -Alkanes with φ = 0.40 
at 25°C. A two exponential fit is 
plotted through the solid line. The 
inadequate cumulant best fit is 
shown as a broken line. The curves 
are shifted upward one unit with 
respect to previous one to avoid 
overlap. 

 

4.4 SANS: Data Acquisition and Treatment  

 

The SANS measurements were carried out at the small-angle neutron spectrometer at the 
Hahn-Meitner-Institute, Berlin (BENSC) and at the small angle scattering spectrometer 
YUMO at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research Dubna, Russia. The pulsed neutron source 
IBR-2 at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research delivers a spectra of thermal neutrons and the 
momentum transfer is calculated by time-of-flight methods with an averaged resolution of ~ 
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0.10 (∆q/q). The spectrometer is equipped with the circular multiwire proportional 3He
detectors.81

Figure 4.9 SANS Apparatus V4 at the Hahn-Meitner-Institute, Berlin (BENSC).

Small-angle neutron spectrometer at the Hahn-Meitner-Institute, Berlin (BENSC) is shown in
Figure 4.9. At the small-angle neutron spectrometer (V4) at BENSC, incoming neutrons are
monochromatized by a mechanical velocity selector with variable wavelengths from 0.38 nm
to 3 nm. The two-dimensional 3He-detector with 64 x 64 elements of 10 x 10 mm2; can be
positioned at any distance between 1 and 16 m from the sample in the horizontal direction.
Additionally, at 1 m distance the detector can be moved vertically by 0.3 m extending the q

r

range to higher values. One can also adjust collimation range of incoming neutrons at five
different lengths (1m, 2m, 8m, 12m and 16m) of the collimation as shown in Figure 4.9. A
large sample chamber is connected to a vacuum system with the detector and collimator tubes.
It can be equipped with a temperature controlled sample changer (5°C - 80°C), electromagnet
(2 T) with sample changer or heatable sample stick (600°C), a high temperature furnace
(1800°C). The instrument is fully controlled via CAMAC by an ALPHA workstation using
the instrument control program CARESS. Polarized neutrons are now available at the
instrument. A high-transmission supermirror polarizer can be introduced by remote control in
front of the 12 m collimation without any modification of the instrument alignment. The
polarization direction can be reversed by a RF gradient spin-flipper in front of the sample. The
SANSPOL option is characterized by a high neutron flux of more than 30% of the non-
polarized beam, a high degree of polarization ( > 90%) and high efficiency of the spin-flipper
( > 95%) for ? < 1.8 nm without any additional background. The samples were poured into
quartz cells (Hellma, Muellheim, Germany), which have a path length of 2 mm.

Following measurements are required for SANS experiment:
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Scattering data from: 

• sample (S) 

• absolute standard – water (W) 

• empty beam 

o For sample background – solvent (SB) 
o For absolute standard background - empty cell (WB) 

• electronic noise background measurement - beam blocked by cadmium (Cd) 

Transmission data from: 

• sample (S) 

• empty Hole - image of the direct beam on the multidetector (EH)  

• absolute standard - water  (W) 

The SANS data treatment is presented in the flow chart shown in Figure 4.10 and in the 
following discussion.  

Transmission measurementsScattering Measurements

sample
sample

empty
empty

background
absolute standard

measured intensity for each cell

normalised data

final data

radially averageddata

absolute cross section

intensity intensity intensity

sample transmission absolute standard
transmission
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spectra

Guinier Relation
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Geometric forms for P(q)
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Figure 4.10 Classification of methods to collect and analyze the SANS data. 

The SANS data treatment begins by correcting for detector dead time, the background and the 
empty quartz cell scattering. Since the signal is detected by a two dimensional multi detector 
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(e.g., two-dimensional 3He-detector with 6464 ×  cells used at BENSC Berlin), one has to 
correct the data cell by cell. The intensity measured in a particular cell (i,j) of the 2D multi 
detector is first corrected for detector dead time t according to the formula 

(4.11)      

∑ −
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In this equation, i represents each of the input types for scattering data and t is the total 

measurement time used for the appropriate input data type. The detector deadtime τ  had been 
experimentally determined. 

After this correction, the number of detected neutrons at cell (i,j), Iij-corrected, must be first 

normalized corretedijI −  to a given individual monitor values recorded in the measured data files 

and then corrected for the electronic noise background (Cd) and sample background (SB) 
according to the formula  
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The next step is to obtain the differential cross-section from these corrected 

intensities corretedijI − . One usually uses water as an absolute standard to calibrate the detector. 

Water is nearly a completely incoherent scatterer, and one expects the single scattering 
intensity to be isotropically distributed in the forward direction. If one further assumes that the 
multiple scattered intensities are also isotropically distributed in the forward direction, then 
one can simply obtain the scattering cross-section of the water specimen by a transmission 

measurement. The absolute coherent scattering cross-section 
Ω

Σ

d
d

 of the sample is given by33 
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 is the incoherent scattering contribution of samples. SFW and SFS represent the scaling 

factor for water and sample, respectively. T represents the transmission of these input data 
types. Sample transmission TS is calculated from the total sum of the corrected and 
normalized intensities of all detector cells of the input types of transmission data according to 
the formula 
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Figure 4.11 A typical SANS patterns: (A) 2D spectra, (B) 1D spectra. 

 

A typical SANS pattern of 2D detector resulting from Eq. (4.13) is shown in Figure 4.11A. 

Radial average of 2D patterns gives SANS spectra  as shown in Figure 4.11B too. As 
described in the Section 3.4, these SANS spectra can be analyzed according to Guinier 
relation, Porod relation or fitting of the data consists to compare the theoretical P(q

r
) and 

S(q
r

) to the real data. A typical fit of SANS spectra for polydisperse core shell sphere model 

for the form factor F( q
r

) and PY hard sphere potential model for the structure factor is shown 

in Figure 4.12. F( q
r

) is integrated during the fitting procedure over a Schultz distribution 

function to get the polydispersity σs concerning the overall size Rshell.51 
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Figure 4.12 SANS curve (points) from O/W - ME (Eutanol-Tagat® O2 /Poloxamer 331 – water/PG) 
and theoretically predicted curve (line). Results obtained from fitting are discussed in the Chapter 5. 
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5 Results and Discussion 
 

Our interest is focused especially on the shape and size of ME droplets, which are expected to 
be a function of interdroplet interaction. Scattering techniques were used to extract the above 
mentioned informations. In some cases, three complementary techniques (SLS, DLS and 
SANS) were used to compare and get more detailed description of our results. This chapter is 
primarily divided into three parts.  

ØØ In the first part, model ternary AOT-MEs were investigated. This sys tem is chosen 
because it has a relatively wide range of one-phase ME regions at room temperature 
without a fourth element such as a cosurfactant or brine (instead of water). This enables a 
rather simple interpretation of the experimental results and a direct comparison with 
existing theory. Size growth and size fluctuations of system have been precisely 
estimated by contrast variation experiments. And dilution procedure was used to extract 
information about droplet size, diffusion coefficient, interaction and polydispersities 
(both optical and size) from experimental data.  

ØØ In second part, MEs of pharmaceutical interest derived in our group were characterized. 
We proposed interaction potential for these MEs stabilized by non ionic surfactants. From 
this interaction potential, parameters describing stability of our systems have been 
calculated which are consistent with observed stability of our systems. Effect of 
concentration of each constituent solubilized in MEs on droplet size and stability was also 
estimated.  

ØØ In the third part, effect of concentration of each constituent solubilized in O/W MEs in 
which local anesthetics (drug) are in oil form on droplet size was investigated. Effect of 
pH on stability of these MEs was also estimated. 

 

5.1 Water / AOT / n- Alkanes MEs 

 

Water- in-oil MEs can solubilize hydrophilic guest molecules such as ions,82 enzymes, or 
synthetic polymers, which would otherwise have only limited or no solubility at all in the 
organic solvent.83 This property makes MEs very interesting model systems for both basic 
research as well as an increasing number of applications such as drug delivery, enzymatically 
catalyzed organic-phase synthesis, cosmetics, enhanced oil recovery etc.82,21,22,23,24 Physics of 
these systems is very diverse, but in all cases a detailed description of the structure is very 
important to correctly interpret the observed phenomena and to develop good theoretical 
models of the driving forces responsible for both droplet formation and solubilization of guest 
molecules in MEs.84 The W/O - ME systems studied were water/AOT/n-alkanes systems (see 
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Figure 5.1) due to its ability to solubilize85 large amount of polar solvent (typically water) in 
apolar solvents without need for a stabilizing cosurfactant.86,87 AOT can form reverse micelles 
both in the presence and in the absence of solubilized water. However if the medium is 
completely water free, there is no well defined critical miceller concentration, and the 
aggregates formed are very small and polydisperse.88,89 Close packing of the surfactant polar 
heads leaves an empty volume in the centre of the micellar core, which can only be filled with 
hydration (or bound) water. This explains why the presence of water is necessary to form a 
large surfactant aggregate. We will study the properties of large and well defined micelles 

formed when water is present. The “surfactant packing parameter La
v

s

s ” introduced in the 

Section 1.4, gives a good idea of the shape of the aggregates which will be formed 

spontaneously. Let us estimate now La
v

s

s  for AOT: vs ~ 650 Å3, L ~ 9 Å and as ~ 50 Å2 

gives82 1La
v

s

s > . This indicates that W/O - ME is favored. The reverse micelles considered 

here then W/O - MEs.  

 

5.1.1 Layered Sphere Model 

 

For the interpretation of our results, a model for microemulsion droplet is needed. A ME 
droplet modeled as a layered dielectric sphere (see Figure 5.1),90,91  considered as made of a 
water core of radius Rcore, surrounded by a penetrable shell of thickness L consisting nonpolar 
tails of the AOT molecules. The hydrodynamic radius is thus Rh = Rcore + L. The AOT is 
assumed to be entirely at the interface with only a negligible concentration of free molecules 
in the oil phase. A layered sphere droplet model of W/O - ME and profile of dielectric 
constant: ε ω indicates dielectric constant of water, ε s indicates dielectric constant of surfactant 

and ε o indicates dielectric constant of oil is presented in Figure 5.1. In this layered spherical 
model, the MEs are considered as a priori formed objects: the water core and surfactant film 
form a single entity, immersed in a continuous oil phase. Therefore, the vo lume fraction (φ ) of 
the ME droplets can be defined as 

(5.1)      AOTw φφφ +=  

The size of MEs stabilized by AOT is highly dependent on the concentration of each 
constituent;85 however, it is recognized that the aggregate size is typically characterized by the 
molar water to AOT ratio µ rather than the actual concentration.85 

Let us define 

(5.2)  
[ ]
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where, Θ  is weight percentage of water, MH2O = 18.02 g/mol (molecular weight of water) and 

Ξ is weight percentage of AOT, MAOT = 444.57 g/mol (molecular weight of AOT). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Layered dielectric sphere droplet model 
of W/O – ME is shown in upper figure (see text for 
details). The structure of AOT molecule is shown in 
lower figure. 

 

 

 

Using the simple geometry of Figure 5.1, one can write 

(5.3)      V = Vcore + Vshell  

where, Vcore is the volume of core and Vshell is the volume of surfactant layer. 

We note  

(5.4)    23 4,
3

4
corecorecorecore RAandRV π

π
==  

The angular bracket denote the average  

(5.5)       ( ) ( )rdrf .......... ∫∝  

where f(r) is the size distribution function of ME droplets. For our calculations we used a 
Schulz size distribution.  

So that dividing both sides of Eq. (5.3) by Acore gives 

(5.6)        µ
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Using recursive formula relating the moments for Schulz size distribution given in Eq. (B.9), 
one can get  
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(5.7)        ( ) µσψ
s

w
cores a

v
R 3=  

where prefactor ( )sσψ  depends on size distribution parameter σs. ( )sσψ  =  1  for 

monodisperse droplets and ( )sσψ  =  1  +  2  σs
2   for a Schulz size distribution (polydisperse 

droplets). In order to simplify the notation of subsequent formula, we have chosen parameter 

γ,  which is  related to the polydispersity index (relative standard deviation) as 

2

22

R

RR
s

−
== γσ  

Using the simple picture in Figure 5.1, one derives for the hydrodynamic radius Rh of an 
individual droplet as 

(5.8)        LRR coreh +=  

where L is the thickness of the surfactant monolayer, including possible solvent molecules 
which migrate with the droplet. 

In this study, we focused on two aspects of ME formation. First we varied the µ ranging from 

5 to 60 and keeping the water weight percentage Θ constant at 5% in order to vary the optical 
contrast of droplets (Optical Contrast Variation). Size and polydispersity of the ME droplets 
were determined with very high precision using optical contrast variation experiment because 
polydispersity influences the characteristic features of scattering data as well as the 
hydrodynamic radius with the molar ratio µ. In the second step, we varied the water weight 
ratio in the range 2% < Θ <  39% and keeping the µ constant at 45 in order to preserve a 
constant droplet radius (Dilution). DLS studies on concentration dependence of diffusion 
coefficient allow to determine the virial coefficient of diffusion and the hydrodynamic radius 
of ME droplets. Several theories relate this virial coefficient to interdroplet interaction. 92,93,94  

W/O - ME 
Compositions  Contrast Variation Dilution Procedure  Temperature 

Dependent 

AOT + water 
+ µ ΘΘ  [%] T[°C] µ ΘΘ  [%] T[°C] µ ΘΘ  [%] T[°C] 

n-heptane 
5 
to 
60 

5 25 45 
2 
to 
39 

25 
50 
& 
60 

5 
25 
to 

37.5 

n-octane  
10 
to 
55 

5 25 45 
2 
to 
39 

25 
45 
& 
55 

5 
25 
to 

37.5 

n-nonane 
5 
to 
50 

5 25 45 
2 
to 
39 

25 
30 
& 
40 

5 
25 
to 

37.5 

Table 5.1 Composition of the W/O - MEs (µ is molar water to surfactant ratio and Θ is weight 
percentage of water). 
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Hydrodynamic radius, and interdroplet interactions have been deducted from dilution 
procedure. The microstructure of MEs critically depends on the composition, temperature, and 
additives.95,96 We know, ME (stable) droplets can be smaller than droplets of a macroemulsion 
(metastable) in a given surfactant-water-oil system, but the oil water interface in a ME is not 
under the kind of tension often present in a macroemulsion droplet. Thus depending on the 
conditions, a nonspherical droplet may be the thermodynamically stable shape in MEs. 
Therefore, these systems investigated at different compositions and temperatures in the range 
25°C< Τ  <  37.5°C. Chain length of the n-alkane has been varied in order to show the 
dependence of some general features of systems on chain length of n-alkane (n = 7, 8 and 9). 
The compositions of the MEs used are summarized in Table 5.1. All samples were prepared 
below the percolation threshold φ  ∼  0 .55 predicted for water/AOT/n-alkane MEs at T=25°C.97 
All samples were analyzed in the single-phase ME, normally denoted as L2 phase (Lower 
phase separation or solubilization temperature Tl = 22.2°C, 17.3 °C and 14.5°C and upper 
phase separation temperature Tu = 62.4°C, 55.3 °C and 47.3°C for ME droplets in n-heptane, 
n-octane and n-nonane respectively).98, 99 

Refractive index n (or optical dielectric constants ε  =  n2), molecular volumes v and mass 
densities ρ  at temperature 25°C used for the sample preparation as well as for the 
mathematical modeling of the ME systems are given in Table 5.2 (in the subsequent formula 
subscript s refers surfactant (AOT), subscript w refers water and subscript oil refers n-
alkanes). For this work, curvature-dependent area per AOT molecule as at the interface is 
used82 

(5.9) [ ] ( )[ ]10-µ0.0963-exp11  - a Åa 0
2

s ×=  

where a0 is constant for AOT in different solvent. 

 n ρ ρ [[g/cm3] v [Å3] 

AOT  1.4850 1.127 648 

H2O 1.3280 0.997 29.9 

n-heptane 1.3851 0.683 - 

n-octane  1.3951 0.703 - 

n-nonane  1.4050 0.718 - 

- parameter not used 

Table 5.2 Refractive indices (n), mass 
densities (ρ), and molecular volumes (v) 
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5.1.2 Droplet size and polydispersity  

 

A W/O - ME droplet has water core surrounded by a shell of surfactant (AOT). Contrast 
variation light scattering experiments exploits the fact that, since water and AOT have 

different refractive indices (or dielectric constant) for water (εw) and AOT (εs), the optical 

contrast of the ME droplets changes with µ (see Table 5.1). The n-alkanes used for the study 

have dielectric constants (εo) that lie between those of water and AOT. It is therefore possible 
to combine water and AOT in such a proportions that the average dielectric constant of water 
plus AOT is the same as that of the n-alkane used. At this point, which is normally referred as 
the optical matching point, resulting excess polarizability goes through zero [see Eq.(3.14)]. 
For this particular composition of water and AOT the droplets become “invisible” in a light 
scattering experiment. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3, where the optical excess polarizability 
α excess [see Eq.(3.14)] is plotted as a function of µ. It can be seen from the Figure 5.3 that for a 
particular composition of water and AOT (that is for particular µ), resulting excess 
polarizability goes through zero. Figure 5.3 also shows that the location of this optical 
matching point (i.e., α excess  =  0 ) can be shifted by changing the solvent in the ME because of 

the strong dependence of α excess on the dielectric constant of solvent ε ο (low  εο value leads to 
a matching point at high µ; see Figure 5.3). We have chosen three n-alkanes (n = 7, 8 and 9). 
We investigated the quantitative applicability of the layered sphere model for the description 

of the optical and geometrical properties of MEs (Θ  = 5%). We compare theoretical prediction 
of the optical and geometrical properties of the model with the following data: 

I. Refractive index increment, 

II. DLS and SANS (Hydrodynamic, gyration radii and apparent polydispersity as 
obtained from the first and second cumulant) and 

III. SLS (Averaged scattering intensity). 
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Figure 5.3 Molar ratio µ = 
[H2O]/[AOT] dependence of the 
optical excess polarizability <α> of 
W/O - ME droplet in the systems 
water/AOT/n-alkane from Eq.(3.14) 
and parameters given in the text. 
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This allows us to measure the polydispersity very precisely. 100,91,84 This will be illustrated 
with experiments using W/O - MEs having n-heptane, n-octane and n-nonane as continuous 
phase. The composition of the MEs used is summarized in Table 5.1 under the heading 
“contrast variation”. 

 

5.1.2.1 Refractive Index Increment 

 

The measurable quantity, refractive index increment 
φ∆

∆ n  of the dispersion with respect to 

the pure oil is related to the average excess polarizability < α > excess as33,91 
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Note that all involved quantity in Eq. (5.10) can be determined from independent 
measurements. Experimental data are fitted with different values of parameter vs (548, 648 
and 748 Å3) because of large range of vs values reported in the litrature.  
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Figure 5.4 Refractive index increment of ME 
droplet as a function of the µ at temperature 
25°C. The theoretical prediction by Eq. (5.8) 
is shown as solid line. 
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As shown in Figure 5.4, the agreement between the values theoretically predicted by Eq. (5.8) 

with vs = 648 Å3 (shown by solid lines) and experimentally measured values is very good. In 

particular the predicted optical matching point i.e., 0=
∆

∆
φ

n , are close to the experimentally 

observed optical matching point. The vs = 648 Å3 is same as used in reference 100. The values 
of µ at which optical matching point occur for different n-alkanes are listed in Table 5.3. 

 

5.1.2.2 DLS Results 

 

For each sample, measurements (the average scattered intensity I and the intensity correlation 
function g2(τ ) ) were performed at different scattering angles between 50°, 55° and 60° at 

temperature 25°C. The intensity of the scattered light I and g2(τ) corresponding one set of 
experimental parameters have been measured five times and data used for fitting are averaged 
over these five measurements. Field auto correlation function g1(τ)  derived from g2(τ) using 
Eq. (3.18) were fitted by a third order cumulant expansion [see Eq. (4.6)] from which first 
cumulant Γ 1 second cumulant Γ 2 and third cumulant Γ 3 were extracted (fitting procedure was 
discussed in detail in the Section 4.3). The apparent diffusion coefficient has been deduced 
from first cumulant Γ 1 [see Eq. (4.7)]. The second cumulant Γ 2 is very sensitive to the correct 

value of the baseline A0 because of the high correlation between them. Polydispersity index γ a 
calculated from second cumulant [see Eq. (4.8) and (4.9)] was ~ 0.1 for all samples. As 
already pointed out by several authors45,84,91 that the second cumulant Γ 2 (represents only 
small correction to the shape of the correlation function) overestimate the polydispersity of 
ME droplets. To get the free diffusion coefficients of droplets D0,  Dapp is extrapolated to 
φ  → 0 .8 Hydrodynamic radius was calculated from D0 using Eq. (3.44). Initial studies 
indicated that the MEs were too small to exhibit significant angular dependence; therefore 
results used for the discussion are the average of the results obtained at three different angles. 
Mean hydrodynamic radius <Rh> as a function of molar water to AOT ratio µ is plotted in 
Figure 5.5. These results are consistent with that <Rh> varies linearly with µ (except in the 
vicinity of optical matching point) shown by an array of different techniques.101102,103,104,105,106. 
As shown in the Figure 5.5, sigmodial shape of Rh in the vicinity of optical matching point 
versus µ reflects the polydispersity of MEs. Optical contrast variation experiments not only 
allow for a structural characterization of MEs, they also permit a precise determination of 
polydispersity of the droplet like ME particles. Position of the optical matching point and 

sigmoidal shape of Rh can be fit using expression in terms of γ  given below 91  
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where, Rh is the hydrodynamic radius of an individual droplet. 

Note that Eq. (5.11) has only two adjustable parameters γ  and a0 to fit the experimental data. 
For monodisperse droplets, Eq. (5.11) leads to an almost linear dependence of Rh on µ. (see 
Figure 5.5 A, γ=0). However for polydisperse solutions, the incomplete optical matching near 
the matching point due to polydispersity results in a sigmoidal shape of Rh versus µ, which 
depends on the polydispersity index γ  only. 
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Figure 5.5 Mean hydrodynamic radius <Rh> of ME droplet as a function of the µ at temperature 
25°C. Prediction of <Rh> by Eq. (5.11) for three different values of a0 are shown in figure A. Three fits 
of experimental data by Eq. (5.11) are shown in figure B, C and D. 

 

 

As shown in Figure 5.5 A, a change of parameter a0 results merely in a vertical shift of the 

fitting curve. Therefore, first Rh dependence on µ is fitted for a0 keeping γ  = 0 (fitting range of 
µ < optical matching point, it is almost independent of γ ), then using obtained value of a0, 
position of optical matching point and sigmoidal shape of Rh, which is characteristic shape of 
polydisperse MEs is fitted for different γ  values. A reasonable fit of experimental data can be 
obtained with a0 and γ   shown in  Figure 5.5 (B, C and D) and listed in Table 5.3, which leads 
to optical matching point at µ ~ 35, 25 and 20 as expected from Figure 5.4 (see Table 5.3). 
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Further, as shown in Figure 5.5 (B, C and D), linear dependence of Rh on µ > the value for 
optical matching point (assuming that area per surfactant molecule at interface as does not 
depend on the µ, when µ > the value for optical matching point , it is reasonable assumption 
for µ>>20, second term in Eq. (5.9) tend to zero for µ>>20 and as ~ a0) are fitted according to 
the linear Eq. (5.8), which yield thickness of surfactant layer L (from intercept) and area 

occupied by a surfactant molecule on interface as (from slope) for given value of γ . Clearly the 
two parameters γ  and as can not be determined separately from the linear dependence of Rh on 

µ. The latter value is recovered for γ  =  0 .03 ( for best fitted value see Figure 5.5) and given in 
Table 5.3. The values obtained for a0 are in agreement with the values obtained earlier by 
fitting Eq. (5.11) and found in literature e.g., a0 = 52.6 Å2 at µ = 36.5 for AOT molecule in n-
heptane obtained by time-resolved fluorescence probing107 and a0 = 48 for AOT molecule in 
isooctane82 (see Table 5.3). The fact that one can obtain a self-consistent interpretation of 
DLS data using optical properties Eq. (5.11) or packing consideration Eq. (5.8) on the basis 
of the layered sphere model. 

DLS SLS 

Eq. (5.11)  Eq. (5.8) Eq. (3.13))   

γγ OMP  a0 [Å2] γγ a0 [Å2] L [Å] γγ OMP 

water/AOT/n-heptane 0.03 35 56 0.03 52 22.7 0.03 35 

water/AOT/n-octan 0.03 25 50 0.03 50 25.6 0.03 25 

water/AOT/n-nonane 0.03 20 46 0.03 46 25.0 0.03 20 
 
Table 5.3 Results (polydispersity index γ, optical matching point OMP and area per head group at 
interface a0, when µ >> 20) obtained from DLS and SLS. 
 
 

5.1.2.3 SLS Results 

 

A similar effect as obtained for <Rh> can be observed in the dependence of the normalized 
intensity <Is> on µ. As shown in Figure 5.6A that our systems exhibit a well- defined 
minimum of the intensity at values of matching point listed in Table 5.3 (as expected from 
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5). First we can see in Figure 5.6A, at the optical matching point, 
normalized intensity goes through zero for monodisperse systems. However, if the droplets 
are polydisperse, in the vicinity of optical matching point the scattering intensity exhibits a 
sharp dip but there remains a substantial residual scattering. Second, a change of parameter a0 
results merely in a vertical shift of the fitting curve. The depth and position of the 
characteristic dip of the normalized scattering intensity at the optical matching can be fitted 
with only one free parameter γ . A reasonable fit of experimental data and theoretical curves 
according to Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) can be obtained with γ  shown in  Figure 5.6 (B, C and D) 
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and listed in Table 5.3, which leads to optical matching point at µ ~ 35, 25 and 20. The values 
for γ  are in agreement with the values obtained from DLS. The fact that one can obtain a self-
consistent interpretation of SLS and DLS data on the basis of the layered polydisperse sphere 
model- both sets of data resulting from fundamentally different measurements – confirm the 

small polydispersity 17.0== γσ s of the droplet radius in MEs and independent of n-alkane 

chain as already predicted theoretically from multiple chemical equilibrium approach108,109 
that the size polydispersities σs in the range of 0.1 to 0.25 and independent on the alkane 

type.110 ,111 ,112 These values are also consistent with the values σs = 0.16 obtained from 
careful analysis of SANS data in the full q

r
 range for D2O/AOT/decane and D2O/AOT/iso-

octane by Arleth et al.100 
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Figure 5.6 Normalized scattering intensity <Is>/φ  of ME droplet as a function of the µ at temperature 
25°C. Prediction of <Is>/φ  by Eq. (3.13) for three different values of a0 are shown in figure A. Three 
fits of experimental data by Eq. (3.13) are shown in figure B, C and D. 

 

We note that area per AOT head group decreases as the alkane chain length increases (see 
Table 5.3). The possible explanation for this is that Rh is slightly larger (see Figure 5.5) in the 
larger chain alkane oil because oil penetration into the surfactant tail region is smaller, which 
causes decrease in spontaneous curvature of the surfactant layer in comparison to smaller 
chain. Small droplets have larger area per volume than the large droplet. This implies that area 
per AOT head group decreases with increase of chain length. The values for thickness of the 
surfactant layer L (see Table 5.3) are somewhat higher than the value estimated for 
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hydrophobic chain length of surfactant (AOT) L = 9 Å. This deviation could be explained by 
assuming the existence of several layers of solvent molecules, which migrate with the droplet.  

Further more, SANS data for AOT-n-Octane-D2O systems at three different µ values are fitted 
in Guinier approximation range, [see Eq. (3.64)] yielding the gyration radius. This size 
parameter is connected with the moment of inertia of the particle. Best fitting obtained using 
Guinier approximation is shown in Figure 5.7A. The results are shown in Figure 5.7B as a 
function of µ. As it is shown in Figure 5.7B, the obtained radius increases linearly with slope 
1.87 which is in agreement with the result obtained from DLS (see Figure 5.5). One can 
calculate the ratio between Rg and Rh  and got the values 0.79, 0.84 and 0.89 for µ=25, 35 and 
45 respectively. These values are quite in agreement for the smallest possible value of 0.77 for 
solid spheres justifying our calculations, in which we used a sphere droplet model. 
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Figure 5.7 (A) Best fitting of SANS data of D2O/AOT/n-Octane MEs using Guinier approximation. (B) 
Gyration radius of ME versus µ. 
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5.1.3 Interdroplet interactions and droplet size 

 

In addition to their practical applications, AOT-MEs represent an ideal model structure for 
studying interdroplet interactions. DLS studies on concentration dependence of diffusion 
coefficients allow to determine the virial coefficients of diffusion and the hydrodynamic 
radius of ME droplets. SLS study on concentration dependence enable one to determine the 
osmotic compressibility35 and apparent molar mass33 that are the function interdroplet 
interaction too. A dilution procedure was used in the region of the phase diagram where the 
ME has the microstructure of AOT covered water droplets in oil, which allowed us to deduce 
the concentration dependence of DLS and SLS data.  

Following measurements of water/AOT/n-alkanes MEs over the large range of 

φ (0 .02 − 0 .50)  at constant µ=45 and T=25°C are presented and discussed.  

I. SANS measurement and CONTIN fit of DLS data were used to check, weather 
dilution procedure preserves a constant droplet radius or not.  

II. SLS enables one to determine the osmotic compressibility that is related to the 
interaction potential between the droplets.  

III. DLS study on concentration dependence of diffusion coefficients allows one to 
determine droplet size, polydispersities (both optical and size) and the virial 
coefficients of diffusion that are also related to the interaction potential between the 
droplets. 

Chain length of the n-alkane has been varied in order to show the dependence of some general 
features of systems on chain length of n-alkane. The composition of the MEs used is 
summarized in Table 5.1 under heading “dilution”. 

 

5.1.3.1 SANS and CONTIN Results 

 

Constancy of droplet size were checked by SANS and DLS measurements at high dilution 
because at low volume fraction, droplet is strongly strained by interactions with solvent 
molecules, which may cause change in droplet size. SANS curves for D2O/AOT/n-octane- 
systems having different φ  (at constant µ=45) are analyzed using Guinier approximation [see 
Eq. (3.64)]. Best fitting and gyration radius obtained using Guinier approximation is shown in 
Figure 5.8A. DLS data for H2O/AOT/n-octane systems having different φ  (at constant µ=45) 
are analyzed using CONTIN [see Eq. (4.5)]. Results are shown in Figure 5.8B. It shown in 
Figure 5.8, the obtained radius remains constant (with in experimental error) on high dilution. 
As expected, the gyration radius is substantially smaller than Rh. 
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Figure 5.8 (A) Best fitting and results of SANS data of AOT-n-Octane-D2O systems using Guinier 
approximation. (B) Results of DLS data of AOT-n-Octane-H2O systems using CONTIN fit 
("Probability to Reject" =0.5, used for Fisher F-test). 

 

5.1.3.2 SLS Results 

 

Figure 5.9A shows examples of relative scattered intensity variation versus φ . For all the MEs 
studied, their relative intensities pass through their respective maxima at φ  ~ 0.16 and differ 

afterward with increasing φ . This is classical behavior for a system having comparable droplet 
size but different strength of interaction. This is consistent with the fact that all the MEs 
studied have constant molar water to AOT ratio µ hence comparable size. Strength of 
interaction can be estimated by fitting the average normalized intensity <Is> using an 
expression given in Eq. (3.11) provided systems under investigations are ideal mixtures and 
droplet radius remains constant. A proof of the constancy of droplet size can be found in 
Figure 5.8. In Figure 5.9B, φ  dependence of refractive index is presented in order to check 
whether our systems are ideal mixture or not. 
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Figure 5.9 (A) Relative intensity I as a function of φ for MEs of comparable droplet sizes but different 
attractive interactions.(B) Refractive index of the ME droplets in n-heptane, in n-octane and in n-
nonane as a function of the volume fraction φ  at temperature 25°C. 
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The dn/dφ   for each series of MEs is found to be constant upon dilution at 25°C, the MEs 
investigated are thus considered to be the ideal mixtures. The value of refractive index of 
continuous phase (n-alkanes) was in good agreement with those obtained from the 
extrapolations of the plots of refractive index (n) versus φ as φ approaches to zero. 
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As discussed above that systems under study are ideal mixture and droplet size does not vary 

significantly over wide range of φ,  under such conditions normalized intensity φ / < Ι s>  →1 as 
φ  → 0  can be fitted according to Eq. (3.11). Figure 5.10 shows the variation of φ / < Ι s>  versus 

φ  and quadratic fit according to Eq. (3.11). Quadratic best fit yields KI given in Table 5.5. To 
estimate the magnitude of the attraction and repulsion giving rise to KI, the measured value is 

generally compared to the HS
IK  for a hard sphere repulsion. Hard sphere contribution to the 

virial coefficient HS
IK  is 8. If HS

III KKK −=δ  is positive, the droplets have a net repulsive 

interaction while if IKδ  is negative, the droplets are attractive.113,38,122 For this system, IKδ  

(see Table 5.5) is negative as expected for droplets interacting via hard sphere interaction with 
perturbation of attractive potential. The ME droplets in longer n- alkane chain length oil are 
more attractive (larger negative IKδ  value, see Table 5.5) than those in smaller n- alkane 

chain length. AOT molecules along with the interface of the ME droplets allow penetration of 
the surfactant hydrophobic chains of the other drople ts during collisions. The overlapping of 
the penetrable volume of the ME droplets under dynamic motion giving rise to an attractive 
interaction. Such systems undergo Brownian motion in the usual fashion and the attractive 
energy gives rise to “sticky” interactions due to surface adhesion upon collision114. Such 

Figure 5.10 Experimental data points for the 
φ/<Is> of ME droplets in n-Heptane, in n-
Octane and in n-Nonane as a function of the 
volume fraction φ  at temperature 25°C. 
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sticky encounters result in short lived clusters that may exchange solubilized material before 
dissociating into separate droplets causing collective and self diffusion of droplets.115 In the 
next section, collective and self diffusion coefficients were measured by DLS. From the 
concentration dependence of diffusion coefficients, droplet size, polydispersities (both optical 
and size) and the virial coefficients of diffusion that are also related to the interaction potential 
between the droplets were determined.  

 

DLS W/O - ME 
Compositio

ns 
SLS 

Cumulant Bi-Exp 

AOT + 
water + IK  IKδ  ( )HS

appk   appk   c
1α   c

1δα   s
1α  s

1δα   

n-heptane 6.67     
± 1.12 

-1.33 0.53 -1.17     
± 0.02 

2.09        
± 1.20 

0.53 -2.20    
± 0.35 

-0.10 

n-octane  2.63     
± 1.15 

-5.37 1.43 -0.61     
± 0.02 

0.90        
± 0.35 

-0.66 -2.30    
± 0.16 

-0.20 

n-nonane -3.68    
± -1.97 

-11.68 1.51 -1.44     
± 0.11 

-1.34       
± 0.36 

-2.90 –3.17   
± 0.14 

-1.07 

 

Table 5.4 Fitting parameters of scattered light (SLS) and diffusion coefficients (DLS) of the ME 
droplets in n-heptane, n-octane  and n-nonane at temperature 25°C (see text for details). 

 

5.1.3.3 DLS Results 

 

Field auto correlation functions g1(τ) measured from DLS (see Section 4.1 for the detail) at 
two volume fractions, φ  = 0.02 and φ  = 0.36 are shown in Figure 5.11. Striking features of 
these experiments was the two-exponential nature of the correlation functions observed at 
large φ.   It can be easily seen in Figure 5.11 that at large φ  = 0.36, g1(τ) is best fitted by two-
exponential, while at φ  = 0.02, g1(τ) is best fitted by single-exponential. The data for samples 

with φ  > 0.20, could be fitted well by the sum of two exponentials. Below this concentration it 
was difficult to resolve the two exponentials unambiguously, in these cases data were fitted to 
third-order cumulants expansion [see Eq. (4.6)]. Apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp was 
deducted from first cumulant using Eq. (4.7). To get the free diffusion coefficients of droplets 
D0, Dapp  is extrapolated to 0→φ . Mean droplet hydrodynamic radius Rh obtained from D0  

using Eq. (3.44) is listed in Table 5.5. It is seen that Rh slightly increases with increase of 
length of n-alkane chain, which is consistent with the results obtained from contrast variation 
experiment in the Section 5.1.2.  
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The most likely interpretation of the two exponential decay of correlation function at high 
volume fraction seems to be polydispersity and interaction of the droplets, which would lead 
to the observation of coherent (number density fluctuation) and incoherent (polydispersity 
fluctuation) scattering as outlined in Chapter 3. These two fluctuation modes at high volume 
fraction have been observed in several DLS measurements on concentrated (or strongly 
interacting) system such as dispersion of silica spheres,47,46 latex particles,116 ,117 MEs118,119  
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Figure 5.11 DLS autocorrelation datas 
g1(τ)  for ME AOT/Water/n -Octane  with 
φ = 0.02 and φ = 0.36 at 25°C. For φ = 
0.36, two exponential fit is plotted 
through the (solid line) and 
inadequate single exponential best fit is 
shown as (broken line). for φ = 
0.02, single exponential fit is plotted 
through the  (solid line). 

 

 

In the so called thermodynamic or hydrodynamic limit, q-1> rmean (the interparticle spacing) 

and τc (characteristic decay time) > τ I ( droplet collision time), number density fluctuation 
mode (fast mode) represents collective diffusion and concentration or polydispersity 
fluctuations mode (slow mode) represents self diffusion.27 In order to check criteria for 
hydrodynamic regime, first we calculate typical value of mean interdroplet spacing rmean and 

droplet collision time τ Ι  for these experiments.  For φ  > 0.20, and R ~ 10 nm (which is 
comparable with our measured value listed in Table 5.5), mean interdroplet spacing 

3
1

~
−

Crmean  ≤ cm-6102.2 ×  (where <C> is the droplet number density) and maximum 

scattering vector q
r

 attainable in a light scattering experiment is about 15103.16 −× cm . The 

maximum value for the droplet collision time τ Ι can be taken as the time needed by the droplet 

to diffuse freely a distance equal to the interdroplet spacing, i.e., sec10~6
7-

0

3
2

D
C

I

−

<τ  

( for free droplet diffusion coefficient D0 = -81042 ×  cm2/sec). At q
r

 = 15103.16 −× cm  the 

characteristic decay time of the free diffusional decay of the light scattering correlation 

function is ( ) sec10~ 412
0

−−
= qDcτ . Thus for this example, where extreme values of q

r
 and τ Ι  

have been considered, we certainly full fill the criteria meanrq >− 1  and Ic ττ >  for the 

hydrodynamic regime. The slow and fast decay mode can thus be assigned to the relaxation 
by self-diffusion and collective diffusion. Figure 5.12 shows a corresponding plot of results 
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obtained by two-exponential fit and cumulant fit at 25°C. In Figure 5.12, large statistical error 
bar over the range 0.20 < φ  < 0.30, represent the break down of assumption that number 

density and polydispersity fluctuations are completely uncoupled in this φ  range leading to Eq. 
(3.42)27. This explains why the value of Dc deviates from its expected value over the range 
0.20 < φ  < 0.30.  
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Each of three diffusion coefficients (Dc and Ds obtained from two exponential and Dapp from 

cumulant fit represented in Figure 5.12) should fit to the same value, D0 as 0→φ , so the use 

of two methods of data analysis permits this point to be fixed quite accurately. D0 can be 
identified with Dapp when 0→φ , which is used for the calculation of hydrodynamic radius. 

As shown in Figure 5.12, the diffusion coefficient Ds decreases in value with increasing 
volume fraction, whereas Dc for the short-time relaxation shows a increase. This is consistent 
with the interpretation that Ds describes polydispersity fluctuations by self diffusion and that 
Dc arises from mutual diffusion of ME droplets. Mutual diffusion can be regarded as being 
driven by osmotic pressure and retarded by interdroplet friction [see Eq.(3.36)].27 By contrast, 
for self diffusion, the osmotic term is absent and dominant effect is the increasing value of 
friction coefficient with concentration, tending to reduce the diffusion coefficient [see Eq. 
(3.37)].27 It should be noted that Dapp  is more close to extrapolated values of Ds for φ  <  0 .2  in 

case of water/AOT/n-heptane system in comparison to water/AOT/n-octane and 
water/AOT/n-nonane systems as expected from Eq. (3.48). According to the Eq. (3.48), far 

Figure 5.12 Volume fraction dependence of 
diffusion coefficients in H2O /AOT/n-Alkanes 
systems with µ = 45 at 25°C. D0 is diffusion 
coefficient at infinite dilution (extrapolated) 
value. Linear fit to Dapp/D0, is plotted through 
the   (broken line), quadratic fit to 
Dc/D0, is plotted through the   (solid 
line) and quadratic fit to Ds/D0, is plotted 
through the   (solid line). 
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from matching point Dapp represents Dc and in the matching point Dapp represents Ds [µ = 45 is 
more close to the optical matching point for water/AOT/n-heptane at µ=35 than optical 
matching point for water/AOT/n-octane at µ=25 and water/AOT/n-nonane at µ = 20 [see 
Table 5.3)].  

We now consider in more detail the variation of Dc and Ds obtained from DLS with the 
volume fraction. The decrease in Ds and increase in Dc fits satisfactorily to a quadratic Eq. 

(3.47) over the range 0.20 < φ  < 0.5 with sc,
1α  and sc,

2α listed in Table 5.5 (see Figure 5.12). If 

we assume that the droplet size does not vary significantly over concentration range then these 
results can be compared with theoretical predictions to the first order in the volume fraction. 
A proof of the constancy of droplet size can be found in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.12 [same D0 

obtained over measured range of concentration, which is related to the hydrodynamic radius 
according to Stokes-Einstein relation Eq. (3.44)]. To estimate the magnitude of the attraction 

and repulsion giving rise to sc,
1α , the measured value is generally compared to the sc,

1α  for a 

hard sphere repulsion. Grenz et al120 and Cichocki et al121 obtained using theoretical approach 
that the difference of the self-difusion of Brownian particles with hydrodynamic interaction 

from its hard sphere value ( )HSsss
111 ααδα −= is negative for an attractive potential and 

positive for repulsive interaction (see Fig 5 in ref. 121 and Fig. 7 in ref. 120). Grenz et al120 

also predicted that attractive interaction becomes stronger as the negative value of s
1δα  is 

increased. For hard spheres, ( ) 56.11 =
HScα  and ( ) 10.21 =

HSsα  (see Appendix A). For studied 

systems, s
1δα  (see Table 5.5) is negative as expected for droplets interacting via hard sphere 

interaction with perturbation of attractive potential.  

The difference of the virial coefficient obtained from collective diffusion from its hard sphere 

value ( )HSccc
111 ααδα −= is negative if there are supplementary attractive interactions and 

positive in the case of additional repulsive interactions.122,38  For studied systems, c
1δα  (see 

Table 5.5) is negative (apart from c
1α  for water/AOT/n-heptane, where c

1δα is negative: the 

possible explanation for this is that large statistical error in the value c
1α  and value of ( )HSc

1α  

for hard sphere is predicted in dilute regime may cause the slightly larger value ) as expected 
for droplets interacting via hard sphere interaction with perturbation of attractive potential. 

The ME droplets in longer n- alkane chain length oil are more attractive (larger negative sc ,
1δα  

value, see Table 5.5) than those in smaller n- alkane chain length.  

Now we now consider in more detail the variation of Dapp, obtained from DLS with the 
volume fraction. The decrease in Dapp fits satisfactorily to a linear Eq. (3.49) over the range 0 
< φ  <  0.20 (see red dotted line in Figure 5.12), with kapp given in Table 5.5.  

In W/O - ME, it has been already shown that our system represents the case where hard-
sphere repulsive force operates with a narrow attractive potential energy well, i.e., the 
structure of AOT may be considered a repulsive core (charged head groups) with an attractive 
outer shell (i.e., the tails). Assume that interdroplet interaction has pair wise form so the pair 
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interaction potential can be written as Eq. (3.70). Hard sphere repulsive UHS and van der 
Waals attractive potential give the dominant contribution to direct interaction Udir. van der 
Waals attraction is frequently negligible and overall contribution to the Udir is UHS. Finally, 
indirect Uind should involve the solvent degree of freedom. If two droplets approach each 
other, the ends of their surfactant tails may overlap while lowering the free energy of the 
system and giving rise to the attractive interaction. 123 Thus interdroplet interaction potential 
U(r) for our system can be described by simple model potential of a hard core UHS(r) due to 
direct contribution plus a attractive square well Uatt(r) with depth ε kBT and range x scaled by 
the droplet diameter due to indirect contribution (see Figure 5.13) 
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Figure 5.13 Schematic representation of a 
model potential U(r) of an attractive well 
added to the hard core repulsion. 

 

We assumed x =  h/2Rcore to be constant (h =  3 Å is the range of interaction determined by 
SANS124 and this is consistent with the interpenetration model). Rcore is obtained from Eq. 
(5.7), for µ=45) 

For such interacting system, kapp is as follows125126 

(5.13)  ( ) ( ) ),( xkkk
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with 
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where ( )HS

appk  is the value for hard sphere. The value of ( )HS

appk  can be estimated from Eq. 

(3.48). Estimated values of ( )HS

appk and measured values of appk  are given in Table 5.5. 

Variation of ( )att

appk with attractive interaction energy ε  from Eq. (5.14) is shown in Figure 5. 

14A. As it is expected, ( )att

appk  becomes more negative with increasing ε .   Attractive 

interaction energy ε  is calculated from ( )att

appk  using Eq. (5.14) and listed in Table 5.5. The 

values of ε  are consistent with the SANS results of ε   = 3.83 for water/AOT/n-decane system 
(µ ~ 45).124 It should be noted that attractive interaction energy ε   slightly increases with 
increase of n-alkane chain length, which is consistent with the results obtained from Dc, Ds 
and SLS (see Table 5.5). 
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The following mechanics could explain the results that the ME droplets in longer n- alkane 
chain length oil are more attractive than those in smaller n- alkane chain length. The origin of 
this attractive interaction is thought to be due to the fact that the short but branched surfactant 
tails between MEs can penetrate each other (Figure 5. 14B) over some small distance without 
suffering much entropy loss while lowering the total free energy of the system. This is 
possible because the surfactant tail/tail interaction is not much stronger than the surfactant /oil 
(which is solvent) interaction, but at finite temperatures, the oil molecules are not optimally 

Figure 5. 14 (A) The behavior of att
appk  as the function of 

the depth ε of square well potential and range x=0.0165 
(B) The penetration of AOT surfactant molecules cause 
attractive interaction between micelles. 

B 
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oriented to interact with the surfactant tails, while the surfactant tails between two MEs in the 
overlap region are always more or less parallel to each other. For the higher temperature, it is 
harder for the oil to pack in a favorable orientation to interact with the surfactant tails. And 
when the temperature is high enough, phase separation will occur due to the strong surfactant-
surfactant interactions. Similarly, we can understand that at constant temperature, it would be 
harder for the longer n-alkane oil molecule to interact with the surfactant than for shorter oil 
molecule to interact, due to packing considerations. Thus a system containing longer n-alkane 
chain length are more  attractive (more surfactant to surfactant attractive interaction) than 
those with smaller n-alkane chain length at constant temperature. This mechanism could also 
explain the shift of the region of ME stability to lower temperatures for higher chain length 
alkanes.127  
 

W/O - ME 
Compositions  Size Interaction  Polydispersity 

AOT + water 
+ 

D0 
[108 cm2/sec] 

Rh 
[nm] ε [ε [kBT] P 

o
3A

TkB  σσs σσo   

n-heptane 55.43 10.12 2.07 0.00146 0.17 0.45 ± 0.10 

n-octane  41.75 10.30 2.27 0.00157 0.17 0.20 ± 0.05 

n-nonane 29.28 11.21 2.54 0.00161 0.17 0.15 ± 0.05 

 
Table 5.5 The size, polydispersity and interaction energy and the related paramete rs of the ME 
droplets in n-heptane, n-octane and n-nonane at temperature 25°C (see text for details). 
 

This attractive surfactant to surfactant interaction becomes stronger as the microemulsion 
droplets sizes (hence the penetrable volumes) are increased. This view is also consistent with 
the result that the micro emulsion droplets in longer n-alkane chain length oil are more 
attractive than those in smaller n- alkane chain length (since the ME droplet radius is slightly 
higher in larger n-alkane chain length oil for a given composition, see Figure 5.5 and Table 
5.5). According to this mechanism, ε  is proportional to the maximum penetration volume 

( )hRv h ,  of the two spherical shell128 

(5.15)       
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where, h is maximum penetration and P is interaction energy density per droplet. 

Assuming a macroscopic model mentioned above for the interaction of interpenetrating 
surfactant tails, interaction energy density P per droplet is estimated from ε  using Eq. (5.15). 
The values of P are listed in Table 5.5. 
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It has been shown that our system represents the case where hard-sphere repulsive force 
operates with a narrow attractive potential energy well. Attractive energy gives rise to 
“sticky“ interactions due to surface adhesion upon collision. Such sticky encounters result in 
short lived clusters that may exchange solubilized material before dissociating into separate 
droplet causing distribution in size as well as refractive index (since water and AOT have 
different refractive index) of droplets. The size polydispersity σ s measured for all our systems 

using second cumulant Γ 2 suitably normalized by Γ 1 is 0.25 with error ±10%. It should be 
noted that this value lies on the higher side of our measured value from contrast variation 
experiments. As already pointed in contrast variation experiments that the second cumulant Γ 2  
(represents only small correction to the shape of the correlation function) overestimate the 
polydispersity of ME droplets. In the more concentrated systems, where polydispersity 
fluctuations become distinguishable, a value for σ s and σ o can be obtained from relative 
amplitude of the slow decay mode using coupled combination of optical and size 
polydispersities theoretical results,45,46,47 which are valid for narrow size distribution. A 
reasonable theoretical fit for combined size and optical polydispersity: σ s =0.17 with σ o = 
0.45 ± 0.11, 0.20 ± 0.05 and 0.15 ± 0.050 for water/AOT/n-heptane, water/AOT/n-octane and 
water/AOT/n-nonane, respectively, can be obtained (solid lines in Figure 5.15). In Figure 
5.15, inadequate theoretical predictions for pure size polydispersity are also shown. These 
values for the optical polydispersities are consistent with the values estimated from the 
residual scattering of samples at matching point (0.063, 0.22and 0.14 for water/AOT/n-
heptane, water/AOT/n-octane and water/AOT/n-nonane). It is observed that optical 
polydispersity decreases with increasing oil chain length as it is expected from difference 
between refractive index of ns and no, which decreases with increasing chain length.  
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Figure 5.15 Relative amplitude of slow 
relaxation (points) caused by 
polydispersity fluctuations plotted as a 
function of volume fraction for ME 
droplets in n-heptane, n-octane and n-
nonane at temperature 25°C. The lines 
are the predictions for pure size and 
combined optical and size 
polydispersity (see Appendix B for 
details).

 

In interpreting the above results it is useful to estimate the time scale of the collision- induced 
polydispersity fluctuations τp. τp can be taken roughly as the lifetime of the nearest neighbor 

shell of droplets surrounding a given “test” droplet. If τc >> τp, in this limit, DLS observes 
slow fluctuations of macroscopic spatial extent and, local effect would damp out the spatial 
polydispersity correlation and droplet self-diffusion would not be observed by DLS.129 Since 
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the evidence discussed above strongly suggest that for φ  > 0.20, self diffusion is being 

measured. We conclude that τp >> τc ∼  10-4 sec. At φ >  0 .20 ,  the binary collision rate can be 
estimated130 as τ Ι  ~ 10-7 sec. So the indications are that the polydispersity fluctuations are at 
least three orders of magnitude slower than the droplet collision frequency, which is in good 
agreement with previous estimates.118 

As shown earlier that at high concentration, DLS data can be interpreted in terms of the sum 
of two independent modes due to collective diffusion and polydispersity fluctuation 
respectively. It has been shown that Dc,  Ds and interdroplet interaction are the function of 
solvent refractive index no. Investigation of the interdroplet interaction and polydispersity of 
ME should be tried with this theoretical prediction using contrast variation of solvent by 
mixing two solvent having different refractive index. Investigation of MEs having water, 
AOT and the mixture of n-heptane and p-xylene are in progress. 
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5.1.4 Shape Fluctuations of ME Droplets with Increasing Temperature 
 

For all the MEs prepared for this section, water weight percentage Θ  was fixed at 5%. The 
molar ratio of water and AOT was either 50 or 60 for water/AOT/n-heptane, 45 or 55 for 
water/AOT/n-octane  and 30 or 40 for water/AOT/n-nonane. The composition of the MEs used 
for investigations are summarized in Table 5.1 under heading “temperature dependent”. Due 
to small droplet size and the low polydispersity (σ s ~ 0.17) the scattering intensity near the 
matching point is very low, which leads unfavorable signal to noise ratio. Therefore µ values 
are chosen far from matching point to get sufficient intensity. Figure 5.16A shows an example 
of relative scattered intensity Is variation versus µ . It can be seen from the Figure 5.16A that 
with the increase of temperature there is no significant shift in the depth and position of the 
optical matching point. This indicates that size polydispersity does not change significantly 
with increase of temperature, which is consistent with the result obtained by Arleth et al100. 
The temperature dependence of size polydispersity found by Kotlarchyk et al105 may be 
attributed to the shape fluctuations of droplet. Therefore, W/O - MEs were investigated at 
temperatures in the range 25°C< α  <  37.5°C in oder to investigate the effect of temperature on 
shape of droplets.  
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Figure 5.16. (A) Experimental data points for the relative scattered Intensity as a function of the  
molar ratio µ  at different are shown in figure A. Plots of the hydrodynamic radius Rh of the ME 
droplet obtained  from DLS versus T/η are shown in figure B, C and D. 
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After correcting the temperature dependence of the viscosity of solvent. Hydrodynamic radius 
Rh is obtained from first cumulant as described in the Section 5.1.3 with increasing 
temperature. Hydrodynamic radius Rh versus normalized temperatures is plotted in Figure 
5.16. In systems where no structural changes occur the radii should be independent of the 
temperature, as predicted by the Stokes-Einstein Eq. (3.44). As shown in Figure 5.16A, for 
MEs investigated, this is clearly not fulfilled. It is interesting that at temperatures up to 10°C 
above the lower solubilization temperatures T1 of AOT W/O - MEs in n-alkane oil (T1 = 22.2 
for ME-Heptane, T1 = 17.3 for ME-Octane, T1 = 14.5 for ME-Nonane)99 nearly no change in 
the radii occur. The results obtained for AOT-water- n-alkane system using time-resolved 
luminescence quenching technique47 and for the C12E5 – water- decane system using nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques.131,132 and for AOT-water- isooctane system using 
small angle X-ray scattering133 proved that a transition occurs from spherical droplets to 
ellipsoids131 and cylindrical or rodlike132 with increasing temperature. Their observation is 
consistent with our results that with increase of temperature aggregation take place in the 
direction of vanishing spontaneous curvature, leading to structural change from spherical 
droplet to ellipsoid. For such case, diffusion coefficient of the MEs at infinite dilution can be 
obtained by attaching a correction term concerning shape, F(ρ ), to the Stokes-Einstein and 
Perrin equations 134 of the form 

(5.16)      ( )ρ
πη

F
b

Tk
D B

spheroid 6
=  

with b is the length of the short axis and ρ is the axial ratio (ρ =a/b, where a is the length of the 
long axis).  

Using the constant-area-to-enclosed-volume constraint, one can write expression for diffusion 
coefficient of the prolate MEs at infinite dilution as132 
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where R is the radius of the sphere. 
The axial ratio of ellipsoids calculated from the diffusion coefficient obtained from cumulant 
fitting of DLS data of droplet using Eq. (5.17) and (5.18) assuming the MEs to grow from 
spheres at 25°C (In all cases up to T=25°C, MEs do not change radii with in experimental 
accuracy i.e., no structural changes occur till temp T=25°C) to spheroids. Values of the axial 
ratio are given in Table 5.6. The small difference between the prolate and oblate models is not 
significant because of the applied approximations in evaluating the data. Figure 5.17 shows 
the obtained prolates axial ratio as a function of temperature for the systems water/AOT/n-
heptane (µ=60), water/AOT/n-octane (µ=45) and water/AOT/n-nonane (µ=30). It has been 
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concluded that prior to the upper two-phase boundary Tu (haze point for water/AOT/n-heptane 
= 62.4°C, water/AOT/n-octane = 55.3°C and water/AOT/n-nonane = 47.3°C),99 there is a 
growth of MEs limited to an axial ratio as shown in Table 5.6. 
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Figure 5.17 Average axial ratios 
representing growth of ME droplet 
from spheres to spheroids as obtained 
from DLS. 

 
Axial ratio increases with increase of temperature for temperature T > 27.5 and longer the 
alkane chain the larger is the axial ratio. This temperature and alkane chain length dependence 
of the shape of the droplets can be explained by temperature and alkane chain length 
dependent of the spontaneous curvature of surfactant film resulting in preferred droplet shape 
at given temperature. Increasing the temperature above the lower solub ilization temperature 
favors less negative spontaneous curvature (surfactant polar head groups on the interior of the 
aggregate and the apolar tails on the exterior surface, defined here as negative curvature) and 
often observed near the phase inversion temperature, ME has a bicontinuous structure with 
zero net surfactant film curvature. It is known that due to reduced solubility of the surfactant 
in longer-chain oils,135 higher chain- length alkane oils shift solubilization temperature to 
lower temperatures (lower solubilization temperature for water/AOT/n-heptane, 
water/AOT/n-octane and water/AOT/n-nonane are 22.5°C, 17.3°C and 14.5°C respectively).99 
Therefore at constant temperature, longer the alkane chain the smaller will be the negative 
curvature hence larger the axial ratio. 
 

water/AOT/n-heptane 
T(°C) 

water/AOT/n-octane  
T(°C) 

water/AOT/n-nonane 
T(°C) axial 

ratios ρρ   

27.5 30 32.5 35 37.5 27.5 30 32.5 35 37.5 27.5 30 32.5 35 37.5 

Prolates 1 1.12 1.30 1.43 1.90 1.20 1.55 1.90 2.29 2.78 1.63 2.08 2.65 3.35 4.27 

Oblates 1 1.12 1.30 1.41 1.83 1.20 1.53 1.84 2.29 2.78 1.60 1.99 2.65 3.35 4.27 

Table 5.6 Axial ratio obtained from diffusion data. 
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5.2 Characterization of Pharmaceutical MEs 

 

The selection of the components for MEs suitable for pharmaceutical interest involves a 
consideration of their toxicity and, if the systems are to be used topically, their irritancy and 
sensitizing properties. There have been extensive studies done on MEs using cosurfactant in 
the last few decades. As discussed in introduction, the benefit of a cosurfactant such a short 
chain alcohol is not available. Therefore, particular interest of the present study is the 
formulation of MEs consisting of pharmaceutical acceptable components and hence are 
suitable as topical drug delivery vehicles, free of the irritancy effects normally associated with 
medium chain length alcohols. In detailed phase studies of these systems,136,137 it has been 
shown that one of the mixture of two nonionic surfactants function as a cosurfactant in a 
similar manner to that of an alcohol in a traditional ME. Non-ionic surfactants are 
conveniently classified on an empirical scale known as hydrophilic- lipophilic balance (HLB) 
which runs from 1 to 20. Selecting a suitable ME system for drug delivery, it is important to 
know something about the physico-chemical properties of ME such as drug solubility, area of 
ME in the phase diagram and the resulting size of ME. Only few methods are available to 
investigate the physico-chemical properties of a ME, the most widely used are scattering 
techniques or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) self diffusion measurements. In this work, 
experimental approach has been based upon the use of scattering techniques and MEs are 
investigated in the so-called L2 phase corresponding to a ME of surfactant-coated spherical 
droplets of oil or water dispersed in a homogeneous medium of hydrophilic phase or oil 
phase. The droplet size and interdroplet interactions of ME droplets were estimated using the 
results obtained from model ternary AOT-MEs. The size and stability of ME is highly 
dependent on the concentration of each constituent solubilized. Therefore, MEs having 
different concentrations of their constituent were also investigated in this study. 

 

5.2.1 Interdroplet Interaction and Droplet Size of O/W - MEs of 
Pharmaceutical Interest 

 

DLS technique was used to describe the interdroplet interaction on the stability of MEs. As 
shown in the Section 5.1.3, scattering techniques collectively suffer from the disadvantage 
that in order to obtain a reliable estimate of droplet size, measurement should be made at a 
range of low-disperse-phase volume fractions and should be extrapolated to infinite dilution 
in order to avoid the problems encountered as a result of interdroplet interactions (see Section 
5.1.3). In common to many MEs, MEs for dermal use studied in this work could not diluted to 
very low-disperse-phase volume fraction without phase separation. Consequently to allow 
meaningful calculation of droplet size at finite droplet concentration, conventional light 
scattering or neutron scattering or x-ray diffraction methods can not be used without making 
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assumptions about the nature of the interdroplet interaction. Nevertheless it appears that the 
dominant mechanism in determining droplet size is the tendency of the surfactants to form a 
“monolayer” around the droplets in such a way as to keep the area per surfactant molecule 
roughly constant. As discussed for model ternary AOT-MEs in the Section 5.1.3, dilution 
procedure were used (in the area of phase diagram where clear and transparent MEs were 
obtained) to determine the nature of interdroplet interactions. From the total interaction 
energy, it is possible to derive a criterion for the stability of MEs too.130  

MEs investigated in this section consist pharmaceutical oils, a blend of a high and a low HLB 
surfactant, and a hydrophilic phase (propylene glycol/water). These MEs were developed in 
our research group using pharmaceutically acceptable components. The basic ME consists of 
a quaternary mixture of oil 5 wt%, Poloxamer 331/Tagat® O2 (3:2) 20 wt% and PG/H2O (2:1) 
75 wt%. This basic ME was diluted with the continuous phase keeping constant the molar 
ratio of dispersed phase(oil) and surfactants (Poloxamer 331 and Tagat® O2) at µ = 1.8 to 
preserve a constant droplet radius.  

 

5.2.1.1 DLS Results 

 

For each sample, the diffusion coefficients have been deducted from bi- exponential fit from 

the normalized field autocorrelation function g1(τ) as described in the Section 4.1. Striking 
feature of these experiments was splitting of diffusion coefficient at range of volume fraction 
φ ∼  0 .10−0 .35  as observed in model ternary AOT-MEs at volume fraction φ  > 0.2. Because of 
phase separation at low and at high volume concentration of dispersed phase, it was not 
possible to freely vary the volume fraction of the dispersed phase as it was in the case of 

AOT-MEs. Stable MEs   were observed in the range of volume fraction  of dispersed phase, 

φ ∼  0 .10−0 .35 . Simple calculations, similar to those at the beginning of the Section 5.1.3, 
show that for the small-droplet radius ~ 10 nm (as observed for our system),3,3 these 
experiments performed well into the hydrodynamic regime q-1 > rmean and τc > τ Ι.   In the 
hydrodynamic regime, one expects the correlation function to be the sum of two exponentials, 
the fast one representing collective diffusion and the slow one representing self diffusion for 
dense polydisperse and interacting systems. The most likely interpretation of these results 
seems to be polydispersity and interaction of the droplets, which would lead to the 
observation of coherent (number density fluctuation) and incoherent (Polydispersity 
fluctuation) scattering. As shown in Figure 5.18, the diffusion coefficient Ds due to 
concentration fluctuations decreases in value with increasing φ  in accordance with the 
expectation that the mobility of a single droplet will be severely hindered as the density of 
droplets increases, whereas Dc arises from mutual diffusion of ME droplets shows a small 
increase. This is consistent with the interpretation that found in MEs described in the Section 
5.1.3 for model ternary AOT-MEs. 
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Both diffusion coefficients represented in Figure 5.18 should fit to the same value, D0, a 

0→φ , so the use of Bi- Exponential methods of data analysis permits to estimate the droplet 

size quite accurately. D0 can be identified with Dc,s when 0→φ (see Figure 5.18, with in 

experimental error ± 5%, both diffusion coefficients give same D0). Hydrodynamic radius Rh, 
which is supposed to consist of the oil core, a surfactant film and perhaps some solvent 
molecules too, was calculated using D0 from Eq. (3.44) and is listed in Table 5.7. It was 
observed that Rh is comparatively independent of kind of oil which is consistent with the 
result.3 
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Figure 5.18 Volume fraction 
dependence of diffusion (Ds-
self and Dc –collective) in 
ME-Eutanol (Eutanol - 
Poloxamer 331 / Tagat® O2 
– Water / PG) and ME-IPP 
(IPP - Poloxamer 331 / 
Tagat® O2 – Water / PG) 
systems with µ = 1.5 at 
25°C. 

We now consider in more detail the variation of Dc and Ds obtained from DLS with the 
volume fraction. The decrease in Ds fits satisfactorily to a quadratic Eq. (3.47) with 

 2.59- and  66.31 −=sα  for ME-Eutanol, and ME-IPP respectively.  The increase in Dc fits 

satisfactorily to a quadratic Eq. (3.47) with  3.14 and  1.51 =cα  for ME-Eutanol, and ME-IPP 

respectively (see Figure 5.18 for quality of fit). If we assume that the droplet size does not 
vary significantly over the concentration range then these results can be compared with 
theoretical predictions to first order in the volume fraction. If one assumes that the suspended 

droplets are hard sphere, one then obtains ( ) ( )HSsHSc
11 & αα  = 1.56 and –2.01 respectively.49 

This result is clearly not comparable with the experimental value. A possible explanation for 

the observed difference for c
1α and s

1α  is to assume the presence of the effective interaction 

except hard sphere force between suspended droplets. For studied systems, 

( )HSscscsc ,
1

,
1

,
1 ααδα −=  is positive that indicates that droplets interacting via hard sphere 

interaction with perturbation of repulsive potential (see Section 5.1.3.3 for the detail). 
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5.2.1.2 Effect of Proposed Interdroplet Interaction on the Stability of          
O/W – MEs of Pharmaceutical Interest 

 

The origin of the observed interdroplet interactions is thought to be due to the steric and 
hydrational forces, which arise from the loss of entropy when adsorbed hydrated chains of 
nonionic polyether surfactants intermingle on close approach of two similar droplets.  

138,139,140,141 Hydration force, which is essentially responsible for observed interactions, which 
originate from the increased structuring of the water molecules around the head group of the 
surfactant molecules. Assume that interdroplet interactions have pair wise form so the pair 
interaction potential between the droplets, immersed into the medium (continuous phase) can 
be written as Eq. (3.70). 
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Figure 5.19 Different contributions to 
the effective interaction potential. The 
meaning of the various radii and 
interaction potential is explained in the 
text.

 

The direct interaction Udir between droplets that does not depend explicitly on bound solvent 
molecules which may migrate with droplet. Therefore, hard sphere UHS and dispersion Udis 
forces gives the dominant contribution to direct interaction Udir in the case of non- ionic 
micelles. 

For our present purpose, we do not believe that the specific form of Udis(r) is essential. We 
assume simple van der Waals force that is given as138 
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where x = (r-2Rh.s)/2Rh.s is the surface to surface separation in units of 2R and A is a Hamaker 
constant. 

Finally, indirect Uind should involve the solvent degree of freedom. This indirect interaction 
should correspond to repulsive force.130  

(5.20)      ( )
( )





+
Λ−= x

xUU ind 1
/exp0  

where Λ, which is a measure of the width of the shell of structured water, decreases with 
increasing temperature, so that attractive interaction becomes more effective and possibility of 
phase separation occurs at high temperature. U0 is the change in energy due to removal of 
H2O (solvent) molecules from overlapping volume. U0 is estimated for our system is ~ 

41063 × .  kBT (for detail procedure of calculation see Appendix C).  

The effects of interdroplet interactions on observed droplet diffusivities have been 
investigated by Janich et al.122 Using the generalized Stokes-Einstein-Equation with the 
hydrodynamic correction of Felderhof92 and a pair potential from DLVO theory,130 they 
obtained quantitative fits to their measurements of dihydroxy bile salt micelles. Basically, the 
same procedure is used in this work to estimate the parameters that characterize the 
interdroplet interactions. In this work proposed model effective potential shown in Figure 
5.19 is used instead of pair potential using DLVO theory used by Janich et al.122 

8
0 10D ×  

[cm2/sec]   
ME 

From 
Dc 

From 
Ds 

Rh [nm]  10U -4
o ×

[kBT] 
ΛΛ   

Ueff 

[kBT] 

tf,Ueff=0 

105 

[sec] 
W σσs 

Eutanol 2.00 1.87 ~10 3.59 0.024 172 2.8 1065 ~0.22 

IPP 1.97 1.85 ~10 3.60 0.022 172 2.8 1065 ~0.20 

Table 5.7 The size, polydispersity index σs and interaction energy and the related parameters of the 
ME droplets at temperature 25°C (see text for details), errors are smaller than ± 3 % for radii and 
 ± 10 % for polydispersity index σs. 

 

All the experimental data for Dc have been reproduced by means of the parameters which 
define the interaction potential, that is the Hamaker constant A, the width of the layer of 
structured water Λ and the change in energy due to removal of water mo lecules U0 .  The 
change in energy U0 due to removal of water molecules from the overlapping volume is 
calculated and detailed method for calculation is given in Appendix C. These values are listed 
in Table 5.7. A complication arises in that the value of the Hamaker constant is not known 
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and cannot be easily estimated. Fortunately, the results are not strongly dependent on the 
value of the Hamaker constant since the repulsive part of the potential is dominant. So that in 
present fitting A = 25 kBT was used, which is a well chosen value for the stability of 
colloids.142 Both integrals in KI & KH [see Esq. (A.7)] cannot be solved without a lower cut 
off xL > 0, because the attractive part of potential diverges. The generally accepted value 
xL= 0.04, which corresponds to the expected stern layer thickness, has been used.142, 122 An 
additional complication arises in estimating the volume fraction, φ , for the ME. Partition 
coefficients for surfactants are not known. It was assumed that the surfactant was completely 
incorporated into the droplet phase. For this assumption, the volume of the dispersed phase is 
just equal to the sum of the volumes of the surfactants and the added oil. Thus, all 
experimental data were fitted by means of only one free parameter which defines the 
interaction potential that is width of structured water Λ. The best fitted values are listed in 
Table 5.7. 
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Figure 5.20 Behavior of the 
interaction potential as a function of 
the width of the shell of structured 
water Λ. 

 

Figure 5.20, presents the proposed interaction potential Ueff for five typical cases relevant to 
the understanding of ME stability. It was found that the shell of structured water is almost 
independent for kind of oil as it is expected for same set of surfactants and hydrophilic phase. 
The combination of repulsive forces and the attractive van der Waals interactions may 
produce a significant potential energy barrier between the primary maximum (Ueff)max at r = 
2Rcore and the shallow secondary minimum (Ueff)min at a separation distance r somewhat larger 
than the 2Rcore (see Figure 5.20). Let us review the situations relevant to our experiment in 
terms of the parameters that characterize the potential. 

I. A large positive (Ueff)max  and a small (Ueff)min: In this case the energy barrier prevents 
the droplets from coming close enough and the colloid is stable. 

II. A significant and positive (Ueff)max and a deep secondary minimum (Ueff)min: In this 
case, when the droplets reach separations corresponding to separation minimum, the 
droplet stick together and flocculation occurs. 
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III. A low value of (U eff)max and a deep secondary minimum (Ueff)min: This corresponds to 
an intermediate situation, when the system evolves towards an irreversible 
coagulation starting from droplets that colloid and stick together, i.e., individual 
droplets are added one at a time to a growing cluster. 

IV.  Finally in the absence of repulsion, every collision give rise to irreversible 
coagulation and phase separation will occur. 

We observed (Ueff)max practically infinite at r = 2Rcore due to hard sphere potential (see Figure 

5.20). As shown in Figure 5.20, repulsive part of (Ueff)min increases with increasing Λ  value. 
For fitted value of Λ (~0.02), (Ueff)min is practically zero indicating that our systems follow 
case I. 

Rapid coagulation time tf,Ueff=0  and ratio between rapid and slow coagulation time W, which is 
the measure of colloidal stability were also calculated using interaction potential (see 
Appendix C). It was found that observed effective potential diminishes the velocity of 
coagulation by a factor W ~ 1065. Factor W also represents the ratio between rapid and slow 
coagulation will have to surpass 105 for diluted and 109 for concentrated colloids to give them 
a reasonable (week or month) stability. This stability results are consistent with observed 
infinite stability (more than three years) of our MEs.  

A value of size polydispersity index σ s can be obtained from relative amplitude of the slow 
decay mode using theoretical results,46 which are valid for narrow size distribution. A 
reasonable theoretical fit for size polydispersity: σ s =0.22 and 0.20 for ME-Eutanol and ME-
IPP respectively were obtained, which are in the agreement with values expected 
theoretically108,109 for stable MEs.  

 

5.2.2 Behavior of each constituent solubilized in MEs of Pharmaceutical 
Interest 

 

In pharmacy, MEs have been examined as good vehicles for transdermal application. The 
advantage of MEs as drug delivery vehicles is improvement of drug delivery of both 
lipophilic and hydrophilic drugs, compared to conventional vehicles, as well as the potential 
for enhanced absorption due to surfactant- induced permeability changes, depending on the 
constituents used for the ME vehicle.143,144,145,146,147,148,149,150 Unfortunately, as most of the 
work reported in the literature has used pharmaceutical unacceptable ingredients to formulate 
the ME, there is a need for the development and study of systems suitable for pharmaceutical 
interest. In the present section, stable O/W and W/O - MEs of pharmaceutical interest were 
formulated consisting of an oil (IPP or Eutanol or oleic acid or IPM or MCT), a blend of a 
low (Poloxamer 331 or Span® 20) and a high (Tween® 80 or Tagat® O2) HLB, and an aqueous 
phase (PG/water or water/DMSO). The small size of the dispersed droplets of MEs, (typically 
less than 100 nm), necessitates the use of scattering techniques such as neutron scattering, 
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light scattering. In the present section, DLS and SANS measurements have been used to 
determine whether or not a ME is indeed produced. To allow meaningful calculation of 
droplet size, it is necessary to correct scattering results in high concentration regions for 
interdroplet interactions. An appropriate model is then used to correct the results for droplet- 
droplet interaction. We used model for interaction correction reported in our paper.3 

 

5.2.2.1 O/W - MEs of Pharmaceutical Interest 

 

O/W - ME Oil 
Polox. 331/ 
Tween® 80 

Polox. 331/ 
Tagat® O2 Water/PG 

Drug 
(Lidocaine) 

1 - 20 (3:2) - 80 (1:0) - 
2 - 20 (3:2) - 80 (4:1) - 
3 - 20 (3:2) - 80 (2:1) - 
4 - 20 (3:2) - 80 (1:2) - 

Series 1 
(Micelles with 
different ratios 
of water/PG) 

5 - 20 (3:2) - 80 (1:4) - 

1 0 (IPP) 20 (3:2) - 80 (1:2) - 
2 1 (IPP) 21 (3:2) - 78 (1:2) - 
3 2.5 (IPP) 20.5 (3:2) - 77 (1:2) - 
4 4 (IPP) 20 (3:2) - 76 (1:2) - 
5 6 (IPP) 19.8 (3:2) - 74.2 (1:2) - 

Series 2 
(ME with 
different 

amounts of 
inner phase) 

6 7.5 (IPP) 19.5 (3:2) - 73  

1 5 (IPP) 20 (3:2) - 80 (1:2) 0 
2 5 (IPP) 20 (3:2) - 70 (1:2) 5 

Series 3 
(ME with 

drug) 3 5 (IPP) 20 (3:2) - 65 (1:2) 10 

1 5 (OA) 20 (3:2)  75 (1:1) - 
2 5 (IPP)  20 (3:2) 75 (1:2) - 
3 5 (EU)  20 (3:2) 75 (1:2) - 
4 5 (IPM) 20 (3:2)  75 (1:2) - 

Series 4 
(ME with 

different kinds 
of oil) 

5 5 (MCT)  20 (3:2) 75 (1:2) - 

Table 5.8 The composition of the MEs studied (content in wt %). 

 

Stable O/W - MEs, which are of pharmaceutical interest, were developed in our research 
group. The existence of the ME field was monitored by the corresponding phase diagram. The 
ME phase was identified as area in the phase diagram where clear and transparent 
formulations are obtained based on visual inspection of many samples. Detailed description of 
phase diagram is presented elsewhere.136,137 For the investigations of developed O/W - MEs, 
four series were prepared. The composition of the MEs used to investigate are summarized in 
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Table 5.8. The ITCF of each sample was investigated at different scattering angles between 
70 and 100°. Correlation functions corresponding one set of experimental parameters have 
been measured five times and the ITCF’s used for fitting are averaged over these five 
measurements. The collective diffusion coefficient has been deduced from a bi-exponential 
fitting procedure from the normalized field auto correlation function g1(τ) and averaged over 
the angles (see Chapter 4). To get the free diffusion coefficient of droplets, measured 
diffusion coefficient was corrected assuming the presence of hard-sphere plus repulsive 
interactions arise due to struc turing of water around the droplet as discussed in the Section 
5.2.1. The hydrodynamic radius Rh was calculated from free diffusion coefficient using Eq. 
(3.44). Rh is the overall droplet radius including any associated solvent molecules which 
migrates with translating droplet. 

 

5.2.2.1.1 Series 1: O/W - MEs with Different Ratios of Water/PG 

 

In first series of ME, basic studies were carried out on micellar solution without oil, in order 
to access the influence of PG. Table 5.9, summarizes the DLS results obtained for micelles 
containing different weight ratio of water and PG. First noticeable thing about the results 
obtained is a definite decrease in aggregate size after small incorporation of PG in comparison 
to the parent micelle (Without PG). Further gradual increase in the amount of incorporation, 
shows no change in droplet size with in experimental error. Reduction in size due to small 
incorporation of PG suggests that PG penetrate into the interfacial film of the dispersed 
droplet, lowering the interfacial tension, causing a transformation of asymmetric parent 
micelle to spherical aggregate, resulting in smaller droplet.  

O/W - ME Series 1-1 Series 1-2 Series 1-3 Series 1-4 Series 1-5 

  η [  η [H2O/PG] (m Pas) 0.894 1.83 3.05 9.5 15.38 
Rh [nm] 9.14 7.51 7.16 6.98 7.34 

Table 5.9 DLS results for O/W - MEs series 1. Errors are smaller than ± 5 %  for radii. 

 

5.2.2.1.2 Series 2: O/W - MEs with Different Amounts of Oil (Inner Phase) 

 

In second series of MEs, effect of the different concentrations of inner phase (IPP oil) was 
investigated. Experimentally measured hydrodynamic radius Rh of these systems are shown in 
Figure 5.21. As expected, incorporation of oil causes an increase in droplet radius. The 
systems were able to solubilize up to 7.5% oil without phase separation. Rh varied as molar oil 
to surfactant ratio is shown in Figure 5.21. For a blend of high and low HLB surfactant 
stabilized oil droplets, it has been found, that there is a linear relationship between Rh and µ, 
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which is consistent with packing consideration results obtained from model AOT-MEs. 
Linear relationship of Rh and µ can be expressed by empirical formula 

Rh (nm) = 7.25 + 2.39 µ 
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Figure 5.21 Droplet size of MEs series 2 
versus molar ratio of oil and surfactants µ, 
errors are smaller than ± 5 %  for radii 

 

 

 

5.2.2.1.3 Series 3: O/W - MEs with Drug Incorporated into the Inner Phase 

 

In third series of ME, effect of drug incorporation on droplet size were investigated.  

O/W - ME 
Series 

3-1 
Series 

3-2 
Series 

3-3 

φφ  0.26 0.30 0.35 

Rh [nm] 7.19 13.82 17.11 

Table 5.10 DLS results for O/W - MEs 
series 3. Errors are smaller than ± 5 % for 
radii. 

 

 

Droplet size obtained from these systems were listed in Table 5.10. As expected, the 
incorporation of drug causes an increase in droplet radius. 
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5.2.2.1.4 Series 4: O/W - MEs with Different Kinds of Oils 

 

In this section, the droplet size of these MEs was characterized by means of DLS as well as by 
SANS. Furthermore, different size parameters obtained by DLS and SANS experiments were 
compared and discussed.  

 

5.2.2.1.4.1 DLS Results 

 

DLS yields hydrodynamic radius Rh which is supposed to consist of the oil core and a 
strongly bounded surfactant film perhaps containing some solvent molecules such as PG too. 
Rh calculated for each samples are listed in Table 5.11. Very small droplet sizes (~ 10 nm) 
were observed for our measured samples. With the exception of oleic acid (OA) no 
remarkable difference is found between Eutanol or IPP or IMP as oils of comparable 
molecular volume. Probably, the angular structure of oleic acid or the different PG/D2O ratio 
causes the greater radii. It can be easily seen that there is definite decrease in droplet size for 
MEs with larger molecular volume oil (Vo) (MCT) when compared to the smaller molecular 
volume oils (IPP, IPM, OA). Reduction in size  observed in the presence of the oils larger in 
molecular volume suggests that the larger volume oils tend to locate in the centre of the 
surfactant aggregate, and the smaller molecular volume oils, at least partially, locate in the 
interfacial surfactant region. This result is consistent with the results obtained from 
Warisnoicharoen et al. 151 

O/W - ME Series 4-1 Series 4-2 Series 4-3 Series 4-4 Series 4-5 

Vo[Å] 510 563 578 510 890 
Rh [nm] 10.9 9.58 9.01 9.48 8.43 

σσs 0.25 0.16 0.18 0.14 0.27 

Table 5.11 DLS results for O/W - MEs series 4. Errors are smaller than ± 5 % for radii. 
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5.2.2.1.4.2 SANS Results 

 

To elucidate the droplet size as well as the thickness of the surfactant she ll, SANS 
experiments were conducted on the MEs having either oleic acid or IPP or Eutanol as inner 
phase. The collected datas were fitted with a model for polydisperse spherical droplets with a 
core shell model [see Eqs. (3.60), (3.63) and (3.69)] as well as with the Guinier approximation 
[see Eq. (3.64)]. Core shell model along with profile of scattering length density which 
describes the interaction of neutron beam with the material per unit volume is shown in Figure 
5.22. Assuming that the droplet core only consists of oil, the shell only of surfactants and the 
surrounded medium only of PG/D2O, the SLD of core, shell and surrounded medium 
necessary for fitting the scattering data were calculated to ρOleic Acid = 0.235*1014 m-2, ρIPP = –
0.727*1013 m-2, ρEutanol = –0.327*1014 m-2, ρPG/D2O 1:1  = 3.226*1014 m-2, ρPG/D2O 2:1  = 

2.112*1014 m-2, ρPoloxamer/Tween
®

 80 = 0.5145*1014 m-2, ρPoloxamer/Tagat
®

 O2 = 0.468*1014 m-2. An 
exchange of loosely bounded H and D atoms is incorporated. Rcore, Rshell and SLD of shell as 
well as σs are independent fitting parameters. SLD of shell obtained from fitting are slightly 

larger than that expected ρPoloxamer/Tween
®

 80 or ρPoloxamer/Tagat
®

 O2, suggesting the some amount of 
D2O is penetrated inside the shell. Best fitting obtained using two methods of analyzing the 
data is shown in Figure 5.23.  

O/W - ME 
Rcore  
[nm] 

Rshell 
[nm] 

Rg 
[nm] 

σσs Rg/Rh 

Series 4-1 9.87 13.11 7.90 0.23 0.72 

Series 4-2 7.75 11.49 6.87 0.17 0.71 

Series 4-3 7.98 10.81 6.65 0.21 0.74 

 

 
 
 
Table 5.12 SANS results for O/W 
- MEs series 2. Errors are 
smaller than ± 5 % for radii. 
 

 

Two values for the radius Rcore and Rshell obtained from the fitting of SANS data with 
polydisperse core shell model yields are shown in Figure 5.22. The first corresponds to the 
size of oil droplet, the second to the distance between centre of droplet and a position in the 
surfactant film where the difference in SLD has its maximum. The results from the fit of 
SANS curves are summarized in Table 5.12. From SANS studies no remarkable difference is 
observed between investigated oil except oleic acid, too. As expected, the outer radius Rshell 
incorporates the loosely bounded surfactant molecules and is substantially bigger than Rh. The 
outer diameter determines the smallest possible distance between two droplets, because of its 
strong influence to the structure factor. The hydrophilic group of Tween® 80, Tagat® O2 and 
Poloxamer 331 is polyoxyethylene (see Figure D.10, Figure D.12 and Figure D.13). This is 
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formed by the polymerization of ethylene oxide (EO). The length of polyoxyethylene chain is 
1.8 Å per monomer at a degree of polymerization from 20 to 40 and 3.5A° per monomer at a 
degree of polymerization less than 20152. Tagat® O2, Tween® 80 and Poloxamer 331 have 20, 
20 (maximum possible when w=20 and x=y=z=0) and 7 monomer per molecule in larger 
chain respectively. Thus length of hydrophilic chain is 3.6 nm, 3.6 nm and 2.45 nm for Tagat® 
O2, and Tween® 80 and Poloxamer 331 respectively. Shell thickness Rshell – Rcore of loosely 
bound surfactant for our MEs were obtained 3.24 nm, 3.74 nm and 2.83 nm for O/W ME- 
series 4-1, series 4-2 and series 4-3. Observed shell thickness is in order of the hydrophilic 
chain length. Thus, it can be concluded that a monolayer of surfactant is surrounding the oil 
droplet. Difference between the values of monolayer thickness obtained for ME droplets in 
different oils can be explained as: one must consider the surfactant monolayer as being 
composed of a hydrophilic layer and a hydrophobic layer. It is reasonable to assume that oil 
with shorter alkane chain, will penetrate into the hydrophobic layer of the interfacial film to a 
greater extent. Oil penetration will be in hydrophobic layer only, causing oil core to increase, 
resulting smaller surfactant shell thickness in comparison to ME having same surfactant but 
different oil with larger alkane chain. The hydrophilic chain of non ionic surfactants (Tween® 
80, Tagat® O2) is attached to hydrophobic part of molecule by a polymerization of ethylene 
oxide (EO), and the number of monomer units per molecule can not be controlled exactly. For 
Block copolymer (Poloxamer 331), there may be distribution in the hydrophobic domain also. 
This involves polymerization of propylene oxide (PO). The uncertainty in chain length of 
each surfactant molecule due to their polymerization may also cause different thickness of 
surfactant layer of ME having same surfactants. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.22 Model of ME droplet defining size 
parameters for DLS (Rh) and SANS (Rcore, 
Rshell) calculations and profile of the scattering 
length density: ρ1 ,   ρ 2 and ρ3 represent SLD of 
oil,  SLD of surfactant shell and SLD of 
continuous phase (water/PG) respectively. 
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Hydrophilic chain is shorter in Tween® 80 in comparison to Tagat® O2 may be reason that the 
shell thickness of ME droplets in oleic acid is smaller than ME droplets in IPP. IPP oil has 
larger alkane chain than the Eutanol and uncertainty in chain length of each surfactant 
molecule due to their synthesis may be reason that the shell thickness of ME droplets in 
Eutanol is smaller than ME drople ts in IPP. 

Noteworthy is the good agreement of the polydispersity indexes calculated from DLS and 
SANS, which are second order parameters. This is the hint that the chosen model for fitting is 
in the agreement. The SANS data are also fitted in Guinier approximation range (see Figure 
5.23D) yielding the gyration radius Rg. This size parameter is connected with the moment of 
inertia of droplet. One can calculate the ratio between Rg and Rh  and got the value 0.72 for 
ME 1, 0.70 for ME 2 and 0.74 for ME 3. These values are quite in agreement for the smallest 
possible value of 0.77 for hard spheres justifying our calculations, too, in which we used a 
solid sphere model for structure factor and hard-sphere including repuls ive interaction 
potential (repulsive potential is perturbation on the hard sphere potential) correction for the 
diffusion coefficient. 
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Figure 5.23 SANS curves from different ME (points) and fitted curve (line) using core shell spherical 
model are shown in first three figures A, B and C. The logarithmic SANS curve from different ME and 
fitted curves using Guinier Approximation (line) are shown in figure D, upper curve is shifted by the 
value of +1 and lower curve by -1. 
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5.2.2.1.5 Effect of Temperature on Droplet Size of O/W - ME 

 

In this section, effect of the temperature on the droplet size of ME having IPP as oil was 
investigated by means of DLS and SANS. The results from the fit of SANS curves and 
autocorrelation function obtained from DLS are summarized in Table 5.13.  

DLS SANS 
Sample 

T [°C] Rh [nm] σσs T [°C] Rcore  [nm] Rshell [nm] σσs 

25 9.58 0.16 25 7.75 11.49 0.17 

32 9.258 0.17 35 7.61 11.29 0.20 Series 4-2 

37.5l 8.163 0.20 45 7.42 10.95 0.22 

Table 5.13 DLS and SANS results for O/W - MEs series 2. Errors are smaller than ± 5 % for radii. 

It can be easily seen from the Figure 5.24 that there is no significant change in system due to 
increase in temperature. So one can easily conclude from Figure 5.24 that our system is 
thermodynamically stable till temperature 45°C. Only slight decrease in droplet size is 
observed (see Table 5.13 and Figure 5.24 only slight difference in decay of correlation 
function with decay time) with increase in temperature. The possible explanation for the 
decrease in droplet size may be that when the temperature is raised, the directional hydrogen 
bonding between the surfactant and water molecules begin to break, which causes decrease in 
width of structured water around the droplet. As explained in the Section 5.2.1.2, with 
decrease in structured water, repulsive part of interaction between droplets decreases. This 
decrease in repulsive interaction will increase the diffusion of droplets. This increase in 
diffusion will cause decrease in hydrodynamic radius  
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Figure 5.24 DLS- Field autocorrelation function of ME at different temperature (points) fitted curve 
(line at temperature 25°C) versus τ.  SANS - spectrum from MEs (points) and fitted curve (line at 
temperature 25°C) versus q. 
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5.2.2.2 W/O - MEs of Pharmaceutical Interest 

 

W/O - MEs, which are focused in this study, were developed in our research group. The 
existence of the ME field was monitored by the corresponding phase diagram. The ME phase 
was identified as area in the phase diagram where clear and transparent formulations are 
obtained based on visual inspection of many samples. Detailed description of phase diagram 
is presented elsewhere.136,153 For the investigations of W/O - MEs, four series were prepared. 
The compositions of the MEs used are summarized in Table 5.14.  

W/O - ME 
Pharmaceutical  

Oil 
Span® 20/ 
Tween® 80 Water/DMSO 

1 8 (IPP) 2 (1:9) 0.22 (1:0) 

2 8 (IPP) 2 (3:7) 0.82 (1:0) 

3 8 (IPP) 2 (4:6) 1 (1:0) 

4 8 (IPP) 2 (5:5) 1.44 (1:0) 

5 8 (IPP) 2 (6:4) 1.3 (1:0) 

6 8 (IPP) 2 (7:3) 1 (1:0) 

7 8 (IPP) 2 (8:2) 0.4 (1:0) 

Series 1 
(MEs with different ratios of 

surfactants) 

8 8 (IPP) 2 (9:1) 0.2 (1:0) 

1 8 (IPP) 6.3 (0:1) 1 (0:6) 

2 8 (IPP) 4.5 (0:1) 1 (1:5) 

3 8 (IPP) 2.5 (0:1) 1 (2:4) 

Series 2 
(MEs with different ratios of 

water/DMSO) 
4 8 (IPP) 3.6 (0:1) 1 (5:1) 

1 8 (IPP) 2 (1:0) 2 (0:1) 

2 8 (IPP) 2.2 (1:0) 2 (0:1) 

3 8 (IPP) 2.4 (1:0) 2 (0:1) 

4 8 (IPP) 2.6 (1:0) 2 (0:1) 

Series 3 
(ME with different amounts of 

Surfactant) 

5 8 (IPP) 2.8 (1:0) 2 (0:1) 

IPP 8 (IPP) 2 (3:2) 1 (1:0) Series 4 
(ME with different kinds of oil) MCT 8 (MCT) 2.5 (3:2) 1 (1:0) 

Table 5.14 The composition of the MEs studied (content in ml) 

Two exponential correlation functions are not observed for these W/O - ME systems. While at 
equally high volume fraction, it was observed in O/W - ME (see Section 5.2.1). The possible 
explanations for absence of self diffusional mode are as follow: Firstly the observation of a 
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self-diffusion mode in the measured correlation function implies a significant degree of 
droplet interaction and polydispersity. It is possible that different systems show markedly 
different interaction and polydispersities. Secondly, in less viscous systems where Ds is 
expected to be larger, the self diffusional mode, even when present, will have a smaller effect 
on the form of the correlation function.49 W/O - MEs listed in Table 5.14 (7.5 cP) are less 
viscous than O/W - ME systems (9.5 cP) for dermal use, my be that is the reason that two 
diffusion modes are not observed for these MEs. The apparent diffusion coefficient, 
hydrodynamic radius and polydispersity index have been then deduced using third order 
cumulant fitting procedure (see Section 4.3). From dilution procedure, it was observed that 
droplet interact via hard – sphere potential. This finding is not an unreasonable in the case of a 
W/O - ME made with non-ionic surfactants, there is only steric hindrance preventing 
coalescence of droplets. Hard sphere model is then used to correct the results for interdroplet 
interaction for MEs in further series. 

 

5.2.2.2.1 Series 1: W/O - MEs with Different Ratios of Surfactants        
(Span® 20 and Tween® 80) 

 

In the first series of W/O - MEs, effect on the solubilization of the inner phase and resulting 
droplet size was investigated using different ratio of the surfactants (Span® 20 and Tween® 
80). First noticeable thing about the results obtained is that only either Tween® 80 or Span® 
20 is not able to form the droplets having water as a colloidal phase (see Figure 5.25). It can 
be easily seen in the Figure 5.25 that big and unstable droplets were observed for systems 
having more than 70 % volume of either Tween® 80 or Span® 20 in mixture of Span® 20 and 
Tween® 80. There is definite decrease in aggregate size was observed after decreasing level of 
either Span® 20 or Tween® 80 from 70 % volume in the mixture of both (see Figure 5.25). 
These results suggest that it is not possible to achieve the required interfacial tension γ with 
the use of one single surfactant. Since an essential requirement for the formation and stability 
of ME is the attainment of very low interfacial tension.  
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Figure 5.25 DLS results 
(hydrdynamic radius Rh and 
polydispersity σs, shown in the in -
set) and volume fraction for W/O - 
MEs series 1. 
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MEs have a very large interface between oil and water because of the small droplet size, they 
can only be thermodynamically stable if the interfacial tension is so low that the positive 
interfacial energy given by γA (where A is interfacial area) can be compensated by the 

negative free energy of mixing mm STG ∆−=∆ . The entropy of mixing is the order of the 

Boltzmann constant kB; hence the limiting value of γ required for stable ME droplet is 

A
TkB=γ .            

Thus for an equal composition (constant dispersed phase i.e., constant dispersed volume) 
interfacial area is larger for small droplets and small for large droplets. For droplet radius of 
about 10 nm, an interfacial tension of 0.03 m N m-1 would be required. The addition of the 
another surfactant (either Tween® 80 or Span® 20) in increasing amounts causes a gradual 
reduction of γ to a certain value. But further reduction from this certain value of interfacial 
tension does not occur, since oil/water interface is now saturated with surfactant (either 
Tween® 80 or Span® 20). Addition of > 30% either Tween® 80 (in Span® 20-water-oil 
system) or Span® 20 (in Tween® 80-water-oil system), stable ME droplets were observed (see 
Figure 5.25). Reduction in size suggests that Span® 20 (in Tween® 80-water-oil system) or 
Tween® 80 (in Span® 20-water-oil system), penetrate into the interfacial film of the dispersed 
colloidal droplet, lowering the interfacial tension to achieve the required interfacial area for 
stable ME droplets. Droplet size was shown to increase as Tween® 80/Span® 20 increases (see 
Figure 5.25). It seems reasonable because, comparing a Span® 20 molecule with Tween® 80, 
one can see that the Span® 20 has much smaller head group relative to the size of the tail 
(Figure D.11). If a monolayer was to be made entirely of Span® 20, it would tend to curve 
towards the head group side (head group inside the droplet) while Tween® 80 would tend to 
curve towards the other way. At an oil/water interface, an excess of Span® 20 would cause a 
high interfacial curvature and thus small water- in-oil droplet. Adding Tween® 80 would tend 
to lower the curvature of the interface, resulting in larger droplet. The maximum solubilisation 
parameter φ was found 0.30. This observed solubilisation parameter is consistent with the 
theoretical prediction for the small radius with large interface. The theoretical maximum ratio 
of dispersed phase to total volume φ is  0.74. This is volume fraction assuming equal sized 
sphere packed in the face centered cubic or hexagonal close packing configurations. Several 
factors work to reduce this value. First, the thickness of the interface is not zero, but rather 
finite, and gains more relative importance as the radius of the droplets diminishes. For an 
interface 1% of the radius, the theoretical maximum parameter fall to 0.72 and for an interface 
35% of the radius these parameter fall to 0.30.154 Second, a distribution in the droplet size will 
also result in lower maximum parameters, as the ideal packing struc ture will be disrupted.  
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5.2.2.2.2 Series 2: W/O - MEs with Different Ratios of Water/DMSO 

 

As concluded from the earlier section that either only Span® 20 or Tween® 80 can not achieve 
the required interfacial tension to form stable ME droplets having water as a dispersed phase 
(see Figure 5.25). But it was found that stable ME can be obtained by the blend of the both 
surfactants. In this section, formation and stability of ME having only single surfactant 
Tween® 80 was investigated by changing the hydrophilicity of the inner phase. Effect of the 
different volume ratio of water / DMSO (i. e., different hydrophilicity of the inner phase) on 
the droplet size having Tween® 80 as surfactant is shown in Figure 5.26. These results suggest 
that it is possible to achieve the required interfacial tension γ with the use of DMSO instead of 
using another surfactant. Stable MEs were observed at > 17% of DMSO in the water and 
DMSO mixture. It indicates that incorporation of DMSO in increasing amounts causes a 
gradual reduction of γ (hence droplet size) to a required value for stable droplet formation (see 
Figure 5.26). Addition of DMSO > 66% in the water and DMSO mixture caused increase in 
the hydrodynamic radius. This result suggested that DMSO, at least partially, locate in the 
interfacial surfactant region, behaving in much the same way as a cosurfactant. 
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Figure 5.26 DLS results (hydrodynamic 
radius Rh and polydispersity σs, shown in 
in-set) for W/O - MEs series 2.

 

5.2.2.2.3 Series 3: W/O - MEs with Different Amounts of Surfactant 

 

Effect of the increasing amount of surfactant on droplet size was shown in Figure 5.27. From 
earlier section, it was concluded that DMSO, at least partially, locate in the interfacial 
surfactant region. In this section, DMSO is used as cosurfactant as well as inner phase instead 
of water and effect of increasing amount of surfactant on formation and stability was 
investigated. Stable MEs were observed at the range of 20.5 wt% < Span® 20 amount < 28 
wt%. It also indicates that that incorporation of Span® 20 in increasing amounts causes a 
gradual reduction of γ to a required value for droplet formation. Addition of Span® 20 amount 
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in the range 20.5 wt% < Span® 20 amount < 24 wt% causes increase in the hydrodynamic 
radius.  
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Figure 5.27 DLS results (hydrodynamic 

radius Rh and polydispersity σs, shown 
in in-set) for W/O - MEs series 2. 

This result suggests that, incorporation of Span® 20 in this range does not cause further 
reduction of interfacial tension, since the oil/DMSO interface may be saturated with Span® 20 
and DMSO and any Span® 20 added in excess of this limiting concentration accumulate at the 
droplet surface causing increase in droplet size. And further increase of Span® 20 amounts (> 
24 wt%) provide sufficient interfacial surface to break the bigger droplets into smaller 
droplets in order to increase total surface area. And again addition of Span® 20 in increasing 
amounts till 28 wt% causes a gradual reduction of γ and so droplet size. Finally, system 
having more than 28 wt% of Span® 20 showed no tendency to accumulate either on interface 
or droplet surface, which leads to destroy the ME. 

 

5.2.2.2.4 Series 4: W/O - MEs with Different Kinds of Oils 

 

It can be easily seen from Table 5.15 that there is definite increase in droplet size for MEs 
with larger molecular volume oil (MCT) when compared to the smaller molecular volume oil 
(IPP). Reduction in size observed in the presence of the oil small in molecular volume 
suggests that the smaller volume oil penetrates easily into the surfactant layers. Therefore, the 
spontaneous curvature of the layer will then be larger for MEs in smaller molecular volume 
oil than in longer molecular volume. 

W/O - ME Kind of oils Dapp .108 
[cm2/sec] 

Rh [nm] σσs 

Series 4-1 IPP 3.187 13.31 0.21 
Series 4-2 MCT 0.483 31.89 0.31 

Table 5.15 DLS results for W/O - MEs series 4. Errors are smaller than ± 5 % for radii. 
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5.2.2.2.5 Effect of Temperature on Droplet Size of W/O - ME 

 

In this section, effect of the temperature on the droplet size of W/O - MEs having IPP as oil 
was investigated by means of DLS. The results from the fit of autocorrelation function 
obtained from DLS are summarized in Table 5.16. It can be easily seen from the Figure 5.28 
that there is no significant change in system due to increase of temperature. So one can easily 
conclude from Figure 5.28 that our system is thermodynamically stable till 40°C. Only slight 
decrease in droplet size is observed (One can see in Figure 5.28 that only slight difference in 
decay of correlation functions at different temperature) with increase of temperature. The 
possible explanation for the decrease in droplet size may be that when the temperature is 
raised, it is hard for oil to pack in a favorable orientation to interact with the surfactant tails 
and so surfactant – surfactant interaction will increase. This attractive surfactant – surfactant 
interaction will increase the diffusion of droplets. This increase in diffusion will cause 
decrease in hydrodynamic radius. This mechanism could also explain the phase separation at 
very high temp. When temperature is high enough, phase separation will occur due to strong 
surfactant – surfactant interactions. It should be noted that polydispersities of our W/O - MEs 
lie in the range 25 - 50%, which are the upper end of what is expected, both theoretically and 
experimentally, for the polydispersity of stable ME droplets. The possible explanation for 
large polydispersity is due to the fact that the cumulant analysis (represents only small 
correction to the shape of the correlation function) overestimate the polydispersity of ME 
droplets which is consistent with our earlier finding for model ternary AOT-MEs. 

 

DLS 
Sample 

T [°C] Rh [nm] σσs 

25 13.31 0.21 

30 8.28 0.27 

35 7.37 0.26 
Series 4-1 

40 6.54 0.34 

Table 5.16 Hydrodynamic radius Rh and 
polydispersity σs of W/O - MEs series 4 at 
different temperature. Errors are smaller than 
± 5 % and ± 10% for radii and polydispersity 
index, respectively. 
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Figure 5.28 DLS- Field autocorrelation function of 
MEs series 4 at different temperature (points). 
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5.3 Characterization of MEs based on an Eutectic Mixture of 
Lidocaine and Prilocaine as the Dispersed Phase  

 

O/W - MEs were formulated using an eutectic mixture of lidocaine and prilocaine as 
lipophilic colloidal phase, a blend of a high (Tween® 80) and a low (Poloxamer 331) HLB 
non- ionic surfactant, and a hydrophilic phase (PG/water) which are of pharmaceutical interest. 
Lidocaine and prilocaine have been shown to form an eutectic mixture at room 
temperature,155 the composition of which is approximately 1:1 by weight.156 Hence is derived 
the name “eutectic mixture of local anaesthetics  or EMLA. Although eutexia of lidocaine and 
prilocaine tends to reduce the aqueous solubility of each component, the effect on their 
combined solubility is small.17 Furthermore, this solid-solid interaction yields a liquid which 
can be emulsified in water rather than suspended. These colloidal vehicle systems (MEs) offer 
very good conditions for the fast and deep penetration of biologically active substances such 
as local anaesthetics into skin layer.136 Despite of plenty of publications regarding dermal 
local anesthetics, there are only very few investigations regarding pharmaceutical 
compositions comprising local anaesthetics as dispersed, colloidal phase.157,158,159 Particular 
interest of the present study is the characterization of MEs consisting of drug (lidocaine and 
prilocaine) as a dispersed, oily colloidal phase. For preparing suitable MEs for dermal 
application, it is important to know the effectiveness of the different concentration of 
components used in the formulation of MEs. It is observed that without any oil, 
lidocaine/prilocaine mixture as lipophilic colloidal and water or buffer/PG as a hydrophilic 
phase formed thermodynamic stable MEs. These stable MEs can solubilize up to 20% eutectic 
mixture of local anaesthetics (lidocaine and prilocaine). For practical applications, effect of 
pH on MEs is also examined. Water is replaced by Sorensen Clark buffer and different 
concentrations of NaOH, in order to increase the pH of the ME.  

ME Series 1     
(Constant µ) 

Series 2     
(Different µ) 

Series 3                   
(Different pH) 

Lidocaine / Prilocaine 
(1:1) 

5 10 15 20 2 5 10 15 20 5 5 5 5 5 

Synperonic® PE L101 
/ Tween® 80 (3:2) 5 10 15 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

Water / PG  
(1:2) 90 80 70 60 78 75 70 65 60 75 75 75 75 75 

NaOH - - 0N Buff 0.01
N 

0.1
N 1N 

Table 5.17 The composition of the MEs studied (content in wt %; except NaOH). 
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The composition of the MEs used for study is summarized in Table 5.17. The apparent 
diffusion coefficient and polydispersity index have been deduced using cumulant fitting 
procedure (see Chapter 4 for detail) from the normalized field auto correlation function 
g1(τ) averaged over the angles. 

 

5.3.1 Series 1 – Interdroplet Interaction  

 

It has been shown earlier that to get meaningful calculation of droplet size, it is necessary to 
correct scattering measurements for interdroplet interaction in high concentration regions. In 
first series of MEs, systems were diluted with continuous phase keeping constant molar ratio 
µ = 9.5 to get the information about the interdroplet interaction. The measured diffusion 
coefficient and hydrodynamic radius for this series are listed in Table 5.18. As shown in Table  
5.18, apparent diffusion coefficient decreases with increase of concentration. This suggests 
that ME droplets interact via hard sphere interaction with supplementary attractive interaction. 
This result shows that attractive dispersion forces are dominant in comparison to the indirect 
repulsive interactions associated with a given configuration of the MEs. While system having 
pharmaceutical oil as colloidal phase, main contribution in the effective potential is observed 
due to indirect repulsive interactions, which arise due to increased structuring of water around 
each ME droplet. The possible explanation for this difference is that head group of lidocaine 
and prilocaine have large tendency to produce local partial charge fluctuations in comparison 
to pharmaceutical oil like IPP. Dispersion attractive forces arise from the fact that in any 
material thermal motion and quantum effects produce local charge fluctuations. The resulting 
transient electric field exerts an attractive force on surrounding material. Fluctuations in the 
flexible surface of surfactant film can produce steric (hard sphere) interaction that 
accomplishes the stability of MEs (Helfrich force). MEs with φ  >  0.4  are not stable, which 
indicate that sticky attractive potential is high enough to start coagulation process for MEs of 
higher volume fraction φ  >  0.4 .  

 Series 1 (Constant µ) Series 2 (Different µ) Series 3 (Different pH) 

φφ  0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.22 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

µ 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 0.95 2.37 4.75 7.12 9.50 2.37 2.37 2.37 2.37 2.37 

pH 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.80 9.90 10.4 12 

Dapp.108 
[cm2/sec] 

2.80 2.04 1.85 1.76 4.57 4.03 3.06 2.34 1.76 3.76 3.63 3.89 1.03 1.54 

(Rh)app 
[nm] 

8.20 11.3 12.4 13.1 5.03 5.72 7.51 9.81 13.1 6.11 6.32 5.91 22.2 14.9 

σσs 0.25 0.25 0.33 0.42 0.46 0.49 0.49 0.47 0.42 0.47 0.43 0.45 0.41 0.43 

Table 5.18 DLS results of ME having local anaesthetics as dispersed phase. Errors are smaller than 
± 5 % and ± 10% for radii and polydispersity index respectively. 
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5.3.2 Series 2 - MEs with Constant Amount of Surfactant and Continuous 
phase and Different Amount of dispersed Phase  

 

Hydrodynamic radius Rh of MEs having different amount of dispersed phase is listed in Table  
5.18. As shown in Table 5.18 incorporation of lidocaine and prilocaine causes an increase in 
droplet radius. For a blend of high and low HLB surfactant stabilized colloidal oil droplets, it 
has been found, that there is a linear relationship between Rh and µ [Rh(nm) = 3.6 + 0.64 µ], 
which is consistent with results obtained earlier for MEs. 

 

5.3.3 Series 3 – Effect of pH 

 

In third series of ME, effect of pH on droplet size was investigated. The pH value of the 
systems rises with increasing basicity of the hydrophilic phase. Diffusion coefficient and 
droplet size obtained from these systems were listed in Table 5.18. Droplet size of local 
anaesthetics in oil form depends on the pH of the composition is observed, which is consistent 
with the results obtained from MEs having local anaesthetics as dispersed phase157. It is 
observed that droplet size is almost the same for MEs with water, buffer and 0.01 N NaOH as 
hydrophilic phase but by ten fold increase of NaOH concentration (0.1 N NaOH), more than 
three times bigger droplets were formed. And further ten fold increase of NaOH concentration 
(1 N); unstable ME droplets were observed. This behavior can be explained with the help of 
interactions between the ME droplets. At the high concentration of surfactant (~ 20% 
surfactant) this occurs in our systems, at the water side the hydrated chain of adsorbed non 
ionic surfactant molecules repel one another and try to curve the surface around the oil side. 
This mutual repulsion of hydrated chain can be weakened by adding electrolyte (NaOH) to the 
aqueous phase and thus increase in NaOH concentration promotes the attractive part of 
interaction.122 Probably for MEs of higher NaOH concentration (> 0.01 N NaOH), attractive 
potential is strong enough to start droplet coagulation process. Further increase of electrolyte 
(NaOH) or change in pH, have a devastating effect on ME stability by further lowering the 
repulsive energy barrier and allowing droplets to expel the colloidal phase. So that smaller 
droplets would be formed at the cost of low stability. For that reason our described interaction 
potential supports observed stability for low NaOH concentration region as well as droplet 
growth and stability losses for the high NaOH concentration region. Thus one can produce 
these MEs in pH range 9.5 - 10.4. 

It should be noted that polydispersity of our system lies in the range 25-50%, which are the 
upper end of what is expected, both theoretically and experimentally, for the polydispersity of 
stable ME droplets. The possible explanation for large polydispersity is due to the fact that the 
cumulant analysis (represents only small correction to the shape of the correlation function) 
overestimate the polydispersity of ME droplets. 
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6 Summary and Conclusions 
 

The following section summarizes the key contributions of the research presented in this 
thesis, in the areas of ME characterization, ME formulation and ME stability. This thesis 
extends the knowledge of the microstructure and interdroplet interaction of model ternary 
water/AOT/n-alkane systems and the results obtained from this system are directly applied to 
examine the physical basis of the interdroplet interaction and behavior of each constituent 
solubilize in MEs of pharmaceutical interest. The experimental approach has been based upon 
the use of three different scattering techniques, SLS, DLS and SANS. The combination of 
these scattering techniques is found an excellent one for the characterization of MEs. 

 

6.1 Model Ternary Water/AOT/n-alkanes MEs  

 

Ø The ability to predict structural properties of ME from packing consideration and the 
optical properties of each constituent of ME alone can be a powerful tool, both for 
prediction of stability of MEs not yet formulated, and for tailoring molecules to achieve 
MEs with certain properties. Excellent results were achieved for the prediction of size, 
size polydispersity and interdroplet interaction for three different n-alkane (n = 7, 8 and 
9) types using packing and optical consideration of each constituent of ME.  

Ø For interpretation of scattering results, the ME droplet is considered as a dynamic entity, 
a tiny spherical droplet surrounded by a monolayer of surfactant, which undergo 
Brownian motion in the usual fashion and sometimes combining with its neighbors 
during collision, and subsequently breaking apart (penetrable layered sphere model).  

Ø ME droplets in a short chain alkane oil have slightly smaller droplets in comparison to 
droplets in larger chain alkane oil. The possible explanation for this result is due to the 
fact that oil penetration into the surfactant tail region is larger for shorter chain, which 
causes increase in spontaneous curvature of the surfactant layer in comparison to larger 
chain, which is consistent with the penetrable layered sphere model.  

Ø The size polydispersity σs   of the ME droplets was determined by contrast variation 
experiments with very high precision because polydispersity influences the characteristic 
features of scattering data as well as the hydrodynamic radius with the [H2O]/[AOT] 
molar ratio µ. For MEs droplets in n-heptane, n-octane and n-nonane, we found σs  ∼ 0.17  
and independent of alkane type, which is expected theoretically for the stable ME 
droplets.  
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Ø Shape changes of ME droplets with increase of temperature were determined and 
compared in three different n-alkane types. The ME diffusion data were analyzed at 
different temperature following Leaver et al.132 The parameter (Axial ratio ρ) describing 
structural change was evaluated. It was observed that at temperatures up to 10°C above 
the lower solubilization temperatures T1 of AOT W/O - MEs in n-alkanes oil nearly no 
change in the shape of the radius occur. The parameters describing the polydispersity and 
shape change are in agreement with parameters determined earlier for MEs stabilized by 
AOT using SAXS,133 NMR,131 combination of SANS and NSE160. 

Ø In order to extract information about the concentration dependence of diffusion 
coefficient, dilution procedure was used to vary the droplet concentration over wide range 
(φ ∼  0 .02−0.50) with reasonable expectation that its radius will be roughly constant. At 
higher droplet concentrations (0.20 < φ < 0.5), splitting in diffusion coefficient was 
observed. This shows that at higher concentration, diffusion dynamics involve two  
processes- one is due to collective diffusion of the droplets (total droplet number density 
fluctuation), where as the other is due to the self diffusion of the droplets (concentration 
fluctuations of species in the droplet).  

Ø ME droplets do not behave like hard sphere and that supplementary attractive interactions 
must be taken into account. This finding is consistent with dynamic model for ME 
droplets, which undergo Brownian motion in the usual fashion and the attractive energy 
give rise to “sticky” interactions due to surface adhesion upon collision. Such sticky 
encounters result in short living clusters that may exchange solubilized material before 
dissociating into separate droplet causing collective and self diffusion of droplets. 
Assuming a microscopic model for the interaction of interpenetrating surfactant tails, 
interaction energy density per droplet was estimated.  

Ø It was found that attractive interaction energy slightly increases with increase of the 
length of alkane chain. This is consistent with the penetrable layered sphere model that 
attractive surfactant to surfactant interaction becomes stronger as the ME droplet sizes 
(hence the penetrable volumes) are increased and at constant temperature, it would be 
harder for the longer n-alkane oil molecule to interact with the surfactant than for shorter 
oil molecule to interact, due to packing considerations. This mechanism could also 
explain the shift of the region of ME stability to lower temperatures for higher chain 
length alkanes. 

Ø The polydispersity in ME systems is dynamic in origin, characterized by a local 
fluctuation time τp > 10-4 sec. Results indicate that the time scale for local polydispersity 
fluctuations is at least three orders of magnitude longer than the estimated time between 
droplet collisions.  

Ø In the concentrated systems, where polydispersity fluctuations become distinguishable, a 
value for size (σs) and optical (σo) polydispersities were obtained from relative amplitude 
of the slow decay mode using coupled combination of optical and size polydispersities. 
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These values for the optical polydispersity are consistent with the values estimated from 
the residual scattering of samples at matching point. It was observed that optical 
polydispersity decreases with increasing oil chain length as it is expected from difference 
between refractive index of ns and no, which decreases with increasing chain length. 

 

6.2 MEs of Pharmaceutical Interest 

 

Ø Scattering techniques are used to characterize the phys ico-chemical properties of MEs 
consisting of pharmaceuticals oils, surfactant or a blend of a high and a low HLB 
surfactant, and a hydrophilic phase either (propylene glycol/water) or water or DMSO.  

Ø Using the results obtained from model ternary systems, information about droplet size, 
interdroplet interaction and polydispersity from experimental data for these systems were 
extracted using dilution procedure. 

Ø An effective repulsive force between the O/W - ME droplets were observed. The origin 
of this net repulsive interaction is thought to be the breaking of hydrogen bonds due to 
removal of water molecules from the hydrated chain of nonionic polyether surfactant on 
close approach of two similar droplets. Change in energy U0 due to removal of water 
molecules and the width of the layer of structured water Λ are estimated for our systems, 
which is consistent with the value necessary for stable ME. As expected this repulsive 
part of interaction increases with Λ.  

Ø Τhe observed droplet- droplet interactions for MEs increase the coagulation time by the 
factor W~1065 in comparison to rapid coagulation, when there is no interaction between 
the droplets, except a very steep attraction when droplets touch each other. This is 
consistent with observed stability of our systems. 

Ø Hydrodynamic radius used for the characterization of these systems has been corrected 
for interdroplet interaction using suitable interaction model proposed for our systems. In 
the absence of such a correction, the value of droplet size obtained is taken as indicative 
only for the presence of ME droplets.  

Ø Cumulant analysis may considerably overestimate the polydispersity at higher 
concentration where high correlation between the second cumulant and base line is 
expected.  

Ø W/O - ME droplets interact via hard – sphere potential. This finding is not an 
unreasonable in the case of a W/O - ME system made with non- ionic surfactants, there is 
only steric hindrance preventing coalescence of droplets. Hard sphere model is then used 
to correct the results for interdroplet interaction for O/W - MEs. 
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Ø A small amount of PG or DMSO penetrates into the interfacial film of the dispersed 
droplet, behaving in much the same way as a cosurfactant.  

Ø It was shown that the mixtures of high HLB surfactant Tween® 80 or Tagat® O2 and low 
HLB Span® 20 or Poloxamers increase the stability and solubility of the dispersed phase.  

Ø Droplet size was shown to increase when the Tween® 80/Span® 20 ratio increases.  

Ø Different kind of oils have been used in this study, which show that the size of ME 
droplets is independent of kind of oils comparable in molecular volume.  

Ø With the incorporation of drug and more oil in O/W - ME causes increase in the droplet 
size. Our MEs for dermal use were thermodynamically stable till 40°C.  

Ø MEs having local anesthetics drug (lidocaine and prilocaine) as a dispersed, oily colloidal 
phase were characterized. 
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6 Zusammenfassung und Schlussfolgerungen

Der folgende Abschnitt fasst die wesentlichen Forschungsbeiträge dieser Arbeit auf den
Gebieten der ME-Charakterisierung und –formulierung sowie der mizellaren Stabilität
zusammen. Diese Arbeit erweitert das Wissen über die Mikrostruktur und die
Wechselwirkung inverser Mizellen in ternären Wasser/AOT/n-Alkan-Systemen. Die erzielten
Ergebnissen werden direkt genutzt für eine Betrachtung der physikalischen Grundlagen der
mizellaren Wechselwirkung und des Verhaltens jeder einzelnen Komponente in
pharmazeutisch relevanten ME. Auf experimenteller Seite werden drei verschiedene
Streutechniken verwendet, SLS, DLS und SANS. Die Kombination dieser drei Techniken hat
sich als hervorragendes Werkzeug für die Beantwortung der gestellten Fragen ergeben.

6.1 Modell: Ternäre Wasser/AOT/n-Alkan ME

���� Die Möglichkeit, strukturelle Eigenschaften von ME-Tropfen allein aus
Packungsüberlegungen und den optischen Eigenschaften der einzelnen Komponenten
abzuleiten, ist ein mächtiges Werkzeug, sowohl für die Betrachtung der Stabilität von ME
als auch zur Ermittlung von Substanzen, deren Mischung ME mit bestimmten
Eigenschaften ergeben. In dieser Arbeit wurde damit hervorragende Ergebnisse
hinsichtlich der Betrachtung der Größe, der Polydispersität und der Wechselwirkung von
inversen Mizellen in drei verschiedenen n-Alkan-ME (n = 7, 8 and 9) erzielt.

���� Für die Interpretation der Streudaten wurden die ME-Tropfen als dynamische Entität
angenommen, als kleine sphärische Tropfen, jeweils umgeben von einer Monolage
Tensidmoleküle. Sie unterliegen der Brownschen Bewegung und Kollisionen
untereinander können zu einer Verschmelzung der Tropfen führen mit anschließendem
Wiederauseinanderbrechen („penetrable layered sphere model“).

���� ME-Tropfen in kürzerkettigen Alkanölen sind etwas kleiner als die in längerkettigen.
Eine mögliche Erklärung für dieses Verhalten liefert die Tatsache, dass kürzerkettige
Alkane leichter in die Tensidschwänze penetrieren können, was zu einer Zunahme der
spontanten Krümmung der Tensidhülle im Vergleich zu langkettigen Ölen führt
(konsistent mit dem „penetrable layered sphere model“).

���� Die Größenpolydispersität σs der ME-Tropfen wurde duch Kontrast-Variations-
Experimente mit sehr hoher Genauigkeit bestimmt. Die Polydispersität bestimmt nicht
nur die charakteristischen Merkmale der Streudaten, sie hat auch Einfluss auf den Verlauf
der Abhängigkeit der hydrodynamischen Radien vom Wasser-zu-AOT-
Teilchenzahlverhältnis µ=[H2O]/[AOT]. Für inverse Mizellen in Heptan, Octan und
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Nonan ergab sich σs ~ 0,17, unabhängig vom Alkantyp. Dies wurde für stabile inverse
Mizellen auch theoretisch erwartet.

���� Formveränderungen der ME-Tropfen mit steigender Temperatur wurden bestimmt und
für die drei verschiedenen Alkane verglichen. Dabei wurden die Daten gemäß Leaver et
al.136 analysiert. Der die strukturelle Veränderung beschreibende Parameter ρ
(Achsenverhältnis) wurde ermittelt. Bis zu Temperaturerhöhungen von 10°C oberhalb der
unteren Löslichkeitsgrenze Tl wurde nahezu keine Veränderung der Form der Tropfen
beobachtet. Die ermittelten Parameter, welche die Polydispersität und die
Formveränderungen beschreiben, sind in Übereinstimmung mit Literaturdaten aus SAXS-
Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert., NMR-Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert. und kombinierten SANS- und
NSE-Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.Messungen.

���� Um Informationen über den Einfluss der Konzentration auf die Diffusionskoeffizienten
zu erhalten, wurden die ME über einen weiten Konzentrationsbereich verdünnt (φ ~ 0,02
– 0,50), unter der begründeten Annahme, dass die Tropfenradien nahezu konstant
bleiben. Bei hohen Tropfenkonzentrationen (0,20 < φ < 0,50) wurde ein Aufspalten der
Diffusionskoeffizienten beobachtet. Dies zeigt, dass, bei hohen Konzentrationen zwei
Prozesse zur Diffusionsdynamik beitragen, einer ist die kollektive Diffusion der Tropfen
(Schwankung der gesamten Tropfenzahldichte), der andere die Selbstdiffusion
(Konzentrationsschwankungen).

���� ME-Tropfen verhalten sich nicht wie harte Kugeln, attraktive Wechselwirkungen müssen
berücksichtigt werden. Dieses Ergebnis ist konsistent mit einem dynamischen Modell für
die ME-Tropfen; die Brownsche Bewegung der Tropfen ermöglicht Zusammenstöße, die
Oberflächenadhäsion entspricht einer attraktiven Wechselwirkung („sticky interactions“).
Diese Wechselwirkung führt zur Ausbildung kurzlebiger Cluster, was zum Austausch
gelöster Stoffe zwischen den Tropfen führen kann bevor diese wieder separieren. Unter
der Zuhilfenahme eines mikroskopischen Modells für die Wechselwirkung von sich
gegenseitig penetrierenden Tensidschwanzgruppen wurde die
Wechselwirkungsenergiedichte pro Tropfen abgeschätzt.

���� Es ergab sich, dass die Wechselwirkungsenergie leicht zunimmt mit zunehmender
Alkankettenlänge. Das ist konsistent mit dem „penetrable layered sphere model“, in
welchem Tensid-Tensid-Wechselwirkungen stärker werden mit zunehmender
Tropfengröße (mit zunehmendem penetrierbaren Volumen). Bei konstanter Temperatur
ist es für längerkettige Alkane schwerer, mit den Tensidmolekülen wechselzuwirken als
für kürzerkettige aufgrund von Packungsüberlegungen. Dieser Mechanismus könnte
ebenfalls die Verschiebung des Stabilitätsbereichs von ME hin zu niedrigeren
Temperaturen bei Verwendung von längerkettigen Alkanölen erklären.

���� Die Polydispersität von ME-Systemen ist in ihrem Ursprung dynamisch, charakterisiert
durch eine lokale Fluktuationszeit von τp > 10-4 s. Die Ergebnisse weisen darauf hin, dass
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die Zeitskala lokaler Polydispersitätsfluktuationen mindestens drei Größenordnungen
über der der Tropfenkollisionen liegt.

���� In höherkonzentrierten Systemen, in welchen Schwankungen der Polydispersität messbar
waren, wurden Werte sowohl für die Größenpolydispersität σs als auch die optische
Polydispersität σo ermittelt (Auswertung der relativen Amplituden des langsamen
Abfalls). Die Werte für die optischen Polydispersitäten sind in Übereinstimmung mit den
Werten, welche aus der Reststreuung der untersuchten Systeme am „matching point“
ermittelt wurden. Es wurde beobachtet, dass die optischen Polydispersitäten zunehmen
mit zunehmender Kettenlänge der Alkane. Dies wurde auch anhand einer Betrachtung der
Differenz der Brechungsindizes ns und no so erwartet; die Differenz nimmt mit
zunehmender Kettenlänge ab.

6.2 Mikroemulsionen mit pharmazeutischer Relevanz

���� Die Streutechniken wurden benutzt, um die physiko-chemischen Eigenschaften von ME
von pharmazeutischem Interesse aufzuklären. Die untersuchten Systeme bestanden aus
pharmazeutischen Ölen und Tensiden bzw. einer Mischung aus Tensiden mit hoher und
niedriger HLB sowie einer hydrophilen Phase (Propylenglykol/Wasser, Wasser, DMSO).

���� Unter Zuhilfenahme der an den untersuchten modellhaften ternären Systemen
gewonnenen Erkenntnissen wurden auch hier Informationen über die Tropfengröße, die
Polydispersität sowie die Tropfen-Wechselwirkung gewonnen.

���� Zwischen den Tropfen wurde effektiv eine abstoßende Wechselwirkung beobachtet.
Ursächlich dafür sollte ein Brechen von Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen der
Wassermoleküle sein, wenn diese sich bei Annäherung zweier gleicher Tropfen aus den
hydratisierten Ketten nichtionischer Polyäther-Tenside herauslösen. Die damit
verbundene Energieänderung U0 und die Dicke der Schicht strukturierten Wassers Λ
wurden abgeschätzt. Diese entsprachen den erwarteten Werten für die Bildung stabiler
ME. Die abstoßende Wechselwirkungskraft nahm mit Λ zu.

���� Die beobachtete Tropfen-Tropfen-Wechselwirkung vergrößert die Koagulationszeit um
einen Faktor von W ~ 1065 im Vergleich zur schnellen Koagulation von Tropfen, die
lediglich bei gegenseitigem Berühren anziehend wechselwirken.

���� Mit einem geeigneten Wechselwirkungsmodell wurde die ermittelten hydrodynamischen
Radien der Tropfen entsprechend korrigiert. Ohne diese Korrektur konnten die Werte für
die Tropfengröße lediglich als Indikator für die Existenz von ME-Tropfen verwendet
werden.
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���� Bei hochkonzentrierten Systemen führt die Kumulanten-Analyse zu einer erheblichen
Überschätzung der Polydispersität, da hier eine hohe Korrelation des zweiten
Kumulanten und der Basislinie zu erwarten ist.

���� Kleine Mengen an PG und DMSO penetrieren in die Oberfläche der dispergierten
Tropfen und verhalten sich dabei nahezu wie ein Kotensid.

���� Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass Mischungen aus Tensiden mit hoher HLB (Tween 80,
Tagat O2) und niedriger HLB (Span 20, Poloxamere) die Stabilität und Löslichkeit der
dispergierten Phase erhöhen.

���� Bei einer Erhöhung des Tween 80/Span 20-Verhältnisses vergrößern sich die
Tropfenradien.

���� Verschieden Öle wurden verwendet, wobei sich zeigte, dass die Tropfengröße
unabhängig von der Art des verwendeten Öles (mit vergleichbaren Molekülvolumen) ist.

���� Das Einbringen eines pharmazeutischen Wirkstoffs in O/W-ME vergrößert die Tropfen.
Die hier untersuchten Systeme mit dermatologischer Relevanz waren bis 40°C
thermodynamisch stabil.

���� ME mit anästhetischen Wirkstoffen (Lidokain, Prilokain) als dispergierte, ölartige Phase
wurden charakterisiert.



 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 

 

I 

 

Suggestions for Future Studies 
 

The following research ideas are possible future projects that are a direct continuation of the 
work performed in this thesis.  

Ø At high concentration, DLS data can be interpreted in terms of the sum of two 
independent modes due to interdroplet interaction and polydispersity fluctuation. It has 
been shown that relative amplitude of the polydispersity fluctuation and interdroplet 
interaction is the function of solvent refractive index no. The polydispersity and 
interdroplet interaction of ME should be tried with this theoretical prediction using 
contrast variation of solvent by mixing to solvent having different refractive index. 

Ø Another sophisticated and technologically very promising area is the formation of 
inorganic – organic nanoparticles from the suspensions of dispersed materials in the MEs 
followed by evaporation – polymerization process. The interest in these organic 
nanoparticles lies in their pharmaceutical application. First, the MEs used to synthesize 
the nanoparticles are potential systems for drug delivery. Second, the solid organic 
substances could be injected directly into the vena in the form of nanoparticles. As these 
substances are often insoluble in water, a classical method of drug delivery using aqueous 
solutions is not applicable. However, if nanoparticles could be prepared in the the 
suspension in water, they could be directly injected. The size of the particles is very 
important, because bigger particles could lead to embolism. However, there are some 
restrictions in their compositions: the components have to be biocompatible. Toxic 
solvents and surfactants must be avoided. Synthesis of inorganic – organic nanoparticle 
should try with ME characterized in this thesis, which have very small droplet size ~ 10 
nm and formulated with biocompatible components.  

Ø Several interesting ME formulation problems exist, that remain unsolved. MEs formed 
with lecithin as a surfactant are of interest, also with pharmaceutical applications. There 
is still many opportunities for projects on ME stability exist. Additional work on the 
relationship between interdroplet interaction and temperature for ME droplet stabilized by 
nonionic and ionic needs to be done to address the differences between these 
relationships for anionic and nonionic surfactants.  
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Appendix A: Collective Dc and Self Ds Diffusion 
Coefficients 

 

A.1 Collective Diffusion Dc 

 

Dc shown in Eq. (3.36) can be regarded as being driven by the gradient of osmotic pressure 
associated with the concentration gradient and retarded by solvent and interdroplet friction. 

Thermodynamic driving force, 
ρ∂

Π∂  is determined by direct interdroplet interactions and 

can be described microscopically through the compressibility theorem in terms of the pair 
distribution function g(r) of the particles161 
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A microscopic expression can also be given for the collective friction coefficient fc27
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where N is the (large) number of particles in dispersion, q̂  is a unit vector and the angular 

brackets ...  imply an ensemble average over all possible positions of the particles in the 

dispersion. 
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 is a mobility tensor which connects the drift velocity of particle i 

induced through hydrodynamic interactions by a force n particle j (and vice versa). In the 

lower concentration limit, ijij DD δρ 0,0 →→
r

, Eq. (A.1) and . (A.2) becomes 
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and substitution of Eq. (A.3) into Eq. (3.36) gives immediately 
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as expected. 

With the use of Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2), it should be possible, in principle, to calculate the 
collective diffusion coefficient Dc given only the form of the potential of mean force U(r) 
between the particles. So far as the thermodynamic term [Eq. (A.1)], considerable progress 
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made in this direction; although g(r) can not be calculated exactly from U(r), many 
approximate but accurate routes exist, e.g. the Percus-Yevick approximation,30 HNC 
approximation, the mean spherical approximation,57 perturbation approaches and computer 
simulation.58 However, for the hydrodynamic friction term fc the situation is more complicated 

because the hydrodynamic interaction between two particles i and j, described by ( )kij rD
rr

, 

depends, in the general case, on the positions of many other particles. In relatively dilute 
dispersion, these effects can be taken into account by expanding thermodynamic term Eq. 
(A.1) and hydrodynamic term Eq. (A.2) in powers series of volume fraction φ .49,33 So 
collective diffusion coefficient can be represented as an expansion in powers of volume 
fraction φ as49,33  
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Perturbation coefficients KI and KH are due to thermodynamic and hydrodynamic effects 
respectively. Coefficient KI is proportional to the well known second osmotic virial 
coefficient.162 KH, due to hydrodynamic perturbations of the friction factor in the generalized 
Smouluchowski equation, was evaluated independently by Batchelor93 and felderhof92 and 
Goldstein and Zimm.9 4  Τhese coefficients can be related to the interaction potential of the 
particles U(r). It is convenient to separate explicitly the contributions due to hard sphere 
repulsion Uhs and from all other possible terms in the pair interaction potential  energy U(x) 
[Ueff(x) =Uhs(x) +U(x)], where x=(r-2Rh)/2Rh and Rh and r are the hydrodynamic radius of 
particle and the distance between the center of the two particles. 
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A.2 Self diffusion Ds  

 

Contrary to collective diffusion, which involves the transport of many particles 
simultaneously, induced by density gradients, self diffusion is related to the dynamics of a 
single particle in a system with homogeneous density. The single particle under consideration 
is commonly referred to as the tracer particle, while the remaining Brownian particles are 
referred to as host particles. The simplest quantity that characterizes the motion of a single 
Brownian particle is its mean squared displacement, defined as  

(A.8)  ( ) ( )τττ sDr 62 =∆  

Self-diffusion coefficient (Ds) characterizes the stochastic motion of tracer particles which 
may be observed in a modern light scattering technique.27 In light scattering experiments, the 
incoherent self dynamic structure factor Fs(q,τ), [Eq. (3.34)] which is relevant to the problem 
of self diffusion can be measured. Interaction of the tracer particle with surrounding Brownian 
particles clearly affects the time dependence of the mean square displacement. For typical 
Brownian particles the time scale seen in a light-scattering experiment is far longer than the 
momentum relaxation time τB. 

 

6Ds
S

6Ds
L

τ

IτBτ

 

 

 

 

Figure A.1 The mean square 

displacement ( )τ2r∆  as a function of 

time (see text for detail). 

 

 

 

For typical Brownian particles the time scale seen in a light-scattering experiment is far longer 

than the momentum relaxation time τB. The latter is of order m/fc, where m is the mass of a 
particle. Time scale separation in self diffusion coefficients occur roughly at the time 
τΙ  between particle collision (see Figure A.1).163  The time scale τΙ  is of order R2/D0, where R 
is the radius of a particle. The short time self diffusion coefficient Ds

S and the long – time self 
diffusion coefficient Ds

L are defined by the behavior at short and long times164 
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where short time IB τττ <<<<  means times over which relative position of the particles 

hardly change. Long time Iττ >>  means times over which particle moves, on average, a 

distance equal to many typical interdroplet spacing. For purely repulsive interaction 
potentials, one may imagine that the tracer particle is hindered in its motion as time proceeds. 
For those cases, the long – time self diffusion coefficient is smaller than short-time self 
diffusion coefficient. The mean square displacement as a function of time thus bends over to 
attain a smaller slope at long times, this is sketched in Figure A.1. For non- interacting 
particles there is no difference between long- and short-time self diffusion. Both the long-and 
short-time self diffusion coefficients are then equal to the free droplet diffusion coefficient D0. 
It should be emphasized that no time scale separation is expected in collective diffusion. 165  

The long-time self-diffusion coefficient is obtained as the product of the thermodynamic 
driving force kBT and the appropriate mobility i.e., inverse of steady state friction coefficient 
1/fs [Eq. (3.37)]. 

Since the short time self diffusion coefficient describes motion in which the particle positions 
hardly change, it is given theoretically by a simple ensemble average 166 
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Self diffusion coefficient can be represented as an expansion in powers of volume fraction as 

φ166   
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where αs depends on direct and hydrodynamic pair interaction121,167. 

First order in volume fraction coefficient α1
s for short time self diffusion coefficient Ds

S is 
given by 
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First order in volume fraction coefficient α1
s for long time self diffusion coefficient Ds

L is 
given by 

(A.15)      sA
s αλα +=1  

The calculation of the coefficient αs requires the solution of the two-body Smoluchowski 
equation. It has been shown121 that the coefficient may be expressed as 

( )( ) dxxHGgYHS
ss
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where HS
sα  = -0.2657 is the hard sphere value, Y is a coefficient related to the electric 

polarizability in a corresponding dielectric problem, and G(x) and H(x) are the hydrodynamic 
interaction functions.  

The “first order in volume fraction coefficient” for the short-time self diffusion coefficient 
depends on the form of the pair- interaction potential through the pair-distribution function. It 
is convenient to separate explicitly the contributions due to hard sphere repulsion Uhs and 
from all other possible terms in the pair interaction potential  energy U(x) [Ueff(x) =Uhs(x) 
+U(x)] . To the leading order in concentration, the pair-correlation function g(x) simply the 
Boltzmann exponential of the pair interaction potential Ueff(x), that is, 
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The hard sphere value has been calculated as168 
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Thus hard sphere value of coefficient α1
s for long time self diffusion coefficient Ds

L is -
2.0972. Our measurements satisfied so called hydrodynamic regime Iττ >>  (described in 

detail in the Section 5.1.3.3), so we measured long time self diffusion coefficient Ds
L. In result 

and discussion for simplicity we drop the superscript L. 
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Appendix B: Opzical and Size Polydispersities  
 

B.1 Optical Polydispersity 
 

A system of particles identical in terms of size and interactions, but differ in the refractive 

index; can be characterized by standard deviation in refractive index σo. So scattering 
amplitude 

(B.1 )       ( ) ( )2222 nnff −∝−    

and 

(B.2)        ( )onn −∝f  

For a system of particles uniform in size and polydisperse in refractive index, SI(τ) we take  
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the result of the Percus-Yevick approximation for monodisperse hard spheres at volume 

fraction φ. 

In Figure 3.3A, we plot the relative amplitude 
( ) ( )[ ]0121

2
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+
 as a function of 

volume fraction φ for various values of standard deviation for optical polydispersity σo. 

 

B.2 Size Polydispersity 
 

A system of particles polydisperse in size and uniform in refractive index, can be 
characterized by standard deviation in size σs given by 
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The scattering amplitudes 3
ii Rf ∝  

Expression for both SM(0) and A1 have been obtained for polydisperse systems in the Percus-
Yevick approximation43 as  
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In Figure 3.3B, relative amplitude of slow decay mode as a function of volume fraction φ for 

various values of the standard deviation σs is plotted. 

 

B.3 Combined Optical and Size Polydispersity 
 

Particles are not usually all of the same size and the distribution of scattering powers arises 
from a distribution in particle size as well as from a distribution in refractive index. For such 
case, explicit expression for the relative amplitude of the slow mode,46 
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In Figure 3.3C, relative amplitude of slow decay mode as a function of volume fraction φ for a 
size polydispersity σs = 0.15 combined with various values of the standard deviation σb is 
plotted. 

 

B.4 Particle Size Distribution Functions 
 

It is obvious that the relative mode amplitude calculation requires the pre-assumption of a 
particle size distribution function, from which the normalized radius moments mν can then be 
derived. As examples we consider two types of particle size distributions, which are positively 
skewed in particle radius. 

The logarithmic-normal distribution 

Moments for logarithmic-normal (log-normal) distribution is expressed as43  
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The Schulz or generalized exponential distribution: 

Moments for Schulz distribution is expressed as43 
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Appendix C: Change in Energy due to Removal of Water 
Molecule and Effect of Interaction on 
Stability of Colloids 

 

C.1 Change in Energy due to Removal of Water Molecule from 
Surfactant Layer U0 

 

Different contributions to effective interaction are shown in Figure 3.8, where Rh, Rhs, Ri, are 
the hydrodynamic radius, hard sphere radius and oil core radius, respectively. DLS yields 
hydrodynamic radius Rh, which is supposed to consist the oil core and surfactant film 
containing some solvent molecules too. Length of surfactant film is Rh – Ri. For all our 

samples, 
[ ]

[ ]Surfactant
Oil

=µ  molar ratio remains constant (¼) that means 
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A model of penetrable droplet is shown in Figure C.1, where 2r* is the nearest possible 
distance between two droplets of radius Rh. One can get r* using assumption of homogeneous 
dispersion of droplet 
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Substituting value of Ri from Eq.(C.1) to Eq. (C.2). One can get  
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If two droplets of radius Rh are separated by a distance r (r < 2Rh), the volume of overlapping 
is  
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where, r = 2r* in our case. 

If we assume that each surfactant molecule tends to arrange itself in such a way that it 
subtends a constant volume, then the number of surfactant molecules coating each droplet is 
given by  
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=  is the total number of droplets, where φ i is the volume occupied by oil, φs is the 

volume occupied by surfactant and  

sa

s
s dN

M
v =  is the volume of a surfactant molecule, where Ms, Na and ds are the molar mass of 

surfactant, Avogadro number and density of surfactant, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

Figure C.1 Schematic representation 
of two overlapping droplets. The 
overlapped volume corresponds to the 
dashed region. The meaning of the 
various radii is explained in the text. 

 

 

The number of water molecules bound per ethylene oxide (EO) group is 2 and the average 
association energy per water molecule is 22 kJ/mol.169 

The total number of EO groups associated with each droplet nEO = ns* number of EO groups 
associated with each surfactant molecule. 

The total number of water molecules bound to each droplet nw = 2* nEO. 

The volume of surfactant shell incorporated in each droplet vl = ( ){ }3*3

3
4

rR
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−π  

Number of water molecules in overlapping volume noverlapping=
l

goverlappinw

v
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Change in energy due to removal of water molecules in overlapping region Uo  
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C.2 Effect of interaction on stability of colloids 

 

The coagulation velocity when Ueff = 0, i.e., when there is no interaction between the droplets, 
except a very steep attraction when droplets touch each other is equal to130 

(C.7)        nRDG appUeff
π8=  

where R, Dapp and n are the droplet radius, diffusion coefficient and total number of droplet 
per unit volume, respectively. 

One can get time of coagulation,130 when Ueff  = 0 from Eq. (3.7) using Stokes-Einstein 
relation 
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where η is the viscosity of the continuous phase. 

The interaction Ueff diminishes the velocity of coagulation by a factor i.e. the coagulation time 
increases by a factor, 
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where droplet completely lost its velocity after trave ling over a distance. To get the magnitude 
of Ueff, Ueff is integrated from xL to infinity. 

The time of coagulation in presence of interaction potential 

(C.10)        Wtt
effUff ×= = 0,  

Colloid may be termed stable when it does not flocculate, say, in a week or a month, which 
means that time of flocculation should be longer than 106 sec. Consequently the ratio W 
between rapid and slow coagulation will have to surpass 105 for diluted and 109 for very 
concentrated colloids, to give them a reasonable stability. 
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Appendix D: Chemical Structure of each constituent used 
in the formation of MEs 

 

D.1 Hydrophlic Phase 

 

 

Figure D.1 DMSO  (Dimethyl sulfoxide, MW =78.1 g/mol) 

 

 

Figure D.2 PG (Propylene glycol, MW =76.1 g/mol) 

 

H2O 

Figure D.3 Water (MW =18.02 g/mol) 

 

D.2 Hydrophobic Phase 

 

 

Figure D.4 Eutanol (2-Octyl-1-dodecanol, MW = 298.6 g/mol) 

 

Figure D.5 (A) IPP (Isopropyl palmitate, MW = 298.5 g/mol) (B) IPM (Isopropyl myristate, 
MW = 270.5 g/mol) 
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Figure D.6 (A) n-Heptane, MW = 100.2 g/mol, (B) n-Octane, MW = 114.2 g/mol, (C) n-
Nonane, MW = 128.3 g/mol, 

 

 

Figure D.7 OA (Oleic acid, MW = 282.5 g/mol) 

 

 

Figure D.8  p- Xylene- (1,4-Dimethylbenzene, MW = 106.2 g/mol) 

 

D.3 Surfactants 

 

 

Figure D.9 AOT (Sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate, MW ~ 444.6 g/mol, HLB = n/a) 
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Figure D.10 Poloxamer 331, which also has the name Synperonic® PE/L 101, 
(Polyoxyethylene – Polyoxypropylene – Block copolymer, MW ~3800 g/mol, HLB = 1) 

 

 

Figure D.11 Span® 20 (Sorbitan monolaurate, MW ~ 346 g/mol, HLB = 8.6) 
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Figure D.12 Tagat® O2 (Polyoxyethylene glycerol monooleate, MW ~1235 g/mol, HLB = 15) 
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Figure D.13 Tween® 80 (Polyoxyethylene sorbitan mono-oleate, C64H124O6, MW ~ 1309 
g/mol, HLB = 15) 
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D.4 Drugs  

 

 

Figure D.14 Lidocaine (2-diethylamino-N-2,6-dimethylphenyl, MG=234.3 g/mol) 

 

 

Figure D.15 Prilocaine (N-2-methylphenyl-2- propylamino, MG=220.3 g/mol) 
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